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hway art victory I 
Local forest fire attack 
groups welcome Haisla 
Firebirds to their home . Tears comes to Terrace meet with winning 
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<Province lays claim to our bear’s ,name . .  
By’ SARAH ARnS 
DESPITE the provincial government’s recent claim 
to the name Spirit Bear, the City of Terrace retains 
its ownership of the same name. ‘ 
Finance Minister Carole Taylor confirmed May 
19 the B.C. government registered the name Spirit 
Bear as the province’s 
But three years ag f Terrace reg- 
istered the same name as the city’s official mark 
as well as three others: Kermode, Kermodei and 
Moksgm’ol. 
surprised whenLhe learned of the province’s actions 
and assumed it was an honest mistake. 
“We are giving them the opportunity to figure 
, it out .themselves,” he said. “I just think it seem 
very obvious that we had the trademark before they 
did.” person Robert Pauliszyn. political and marketing.” think ‘That’s the northwest.”’ 
But by federal law, different levels of govern- 
ment are allowed to register the same official mark. 
To register the name Spirit Bear, both the gov- 
ernments of B.C. and Terrace acted under section 
nine of the federal trademarks act, which qtomati-, 
cally grants the right to register an official mark to 
public authorities. 
“The only requirement is that the requesting par- 
ty establishes that they are a public authority,” said 
Genevieve Cote, a national trademark branch at the 
Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO). 
In contrast, private companies register trade- 
Ron Poole, Terrace’s chief administrator, was marks, not official marks. The process requires 
CIPO to conduct a trademark names search and if 
another organizations has registered the name, a 
company’s application is rejected. 
For this reason, the province has no intention of 
reversing its actions, said financk ministry spokes- 
With ownership of the Spirit’Bear name, restric- Lany Jones, an analyst who gives advice to new 
tions apply to third parties who wish to use it. business owners at Community Futures is womed 
They should get consent from $the owners, Cote about the increasing number of businesses who 
said, which in this case is both governments. want to use the Spirit Bear nyne.” 
But the,CIPO is an administrative office and If it’s a problem, they should know now, he 
does not enforce these rules, she added. said. 
“The owner would take [legal] action if they felt Both the provincial and municipal government 
it was neccessary,:’ she said, not the CIPO. said they didn’t plan on being exclusive with the use 
Business names also differ from trademarks and of the Spirit Bear name, however. 
official marks, she said, although that doesn’t necc- I The province will review each request to use the 
essarily mean its okay for a business to use the name ’ name on a case by case basis and will most likely 
without permission. grant permission if the request stays within the spirit 
because many didn’t even know the city had regis- 
tered the name. 
“I don’t think it should be trademarked at all,” 
said Anna Beddie, owner of Misty River Books. 
“How do you trademark a saying? Obviously it’s 
,~ 
’ 
3 This has a few Terracites concerned, especially ‘of the name, Pauliszyn said. ’ 
Terrace’s stance is similar. 
“The city is flexible,” Poole said. “We didn’t 
want to see the name get out there so much that it 
was no longer associated with Terrace. We love the 
fact that people, when they see the white bep, they c> 
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LISTS from $roughout the regionraced 60 km from Terrace to Kitimat in the annual Kitimat River Challenge May 21. The 
’ 
making it one of the largest ro races in the nokhwest. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
, C h i Id ren prais‘ed 
for ref us i n g 
with stranger 
ByMARGARETSPEIRs The suspect and vehicle 
description was passed on to 
A MAN whojdlegedly tried ofher popce officers who be- 
to lure two boys into his car gan patrolling the area.’ 
has been released on bail in Police located the suspect 
the custody of his parents within an hour and subse- 
until.his .next,coiirt’date. 
Jaye Ad&&, 29, ‘of New 
Aiyansh, appeared in Ter- 
race Provincial Court May 
26 to be charged with one 
count of attempted abduc- 
tion of a person under 14. 
On May 21, two boys, 
aged seven and eight, were 
playing in the Kin Hut Park 
on Halliwell Ave. around 
9 p.m. when a vehicle ap- 
proached them at the 
way stop, say police. 
The driver open 
passenger door and asked 
them if they wanted to get in 
for a ride. 
They did not h o w  the 
driver so they immediately 
returned to the park where 
they told a parent what had 
happened, say police. 
I The parent flamxl down 
’ 
the chi1 
friend,‘= it is always advis- 
able to use the ‘buddy sys- 
tem,’” said Patenaude. :, 
“These actions gave the 
police a distinct adva$age 
and contributed to the q$ck 
locating’ of the suspect-ve- 
hicle and the accused.” ‘:. 
Adams was released on a 
, He m 
tact with 
tims, must stay 100-metres 
away from any place where 
children under 16 are or are 
reasonably expected to be 
and must not be in the com- 
pany of anyone known to be- 
under 16, includink family 
By MARGARET SPEIRS The letter will ask owner Sat Gill to come in thing soon, you won’t get done this year,” Miller Terrace RCMP spokes- and nonpmcription drugs. . 
to discuss plans for the future of the building and said. “There’s a good chance if he does demolish person Const. Rochelle Pat-., Judge Ed de Walle re- 
IT’,S ABOUT time a building that lost its roof and set a time frame for something to be done with it, it, there will be a hole in the ground for a while.” enaude praised the children. minded Adams that the po- 
top floor to fire six months ago is either rebuilt or Miller said. Miller said Gill has been dlligent about board- and the parent for their ac- lice‘ would be aware of his 
tom down, says thesity’s building inspector. He added it is not unusual for insurance com- ing up windows when the city has contacted him tions. bail conditions and w d d  be 
The roof of the Manor Villa Apartments on panies to take many months to finish investiga- ‘to say vandals have broken into the building. “It is important to empha- watching him carefully. 
Kenney St. was destroyed and its third floor gut- tions. Gill was unavailable for comment. Some people have been going out of their way size that these children did “If there’s b y  misstep or 
ted in a November 2005 blaze. Twenty residents “I think it’s reasonable that we make some to get in. the right thing in refusing breach of this order, the po- 
lost their homes as a result of the fire and the contact with him and see where he’s at,” Miller “You and I both know if there’s a window on the offer from this stranger lice yill arrest you and take 
building has sat vacant ever since. said May 2 L  . the third floor and somebody decides they want and then immediately advis- you back in custody,” de 
Trespassers have broken into the building, He believes Gill is still in discussions with the to get in there to [break in], they’re going to get ing a parent of the incident,” Walle told the court. 
which was boarded up to keep people out, and insurance company, but the city wants to come to in,” he said. I she said. Adams had been in cus- 
neighbours have complained, says Bruce Miller, . a conclusion relatively soon. After a letter is sent For example, Miller s$d a neighbour across “The parent also acted tody here ’ since his arrest 
the city’s building inspector. the street told him somebody pulled plywood off quickly in notifying police May 23. His next court ap- 
“We still haven’t done anyding but I think we “If he is interested in rebuilding, you’re also one window, went in and took some items out who then made patrols for pearance is scheduled for 
will write them a letter,” he said last week. looking at a time frame. If you started on some- over the May long weekend. 
to Gill, he will be given time to reply. ’ 
the suspect.” ~June 27. ct 
I 
\I 
Locals call for ‘plex referendum 
~ 
By SARAH A. ZiMMERMAN 
IT’S TlME for a referendum q d  increased transparency 
on the proposed second sheet of ice project, say two local 
residents. I 
John Malo and Glenn Kelly say city council deliberations 
about the controversial project have been done behind closed 
doors and the public isn’t well enough informed about what 
the city’s plans are. 
“The bottom line here is that council has been doing too 
much of this in camera and they aren’t being transparent 
to the taxpayers of Terrace,” says Malo. “The taxpayers in 
1994 told the city we don’t want a stripped down second 
sheet of ice.” 
Malo has long been a naysayer of the many proposed ice 
sheet projects over the years. He can’t figure out why the city 
is fixated on a second sheet of ice, when he believes most 
taxpayers would rather have a multi-use recreation facility 
with meeting rooms and gymnasiums or nothing at all. 
Both men say the city is paying too much attention to 
special interest groups such as the men’s rec hockey league 
instead of regular taxpayers. That league polled municipal 
candidates in last fall’s election and later released a slate of 
candidates they thought would be most likely to move ahead 
with the project in a timely fashion. 
The city ultimately shelved the plan earlier this year be- 
cause bids came in at a whopping $10.5 million. 
Both men are convinced the city has a plan, it just hasn’t 
informed regular taxpayers what that is. 
And the duo are aghast the city has already spent more 
than half a million dollars on architectural designs for the 
pared down second sheet of ice project. 
“I’m mad and I’m offended,” says Malo. 
“First of all, that money should never have been spent 
without taxpayers approval.” 
Whatever decision council makes, there will be people 
who disagree, but the men think there is a solution. 
“Their winning decision is to go to the taxpayers and find 
out what they want,” says Kelly, adding he’s sure most Ter- 
race residents feel the same but are too afraid to say anything 
for fear of being accused of not being community minded. 
“If we say this and everybody in Terrace writes in to the 
newspaper and says, ‘these guys are full of it,’ then so be it,” 
says Kelly. “But I don’t think we’re going to see that.” payers if they want a second sheet of ice, a multiplex or nothing at all. . 
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ass Valley carver, chief 
warded B.C.’s to13 Drize 
. , PROMINENT NASS Valley 
.‘‘Carver and hereditary chief 
Alver Tait has been awarded 
the province’s top honour , 
.- the Order of British 
Columbia. The award is the 
highest form of recognition 
the province can extend to 
citizens and is awarded by 
,, Lieutenant Governor Iona 
Campagnolo. 
Tait is a master carver 
and the hereditary chief of 
the Eagle-Beaver clan. Just 
last fall Tait carved one of 
four totem poles raised in 
’ New Aiyansh, each repre- 
senting the four crests of the 
Nisga’a nation. 
‘Totem poles (are our 
legacy, native people’s his- 
,_ 
!,.:’ 
’ 
- 0  
’ 
week, adding he is honoured 
to receive the award. 
“It’s just that to achieve 
such an award you have to 
have a lot of people helping “I owe the old people who rnissioned to carve a 12- was originally a monument 
you, you couldn’t do it by taught me the culture as well metre totem for the 250th Tait’s great-great-grandfa- 
yourself,” Tait said. “And and all those people who had Anniversary of Vienna’s ther, Luuya’as, carrying the 
I had aLlot of elders help- the confidence in me when Schoenbrunn Tiergarten, Eagle-Beaver images of his 
borther Norman ,Tait, my to help them with carving a 2003, he was asked by the He also’ received the 
mentor who taught me the totem pole and I was only British Museum in Lon- award because of his “tire- 
Nisga’a art of carving totem less efforts to improve the 
welfare of his community.” 
front of the New Aiyansh village government offices. Four poles were raised repre- 
senting the, four crests of  the Nisga’a nation. FILE PHOTO 
’ 
, ing me’as well as my older they needed help to ask me the world’s oldest zoo. In clan crest. 
too happy to do that.” don to restore a totem pole 
carved in the 1860s, which In 2002, Tait was com- 
Daily newspaper to hit 
Terrace streets soon 
THE Terrace Standard is preparing to launch 
a free daily newspaper in in the northwest 
Northern Daily will be published 
y to Friday ;and will be distributed 
in Terrace and Found the region at conve- 
nience stores, coffee shops and numerous 
othkr locations. 
cation to Northwestern B.C. that we believe 
will\serve the daily needs of news readers 
everywhere,” said Terrace Standard pub- 
lisher Rod Link. 
The daily paper will provide the most 
current coverage in professional sports, busi- 
ness and enteitainment and will give readers 
in Terrace and the region a’broader range of 
news and information on a regular basis. 
The new daily paper is being published in 
conjunction with our Black Press sister pa- 
pers The Sriithers Interior News, Tlie7Nortli;A I) 
e m  Seriririel in Kitimat and Houston Today. 
It will be distributed in Terrace, Kitimat, 
Houston, Smithers and also Prince Rupert. 
The Nortlierii Daily will have the latest in 
intemational, national and provincial ’news 
from the internationally acclaimed Reuters 
news service. 
Reuters is one of the‘ top ranked news 
service organizations throughout the world 
with 197 bureaus in 130 countries. 
Watch for The Northern Daily. 
L1 
3 June 5. 
“We’re happy to bring yet another publi- , 
’ 
Correction 
COMMENTS made by 
Staff Sgt. Eric Stubbs in a 
May 24 article regarding 
RCMP wishes that a 
local buildings’ landlord 
and apartment manager 
enforce stricter tenant 
rules to ensure the safeG 
of peoplepin the building 
and the surrounding 
neighbourhood, ere 
made. in reference to the 
incorrect building. 
Staff Sgt. Stubbs was 
speaking about the Cedar 
Place apartment build- 
ing not the Davis Street 
apartment buildings, 
which are known as the 
Huntington Apartments. 
ok an appointment to attend 
Receive a bone density scan on-site using our 
heel ultrasound device and a consultation on: 
risk factors for osteoporosis 
diet and nutrition 
preventative options 
A nominal fee will be charged for this service. 
Bare feet will be required for proper screening. 
Monday, June Sth, 11 am - 5 pm 
4731 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace 
250-635-402 1 
I 
2006 MAZDA MPV GX 2006 MAZDA6 GS-I4 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 60 MONTHSttt 
I 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 36 MONTHStt 
-OR- -OR- -OR- 
LEASE FROM 
$288 
PER MONTH/48 MONTHS 
WITH $4.750 DOWN PAYMENT 
$ 18,574 TOTAL LEASE OBLIGATION 
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
1 
2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE GX-I4 
WITH AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
0” 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 60 MONTHSt:? $l48 
-AT- I 
PER MONTH/24 MONTHS 
WITH 53,550 DOWN PAYMENT 
59.742 TOTAL LEASE OBLIGATION 
$0 SECURITY DEWSIT 
PER MONTH/48 MONTHS 
WITH 53.295 DOWN PAYMENT 
TOTAL LEASE OBLIGATION OF $ 15.199 
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
EXPERIENCE €MOPION hl0PIO-M AT YOUR BRITISH COLUMBIA MAZDA DEALER. 
%&%?&?a 3026 H w y  16 E 0 Phone 250-635-7206 DlMI 
READY HTo ROLL 52 POINT PRE.DELIVfRY INSPEnlOH ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 0 MAZDA LEADERSHIP WARRANTY ASK ABOUT OUR OUTSTAWDING COMPREHERSIVE AND POWERTRAIN WAkRAHTY COVERAGE. 
J 4. 
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Private investigator follows leads 
in missing women cases here 
that sometimes YdonTgo any- 
where. For instance, on May 
19 he met with a woman who 
found a tree planting shovel 
east of Terrace - she thought 
it seemed out of place. 
He learned the shovel did 
not match the description of 
the one Nicole Hoar, a tree 
planter at the time of her 
disappearance, had with her 
when she went missing. 
His investigation also 
yielded a person of inter- 
est who he believes lived in 
the area at one time brit who 
miiy not be here anymore. 
He wouldn’t say whether 
, 
“Maybe I ,  can 
annoy someone 
enough’ to get them 
off their butts and 
do something, ” - Ray Michalko 
he believes this person is a 
suspect in the disappear- 
ances, just that he may have 
some information. 
Michalko did say that he 
believes the person respon- 
sible for the disappearances 
is a male who lives, or used 
to live, in the area and has 
some reason to travel back 
and forth between Prince 
George and Prince Rupert to 
visit family or friends. 
While some rumours 
suggest that a truck driver 
may be involved, he doesn’t 
think that’s possible. 
By W G A R E T  SPEIRS volves investigating leads I 
FISHING is one of Ray 
Michalko’s hobbies, but 
these days he’s casting 
his lure for the person or 
persons responsible for the 
disappearance of several 
women along Hwy 16. 
Michalko, a private in- 
vestigator from Surrey, was 
in town last week to meet 
with several people who 
supplied him with tips after 
he advertised that he was 
looking for information on 
the missing women. ‘ 
He’s not sure whether 
he’ll be the one to solve the 
mystery behind the disap- 
pearances, but believes he 
can help stir people’s merno- 
ries enough to recall impor- 
tant information. n 
“I think that’s a long- 
shot,” he said about solving 
the case. 
“Maybe I can annoy 
someone enough to get them 
off their butts and do some- 
thing.” 
He investigated tips relat- 
ing to th,e cases of Tamara 
Chipman, Nicole Hoar and 
Lana Derrick while here. 
Michalko had talked to 
Chipman’s ,aunt, Gladys 
Radek, in Vancouver, but 
didn’t say whether he would 
talk to Chipman’s parents 
while in Terrace. 
He had hoped to talk to 
Demck‘s parent3 but has 
had some difficulty making 
contact with them, he said. 
Michalko’s work in- 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR Ray Michalko was in town last week looking for informa- 
tion on the whereabouts of women missing along Hwy 16. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
There’s no room for a 
tractor-trailer driver to pull 
off the road to dump a body, 
he said. As for why all of the 
missing women except one 
are aboriginal, Michalko 
speculates that native woni- 
en are more at risk due to 
their culture and lack of ac- 
cess to a vehicle. Aboriginal 
women in rural areas may 
hitchhike more often as they 
don’t have a means of trans- 
portation, thereby putting 
themselves at risk. 
He firmly believes that 
there’s someone out there 
who knows a crucial piece 
of information but may not 
want to share it for fear of 
becoming a target if that 
knowledge gets back to the 
person responsible for the 
missing women, hc said. 
Michalko plans to share 
any promising leads with lo- 
cal police. 
Forest sites escape long weekend damage 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 31,2006 - 
News In Brief 
Alleged stabber to 
appear in court 
A FIGHT BETWEEN two men resulted in charge! 
being laid against one and injuries to the other Ma) 
17. 
The two locals, who are known to police, had an a1 
tercation involving a tire iron and a knife at the Tcrracc 
Trailer Court on Graham Avc. 
The victim suffered norr-life threatening injuries ant 
was treated at Mills Memorial Hospital, according tc 
Terrace RCMP. - 
cI1iirgcd wit11 iGi1uIt with a wcapon. assault ciiusinl 
bodily harm and uttering thrcilts. 
I-ic is scheduled to appear i n  court this wcck. Polici 
contintic to iiivcstigatc the incidcnt. 
The ilccuscd~lla nrrestcd illid sul>se@cntlJ 
c 
Proper storage key 
Po avoiding ATV thefts 
I’OLICE HAVE words of advice for AT(V and 
motorbike O W I I C ~ S  after scveri1l of these vcliicles hove 
gonc missing from loci11 rcsidences in recent weeks. 
“Keeping the bikes properly secured as with any 
valuable will help to deter theft,” says Terrace, RCMP 
spokcspcrson Const. Rochelle Patenaude. 
“Keeping proper records will help us verify owner- 
ship when we do locatc an ATV or bike that is possibly 
stolen.” 
Patenaude says many of the bikes are sinular in ap- 
pearance and style and are more difficult to track than 
cars and trucks, which are registered. 
“These, type of off-road vehicles are common in the 
area and the machines are obviously very portable as 
most people load them into the back of pickups or have 
trailers to transport them,” she said. 
Police report each theft individually unless they have 
information to link multiple thefts together, she said. 
Major crime unit 
gets more officers 
LOCAL police have more members fighting crime in 
the city and area now that several new officers are on 
the case. 
Corporal Mike Kendall began working here March 
1 and Constable Brent Pearson joined him shortly af- 
ter, said Terrace RCMP spokesperson Const. Rochelle 
Patenaude. 
Another constable will transfer heie to join the unit 
in July. . 
, I  
I 
Motorcycle rider injured 
A MAN from the Lone Butte area was injured after 
his motorcycle went off Beam Station Road south of 
Terrace May 22. 
Just after noon, he was riding his 2000 Harley Da- 
vidson motorcycle alone when he lost control on some 
gravel and ended up in the ditch. 
He sustained scratches to hisfacemd suffered some 
bruised ribs. <. _ _  *,. 
WEEKEND PARTIERS kept police 
busy but respected local camping women and seven men ranged in age From a forestry perspective, the 
sites while celebrating the first long from 17 to 23. Five came from Kiti- weekend saw far less vandalism and 
weekend of summer. mat, one from New Hazelton and the trouble at forest recreation sites than 
Terrace RCMP highway patrol remaining five were from Terrace. in past years. 
Sgt. Don Murray reported seven li- Const. Rochelle Patenaude said “It was one of the better long 
quor seizures on the evening of May officers were called to Ferry Island weekends wc’ve lived through,” said 
19, most of which were confiscated on the 19th to respond to a call about Carl Johansen, district recreation of- 
in the area of Granite Creek off First a party and on the 21st to check on ficer for the Ministry of Tourism, 
Ave. at Lakelse Lake. an erratic driver. Sports and Arts. 
.! Erom that eyening to Sunday She said police also broke ’up “I‘ve bgen to some of them (parks) 
morning, police seized and suspend- a large house p‘arty on the 00 and in  the ones we’ve checked ev- 
ed the driver’s licences of 11 people block of Soucie St. after party goers erything’s been in good shape.” 
for alcohol consumption. caused problems at the house and in Two forestry compliance and 
Murray reported that the four the neighbourhood. enforcement officers were out with 
RCMP from Kitimat and Terrace to 
check on campers over the week- 
end. 
Johailsen said the weekend wasn’t 
too busy and there weren’t reports of 
any major parties. 
“We don’t know where they 
were,” Johansen said about rowdy 
partiers. 
Ambulance unit chief Carl Was- 
sink said paramedics fielded 21 
calls for medical assistatke over the 
weekend, which wasn’t a busy one. 
Saturday, July 8 - Media Day 
Sponsored by Terrace Standard. local media get to compete! 
Saturday, July 22 - Memorial Races 
Sponsored by Carlyle Shepherd & Co., CA’sr 
50 lap races for the Memorial trophy. 
Sunday, July 28 - Redneck Rampage!! 
S onsorea by Classic Hot Do$ b Canadian Tire. 
8utrageous rmes will be hn! Body parts will be lost! 
Saturday, Au ust 5 - Riverboat Days 
lrunder and Bomber racing. 
Sunday, Au ust 6 - RD-2 
lrunder, Bomber and Hit-to-Pass racing. 
Kids can ride in a race car during intermission. 
S onsored by The Reather. 
Tris day used if any previous day cancelled due to weather. 
S onsored by Beau % ette Contracting. 
S onsored by Bo ? d Salvage. 
Saturday, Au ust 19 - Rain Day 
§unday, Au ust 20 - Wrup it U R! Swnsored by Alcan. P inal poinls day. 5ponsors racing in f e cars hey sponsor. 
I 
STUDENT 
SENIOR (60t) !: 
$1 7 FAMILY 
Cash Onlv 
PICKETS 1 ADULT $7 
RACING TIMES 
Except forlune 3 8 4 a5 noted) 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
Time Trials: 5:30pm 
Racing at 7pm - . .  . .  
SUNDAY Sunday, September 18 - Brain Damage! 
Sponsored by Terrace Chrysler ltd and Sight & Sound. 
lots of racing with the Demolition Derby US the main event 
PHONE Q35=9060 FOR MORE INFORMATION I 0 Race on 3/8 mile paved, banked, oval track 
The Terrace Nisga’a Soeiety will &e holding a General Membership Meeting 
Date: June Ist,  2806 
Time: 690 p.m. 
Place: Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
Updates of Society activities will be provided; as well as a resentation by the Nisga‘a Business Alliance; and 
tions to the Executive Representatives, Board of Directors, and Staff. membership input is an invaluable too in 
the successful operation of the Society. 
For further hformation, eontact the Perrace Nisga‘a Sodefy at (250) 635-4422. 
9 the Youth Council. These meetings provide an opportunity P or members to voice their concerns and/or sug es- 
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A sad farewell 
Last week’s front page image of hundreds ,ol 
thousands of dollars worth of logging equipmenl 
leaving the north on‘barges to be sold off in Van- 
couver is a stark reminder of just how ravaged thc 
>’ , forest industry in Tekace ana other parts of thi5 
region, has become. 
’ The photo of the barges transporting Bear Creek 
Contracting’s equipment away from a once pros- 
perous forest industry speaks volumes. 
It wasn’ t just the equipment that left the area, bul 
with it, millions in high paying jobs. The ownei 
of the grapple yarders, ‘log trucks and other ma- 
chines, Ian Munson, makes an important point: 
each of those achines is worth exponentialli 
ting, than they’ll ever be worth 
on resale: Munson, a second generation logger, 
feirs’he won’t be able to pass the familybusiness 
down to his son, in the wa&e of dramatic foresl 
7 reform that vi ally cut the livelihoods of many 
area loggers o 
Bear Creek’s not the first logging company 
to fold up its tent in Terrace. Several years ago, 
Interfor shut its office here and moved its work 
out of Terrace.’ Alm-Wood Contracting saw the 
writing on the wall and centra1ized”its work on 
Vancouver Island. And Lloyd Hull, a prominen1 
logging contractor, has traded in his work boots 
to run alocal restaurant. Don’t forget the small; 
independent fallers who have lost their jobs. ,Or 
how about the many log truck drivers who have 
gone bankrupt in the last several years? 
The Terrace Lumber Company has faced mam- 
moth obstacles since it reopened the former Skee- 
na Cellulose/New Skeena Forest Products saw- 
mill in late August 2005. 
1 
m beneath them. 
~ 
I 
Exorbitant softwood lumber duties, the;,strong 
‘international lumber mar- 
ket, difficulties securing wood’ to cut and trouble 
finding a place to unload its hog fuel, have made 
this a trying effort for the group of local investors 
who rescued the mill from auction last year. 
Combined with sweeping provincial forest 
reforms, the loss of virtually perpetual logging 
contracts after the bankruptcy of Skeena Cellulose 
and its recreation as New Skeena Forest Products, 
and its all a reminder that the face of the north- 
west economy has changed dramatically. 
So when Ian Munson asks what industry will 
replace those high paying forestry jobs, it’s a crit- 
ical question; that must be answered if Terrace is 
to prosper moving forward., 
The city is taking an important step in putting 
together a plan to develop the industrial lands at 
the airport. It has the potential to draw industry 
and create jobs. 
There’s no doubt it is a long-term vision but if 
the planning doesn’t start now it will tak,e many 
more years for Terrace to catch up to the econom- 
ic boom seen elsewhereh the province. 
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Social hosts can ‘breathe easier 
TWO SIGNIFICANT’ court , i 
cases were decided recently in 
the context of host liability as a 
result of se&ing alcohol. One 
occurred in the so-called com- 
mercial host context and the 
other involved a social host. 
These decisions are im- 
portant to the employment 
setting because, the emerging 
“employer host” context falls 
somewhere between the com- 
mercial and ‘social settings. 
These recent decisions can sig-, 
nal the direction courts might 
take in deciding cases arising 
in the employer host situation. ROBERT SMITHSOP the legal limit. ment coniext in that a duty of ’ 
The first decision was staff intervened. It ruled that The party’s host had sup- care has already been found : 
made by the >B.C. Court of the hotel should have prevent- plied almost no alcohol as it to exist when the employer 
Appeal in the case known as ed McWilliams from driving. was a “BYOB” party. In this hosts an event where alcohol 
Laface v. McWilliams. That The hotel had been held by circumstance, the Court con- is served. The employer’s 
case involved a claim against a lower court to be 50 per cent cluded that simply holding a duty is to actively prevent his ’ 
a number of parties, one of liable for the accident (McWil- private party where alcohol employees (or someone else) 
which was the Steveston Ho- liams carried the other half of is consumed is not sufficient being injured due to alcohol 
tel. McWilliams had been at liability). This was one of the to implicate the host in the consumption at a staff event. I 
the hotel’s pub and drove away highest attributions of liability creation of, risk to..third 8par- 1 1 ,  So, the - Childs+ct* v. 
drunk. Just two blocks away, to a commercial drinking es- ties. €’hate hosts neither un-. Desormeauxdecisionprobably’? 
he ploughed into a group of tablishment in Canada. dertake, nor are expected, to won’t greatly concern employ- : 
pedestrians, severely inju’ring The Court of Appeal up- monitor the conduct of guests ers but the Laface v. McWil- ’ 
some of them. held this level of liability, on behalf of the public. liams one, however, should 
The injured parties sued stating that McWilliams had The Supreme Court of send a message to employers 
both McWilliams and the Ste- been exhibiting obvious signs Canada summarized its find- that they can expect to carry a : 
veston. The B.C. Couk of Ap- of intoxication - staggering, ings: “A person hosts a party. greater portion of the liability 
peal determined that McWil- slurring of speech - while in Guests drink alcohol. An ine- as a result of future accidents 
liams was “grossly” impaired the pub and that this behav- briated guest drives away and involving impaired employees 
at the time of the accident. iour was apparent even to ca- causes an accident in which leaving staff events. 
It found that the hotel didn’t sual, untrained observers. The another person is injured. Is Eliminating alcohol from 
meet the required standard of hotel knew, or ought to have the host liable to the person company events is the only 
care. In particular, it did not, known, of McWilliams’s in- injured? I ‘conclude that as a sure way for employers to I 
appropriately monitor McWil- toxication and the real risk general rule, a social host does avoid this sort of liability.’ 
lianis’s alcohol consumption that he might drive. Although not owe a duty of care to a per- With court decisions placing 
while in the pub and failed to it was obliged to do something son injured by a guest who has more of the blame on the host 
notice his intoxication state. to prevent him from driving, consumed alcohol.. .,’ (once a duty of care has been 
Because McWilliams’s the hotel staff did nothing. The Court did leave open found to exist) employers are 
condition had been brought to The second case was the the possibility of liability for well-advised to adopt the “bet- 
the pub’s attention by another decision by the Supreme social hosts in different cir- ter safe than sorry7’ approach. . 
patron, the Court found the Court of Canada, Childs v. cumstances, stating that the Roberr Strzirltsori is a parr- 
hotel had actual knowledge Desormeaux. This high profile fiost may be liable if his con- ner’ at Pwhor Mitchell LLP in 
of McWilliams’s drunken case addressed the question of duct implicates him in creating Kelorvtia pracricitig exclusive- 
state and of the probability he whether private home owners orheighteningrkk. Forexam- ly itr the area of laboitr and ? 
ivould drive away unless pub - so-called social hosts - can ple, when the host keeps serv- enzploynzetir law. 
-1 
Closeness deceiving to measure! 
URBAN DWELLERS who 
live alone may think side-by- 
side neighbours &eep them 
safer than farmers, where the 
next family may live miles 
away. News articles dispute 
that belief. 
Just this month. an 88-year- 1 
old woman in Surrey was 
found Sunday, after she had 
fallen Tuesday and was un- 
able to get up to call for help. 
Only when neighbours noticed 
newspapers piling up on her 
, a  , 
There have been other cas- 
’ 
es: the Kelowna-area mobile his hydro bills. Newspapers 
home dweller whose partially piled up and blew about the 
mummified body wasn’t found street. Neighbours had no in- 
until a realtor walked in with a kling of his whereabouts. 
prospective buyer. The Chicago man who sat 
The retired Prince Rupert dead in his easy chair holding 
longshoreman whose mummi- the daily newspaper for €our 
fied body was tripped over by years until his house was put 
New Year’s Eve burglars nine up for tax sale. The medical 
months after he died in his examiner identified his body 
bedroom. The post office dis- from all that was left - his 
continued his mail service, be- skeleton and his teeth. 
lieving he might have moved And the elderly Smithers 
back to Italy. His pension couple who were imprisoned 
cheques kept coming, paying in their bathroom for five days 
be liable for damages when,a ing alcohol to a visibly inebri- 
drunken guest causes injuries. ated person knowing that she 
After leaving a party held will be driving home. 
in a private home, Desormeaux What do the ‘two decisions , 
(who was impaired at the time) tell us? The Court of Appeal < 
drove his vehicle into oncom- decision suggests a trend to- 
ing traffic and collided head- wards attributing greater liabil- 
on with another vehicle. One ity to parties whose negligence 
passenger in the other vehicle in supplying alcohol results in I 
was killed and the other three injuries to innocent persons., 
were seriously injured. The Supreme Court decision, 
Desormeux had consumed indicates that courts won’t eas- 
about 12 beers in a spanof two ily come to the conclusion that I 
and a half hours. When he left the scope of liability in such 
the party, his blood alcohol cases should be extended. 
level was almost three times This applies to the employ- 
when the door handle mal- 
functioned. 
Contrast those city experi- 
ences with Rae, a Saskatch- 
ewan woman farming alone 
while her husband works in 
the oil patch and comes home 
only on weekends. 
Rae feeds cows, calves 
and horses using a tractor and 
front-end loader. “Safety is 
the utmost important thought 
in my mind at all times,” she 
says. “Even one slip of the foot 
when getting in or out of”the 
tractor could end up smacking 
my head on the loader frame 
or the steps and_ me lying there 
unconscious.” 
Phone coverage in their 
area is so patchy she doesn’t 
carry  ace^. 
Did that put her out of touch 
in case of trouble? Not at all. 
Neighbours insisted she call 
them every day as soon as she 
got in from finishing chores. 
If she didn’t call in by lunch, 
they would be on their way 
over to check on her, in case 
she was having problems. 
Already she has been late 
several times because of calv- 
ing difficulties, or trouble with * 
a piece of machinery. Neigh- : 
bours showed up to make sure : 
she was okay and to lend a .’ 
hand. 
Those are just the self-ap- 
pointed Good Samaritans. ., 
I Any farmer driving past a neighbour’s farmstead notes .i 
whether the truck has moved, ’ 
the tractor is in -a  different 
place, or a pasture gate is open. ’ 
(Nosiness and caring are close 
allies.) 
Rae’s uostmaster would 
question fiends if her mail 
wasn’t picked up. The store 
clerk would ask if anyone had 
seen her in the last 24 hours. 
At the coffee shop, their Lacey 
would pour out coffee along 1 
with her womes about Rae’s 
absence. 
Even with miles between, v i  
country neighbours ride herd 9 
on each other’s wellbeing and 
probably react quicker than ur- ?1 
ban dwellers might. 
The next teacher who as- 
signs students to debate the ,? 
merits of city living versus 
country living wants to men- 
tion the safety issue. 
21 
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Dear Sir: 
The circle has closed. This circle started 
when people started prostituting our white 
bear. ’ 
The first was young Russell, when he 
wanted to sell his book. Young Jackson used 
the bear to shut down Princes Royal, and get 
him some air time. 
It expanded when Joe Foy needed some 
support in his endeavours to stop logging 
anywhere. 
Young McRory used the bear as leverage 
to stop logging on our north coast. None of 
these people had the needs of the White Ker; 
Kerrnodei unbeara,ble - ~ - -- - -  -- - -~ _ _ -  - - _  - --- 
modei in mind, they had their own agenda. 
And that was their war against logging. 
The barges now headed to Vancouver are 
filled with used logging equipment, not lum- 
ber from our mills. 
Also on those barges was a payroll of a 
million dollars a month. tage. 
Will Joe Foy make up the difference? Or 
Wayne? 
Terrace council took a turn in the cirde, 
but their motives were slightly more noble 
than those others. 
Many environmental lgroups used the 
be& as leverage to tie up logging in all the 
coastal valleys from Hardy to Alaska. 
The Campbell government, believing all 
the non science, secured the “Spirit bear” 
conservancy to protect the bear. 
To adopt the bear, then use the ‘trade 
mark‘ to make money selling the bears heg- 
They are all now suing and counter suing 
saying they were the first to use the bear, lie 
about the bear, to suit their own needs. 
Bears, black or white, do not need ‘Pris- 
tine” environments to live and thrive. The 
only protection they need is protection from 
mans’ rifles. That is the only mortal danger= 
to any bear. 
The conservancy does nothing to protect 
the bears from that, all it does is prevent log- 
ging and mining. 
Contrary to !he propaganda, bears thrive 
in logging slashes, because the sun warm- 
ing the ground produces more food than can 
grow under the closed canopy of a mature 
forest. 
Now look at this, just because a bear is , 
white, see a l the  trouble he’s caused. 
And he neither knows nor cares. 
’ 
Les Watniough 
Thornhill, B.C. 
.A - 
Les Watmough 
SDortsDlex could 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD breed II next crop- ( 8  
r of Terrace minor 
hockey champs 
Dear Sir: 
player within the TMHA. I have followed the DroDosed 
As a former Terrace resident and minor hockey league ’/ 1 
. 1  
Sportsplex situation with great interest. 
Whenever it appears 9 e  situation may be resolved, some- 
thing always comesap and the project gets shelved (again). 
While other similarly sized cities in’British Columbia have 
managed to construct community complexes with a second 
ice sheet, Terrace continues to lag behind. 
I realize that ice sports are not the only games in town, 
but to those who use the Terrace Arena for compititive sport 
or recreation, it’s important to allow those young athletes the 
opportunity to get to the next level and have success. 
When I joined minor hockey hockey in 1983, Terrace was 
on the hockey map as a power to be reckoned with. Com- 
ing off the success of the midget rep team who had made it 
all the way to the national Air Canada Cup championships, 
many of us were attracted to the sport. 
1 wonder how many Terrace citizens realize that in the 
history of that tournament (now called the Telus Cup), there 
have only been 2 B.C. teams that have made it that far (when 
they were not the host). The other was the Cliff Ronning-led 
Burnaby team in 1982. 
Over half of the players on that Terrace Midget Rep team 
played at the Junior A level or higher. In 1982, there was an 
excitement in the air and we were proud to play for Terrace 
at the beginner levels and on to the rep programs. 
We believed we represented a championship city with a 
tradition to uphold. Now, it seems that other cities have cre- 
ated more ice time for their athletes with a second ice sheet 
and Terrace players are struggling to keep up. 
, In the last 10 years or so, Kitimat has manged to win 2 
provincial c\hampionships whereas Terrace has ‘’not even 
come close. 
The other frustrating issue is that citizens who reside out- 
side of the Terrace city limits continue to use the facilities 
but do not contribute tax dollars to paying for them or to 
fund new incentives. ] 
,I thinli the time has come for the unincoqkira‘fed statusdof 
T h W l  to change. Either Thorhhill incorpoktes itself as 
a separate town or amalgamates itself with the city. The tax 
i 
I ’ ,  ’ ,  ’ 
j 
!. , 
I 
j ’  
. :, , 
c .  
. ,~ .  . 
payers of Terrace shouldno longer have to shoulder the load 
for the entire region. 
Following this story from a distance is very frustrating. I 
know there are citizens in Terrace who feel the same way. 
I know that if the citizens of Terrace and region work to- 
gether, the sportsplex dream can be achieved. 
It is important for small cities to have dynamic facilities 
SKEENA MIA Robin Austin looks out on the Skeena River. The chair of the province’s aquaculture committee, he’s hoping residents in the 
northwest will attend meetings here that will be a chance for people to speak out about their thoughts on fish farms. f k 
i 
I? MLA,angling for submissions I ’  
I 
I for the entire community to enjoy. Those of us who have played minor hockey in Terrace and moved on have nothing 
It is for the next generation of young athletes for whom 
I 
I to aquaculture committee L f  , to gain by the creation of a second ice sheet. 
11 we must build the facilities so they cm-maximize their PO- 
tential and pursue their dreams. 
Terrace minor hockey has a tradition Of excellence- with 
hard Terrace can again, be consid- 
ered a hockey power. 
Bob Basanti 
Richmond, B-C* 
D~~ sir, 
On May 3rd, a letter from Ms. Mary Dalen was 
printed in the Terrace Srandcrrd. I would like to 
ciarify a couple of the points Ms. Dden makes in 
her letter. 
Regrettably, it is not within the Special Com- 
mittee on Sustainable Aquaculture’s powers to 
impose a moratorium on new open net fish farms: 
same thing before having th”e confidence to bring 
recommendations to the Legislature. 
The committee is requesting submissions frop 
all Biitish Columbians so we can have all the in- 
formation with which to make our report to the 
Legislature. 
To make a submission, please contact the com- 
mittee clerk, Craig James at Rm. 224, Parliament 
that responsibility lies with the provincial govern- Buildings, Victor& BC V8V 1x4. Ex-bureaucrats getting cold merit. Anyone interested is invited to attend the pub- 
At our first meeting, I asked Agriculture and 
Lands Minister Pat Bell for a moratorium on any 
new fish farm licences while the Committee is do- 
ing its work. 
This request was denied by Minister Bell. Ms. 
Dalen is quite right to lobby the Premier on this 
issue, but not the special Committee. 
While many British Columbians such ils Ms. 
Dalen have spent time availing themselves of the 
facts surrounding fish farms it is also r;ecessw ’ 
for politicians on bolh sides of the House to do the 
I 
lic hehngs. The Special Committee will behere 
in the northwest on the following dates: 
Monday, June 19: Prince Rupert and Kitkatla 
Tuesday, June 20: Terrace 
Wednesday, June 21: Kitwanga and New Ha- 
zelton 
I’d like to thank Ms. Dalen for raising the issue 
and eipressing her concerns and I look forward to 
seeing her at the hearings. 
Robin Austin 
MLA - Skeena , 
shoulder from gov’t 
r Dear Sir: 
Where’s the fairness? While the Provincial government is 
sharing a large chunk Of its suqlus On catch-up 
contracts for thousands of deserving and hard working Pub- 
lic sector employees - including bonuses running to about 
$49000 a head - it continues its former em- 
ployees - retired government workers. 
During our careers in the public service, we accepted 
relatively modest wage increases because W e  believed that 
government’s solemn commitment it would meet the cost of 
premiums for the medical services plan and extended health W I  I I 
Raise.your voice 
about fish farms’ 
Dear Sir, 
ter. 
Thanks to Mary Dalen for an excellent let- 
One small clarification though. 
There were over 4,000 letters presented 
in the Legislature in Nov 2005 calling for a 
moratorium on further expansion of open net 
salmon farms and since that time Friends 
Wild Salmon has received over 1,OOO nore. 
The Committee for Sustainable Aquacul- 
ture will be holding public hearings in Ter- 
race in June. 0 
Please attend a d  make your voice heard. 
Kathy L a w n  
Hazeton, B.C. 
Forest council i u c ~ y  to have 
Harris as its safety ombuds 
when we retired. 
That, said the government, would compensate us’for the 
bigger paycheques in the private sector. 
But in 2002, the government renegged on the deal with 
the result many pensioners, who also face increasing health 
problems due to advancing age, are suffering real financial 
hardship. 
’ It’s ironic that the government keeps using the words 
“fair“ and “equitable” in describing its triumphant string of 
contract settlements. I would like to reply to a tor by small owner-operators ,~ Third, Roger Harris erations. ’ I just wish I could hear them used to describe its conduct 
towards the thousands of its former employees hurt because 
government couldn’t or wouldn’t keep its word. 
NormaKing 
Dear Sir: 
recent letter you published 
frcm Gord Lechner of Kiti- 
mat criticizing the appoint- 
ment of Roger Hanis as 
cems raised within the sec- 
and contractors and is there comes to the position with We consider his time 
to improve communication a breadth of experience and spent in government as an 
asset, not a liability. 
His overall experience 
sector. 
I 
retired government employee, BC’s first Forestry Safety “We are funded by the forest andinsights willadd tohis ,\ 
Terrace, B.C. Ombudsman. seckor. We receive no , financial ability to understand the is- 
sues that will be brought to 
that he has accepted the PO- 
sition. 
we him. support fmm government. Don’t take it personally ty council is not a govern- don’t make patmnage employees, ,’ 
-Tanner Elton, CEO SC Forest Safety CSUnCil 
There are three points: 
First, the BC Forest Safe- 
We are very fo 
Dear sir: 
As long as people are aftaid of questions, answers and 
the truth, scientists, archaeologists and scholars will be sub- I invite Mr 
jected to the type of censorship, derision and mockery Brian ployees, owner-operators, and discussion of safety is- insight that will .serve the any of your 
Gregg so defensively exhibited in his diatribe (The Mail ested in forest s 
Bag, May 10,2006). cencees, owners and key and, at times, confidential an injured faller, a union ourwebsiteand 
If Gregg finds The DaVinci Code objectionable, he should 
try reading The Jesus Papers by Michael Baigent. 
Have fun, Brian! And remember what ALF said 
“Boy! Point out one major flaw in a person’s basic belief 
system and they take it personally.” 
ment organization. 
It is made up of orga- 
nizations’ representing em- 
contractors of all sizes, li- 
government agencies. 
We are funded by the 
forest sector. We receive no 
financial support from gov- 
ernmeawe don’t make pa- 
sues and to try and find early position well - as a worker, 
resolution. representative, a manager the forest safety council to 
learn more of the extensive This is one of many ini- 
tiatives of the Council to im- efforts the sector is under? 
taking to improve its safety 
Tanner Elton 
BrendaSilsbe He was selected by a ombudsman was areas, this is the first safety his constituents, and was a CEO, BC Forest Safety 
andabusinessman. 
He also sought a nomi- 
nation, met I the electorate, 
Sincerely, tronage appointments. the Office Of the used frequently in different in +e rlegislature, served 
Roger Harris 
the Council and confirmed provesafev. 
by the Council’s Board. While an ombudsman is represented his comnhunity performance. 
\ 
Temce,B.C. nominating committee of created in response to ‘On- ombudsman in an industrid Minister of the Crown with council 
I 
I 
t 
I1 
le 
5 SARAH A. meeting. m e  June 8 meeting to go, but the society wants 
UmmptMAN is to involve representatives to remain the destination 
of TEDA, the chamber, the marketing organization for 
AFTER a heated city regional district, the city and Terrace and area. 
council meeting May 23, Terrace Tourism to hash out 
council backed away from a their disagreements and ~ l a n  
to the incredi6le people of Terrace who supported 
my fund raising for ”Hearts for Ryan”. 
This includes All Seasons, Save-on-More, Shoppers 
Drug Mart, Terrace Liquor Store, Canadian 
Tire, Walmart and the generous /donation from 
Keenleyside Insurance. The fund raising carried 
over to Skeena Jr. Secondary and the Midget 
League of Minor<Hockey which turned their 
ames into ”Goals for Ryan” We raised cose to 
!2,200 for Terrace Search and Rescue which they 
used to purchase a set of additional radios. 
playoff 
2 - Arlene Rider and farnib 
/ 
controversial move io try to the futurl of tourism d&v- 
become the recipient of the ery in Terrace. 
area’s lucrative two per cent The city wants to form 
hotel tax. a tourism organization that 
, The city, behind closed would become more inclu- 
doors, had made a request sive of other groups that 
to the Regional District of have tourism related inter- 
’ Kitimat-Stikine to amend its ests such as the TEDA, the 
bylaw to redirect the money chamber and the regional 
generated by the tax levied district. 
’ at area accommodations, to But members of TTS say 
the city instead of the Ter- they can’t understand how 
race Tourism Society (ITS) the city expects a non-profit, 
which has been the recipient member-driven society to 
since the tax was approved simply disband in favour 
in the.fal1 of 2004. of forming another type of 
a-“torrent of opposi- group without a financial 
ti the city’s-plan by plan or working budget in 
members of lTS resulted place. 
in the city withdrawing its , Twenty members of ‘ lTS 
request to-the regional dis- ked into council cham- 
trict until a June 8 meeting bers May’23 to challenge the 
1 with tourism related entities city’s plans indopenly criti- 
is over. cize the process the city has 
‘The city )withdrew the used in trying to transition 
two per cent request in or- thesociety. . 
der to show good faith that While city officials argue 
the meeting should occur for ‘the consultant who recom- 
input first,” said city admin- mended the transition ad- 
istrator Ron Poole. equately consulted all stake- 
At the heart of the city’s holders, the tourism society 
desire to reorganize the so- is crying foul, arguing its 
ciety is what it calls frac- input and ideas were 
hued relationships between 
that group and the Chamber Terrace Tourism execu- 
of Commerce and Terrace tive director Jennifer Lewis 
Economic ” Development told city council that the so- 
Authority, mayor Jack Tals- ciety believes in the goals 
tra told those at the council and direction the city wants 
I meth 
coming 
CRYSTAL, METH is spreading rapidly and education is 
*That’s the message to be conveyed June 6 during a public 
forum at City Hall with Const. Dale Kendall, the drug and 
organized crime awareness coordinator for the Northwest 
District. 
“It’s (crystal meth) not prevalent in our area. That’s why 
we’re working on the preventive aspect of things to prevent 
it from coming into northern communities,“ she said last 
week. “I would say the main message is to be aware. Knowl- 
edge is power and when you have that power, you have the 
information to make proper choices with your life.” 
Crystal meth has reached larger centres such as Prince 
George and it’s only a matter of time before it spreads all 
over the province, she said. The session, organized by Ter- 
race RCMP Constable Rochelle Patenaude and Joan Risavy 
of the Northwest Regional Hospital District, will help edu- 
cate the public on crystal meth and cocaine, including infor- 
mation on how to spot a meth lab. In addition to Kendall, a 
recovering meth addict is scheduled to speak. 
, Kendall said crystal meth is poison. 
“It’s sheer toxic what people are putting into their sys- 
tems,” she said, adding that some addicts lose their teeth and 
suffer brain! damage. 
Awareness of this potentially fatal drug is quite wide- 
spread, she said. 
“Crystal meth is so prevalent in the media. I think that’s 
why everybody is just sitting up and taking notice of the ef- 
fects and damage it can do to people and communities.” 
The stigma attached to crystal meth is what stops people 
from using it. 
“No one grows up saying ‘I want to be a crystal meth ad- 
dict.’ They’re never been taught how to cope with life and 
that’s their coping mechanism unfortunately.” 
Const. Kendall speaks at City Hall from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
June 6. For more information contact Joan at 615-6125. 
keeping the deadly drug out 
s a regional RCMP officer. 
Join us on lune 2nd for Customer Appreciation Day. 
We’d like to thank you in person for your loyalty - and take soiiie time to get to know you 
better. Just stop by any TD Canada Trust branch or TD Waterhouse location on Friday, 
June 2nd for coffee and cake and help us celebrate Custonier’Appreciation Day. 
I1 
Waterhouse Canada Trust 
TD Woterhouse represents the products and services offered by TO Waterhouse Canodo Inc. (Member CIPF), TD Woterhouse Privote lnveshnknt Counsel Inc., 
TD Waterhouse Private Bonking (offered by The Torontdlominion Bank) and TO Woterhouse Private Trust (offered by The Conodo Trust Company). 
\ 
SI - Call MacCarthy Motors at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License #5893] 
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ral MP excited 
rea’s potential > 
b‘Dusm t -  ,QUEZADA 
HONOURABLE 
Maurizio Bevilacqua, 
Unofficial leadership 
didate for the Liberal 
party of Canada, was in 
Terrace May 25, marking 
rst visit by a hopeful 
race to replace former 
Prime Minister Paul Martin. 
The Member of Parlia- 
ment (MP) for7the Vaughn, 
Ont. riding says his first visit 
to Terrace impressed him. 
“This area has great po- 
tential,” said the seven-time 
MP, adding“’ he sensed Ter- 
I race was the comniercial Bevilacqua, who has 
and retail centre and a key to been an MP since he was 
futureregional’expansion. 1 first elected at age 28 in 
“I’m exciied by the’ op- 1988, still needs to meet the 
portunity that exists here,” party’s registration require- 
Bevilacqua continued. ments to officially enter the 
That opportunity needs race that began on election 
help with infrastructure and night Jan. 23 when the Lib- 
smart investment. Bevilac- erals were unseated from 
I 
paramount. Liberal Party member signa- 
“Politics is about the tures with at least 100 from 
people - that’s why I’m here three different provinces or 
today,” he said last week. territories. 
“Anyone seeking the leader- So far, there are seven of- 
ship of a national party has ficial candidates including 
to know the country not by MPs Michael Ignatieff, Joe 
reading a map but by -._- being Volpe, StCphane Dion and 
Scott Brison, former Ontario there.” 
His visit included a series parliament member Gerard 
of meetings with members Kennedy, former Ontario 
of the p k y  including Janu- Premier Bob Rae and Mar- 
ary 2006 Skeena-Bulkley tha Hall-Findlay, a former 
Valley candidate Gordon federal candidate in the On- 
Stamp-Vincent and Bruce tario riding of Newmarket- 
Martindale, the president of Aurora. 
the Skeena Liberal Consitu- ’ June will feature tw8 
encv Association. candidate debates before the 
recruitment drive ends July 
1. Delegates will be chosen 
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 and the,lead- 
ership will be decided Nov. 
29-Dec. 3 in Montreal. 
Bevilacqua, who moved 
to Canada from Italy as a 
child with his family in 1970, 
said he likes his chances. 
- ._ 
qua added.’ 
With stops here, in Trail, 
Kelowna and 1’ Nanaimo, 
along with similai ,visits 
across the country, Bevilac- I qua says personal contact is 
I -- 
government. 
Registration requirements 
include the payment of the 
first $25,000 installment of 
the entry fee, as well as the 
gathering of tlat least 300 
, “It’s a wide open race 
and anything can happen,” 
he said. “What’s most im- 
portant is who you,are, what 
you stand for and where you 
want to take the country.” 
FEDERAL Liberal Party hopeful Maurizio Bevilacqua, 
right, met with locals including Bruce Martindale, left, 
and Gordon Stamp-Vincent. DUSTIN QUUADA PHOTO ’ 
c 
full Service 
‘for iob seekers 1 - -  
Canada centre ,.workers who 
help youth aged’-1+30 find 
’ The youth employment, 
office connects job seekers 
with employers, as well as 
offers skills workshops such 
as resume-writing and inter- 
viewing. 
Last year, 175 vacancies 
‘. . 
student employment officer 
ere are definitdy jobs 
for people who 
want them. Lots of places 
are hiring, ’: said Carla Win- 
tersgill, one of two service 
were posted in four months. 
This year’s goal is 200. 
“No problem,” said Win- 
tersgill. < 
.L The office’s official open 
h&e will be on June 2 from 
10:30 ikm. to 2:30 p.m. at 
the Hum&R<sources Can: 
ada building on the comer of 
Lazelle and Emerson. 
’TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY COMPUTER LAB 
Offering free computer access and lessons 
Thursday, June 1 @ 630 - 8:30 PM 
Web Email: How to setup and use internet email 
Tuesday June 6 @ 630 - 830 PM 
Digitaf Photography & Computers 
To register call 638-8 177 
For further info., visit: www.terracelibrary.ca/computers 
I 
- 
COUPE OR SEDAN I Manuel Tilt Steering Driver Seat Helaht Adluster 
0 
Child Care Month 
r 
I 
PURCHASE PRICE 
$15,755’ R Honda, Toyoh, Nissan 6 Mrrda.’ ’ OTEC ENGINE CD Stereo 
PER MONTH 
48 MONTHS $2,900 DOWN 1 ” F O R 3 6  MONTHS 1 ’ ’  
Call MacCarthy Motors-at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License #5893] 
, 
1: 
The all-party Education Committee is  investigating effective 
strategies t o  address the challenges of adult literacy. The Committee 
has been asked by the.Legislative Assembly to hea 
about the-topic of adult literacy and, in pakicul& 
the literacy rates among aboriginal people, Englis 
language adults, and seniors. 
Individuals and organizations interested in participating in the 
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!. I 1 
public hearing are invited t o  pre-register. You can also participate 
by submitting your ideas in writing, on audiohideo tape, or via a 
toll-free telephone mailbox. Any submissions must be received no 
later than Monday, July 31,2006. 
~ For more information on appearing before thi 
sending in your ideas, visit our website or con 
Clerk of Committees. 
Kate Ryan-Lloyd 
Clerk Assistant and 
Committee Clerk - 
Room 224, Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, BC V8V 1x4 
..... “ . .  . .- 
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fighters leave ‘gravel pit’ in 
t for central base in Terrace 
NGr]E]L][ CA\s 4621-1) Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. I A 1 HAIR SALON. 6 f  S 4 0 9 2  
HAIRAND ~ N T Y  FOREST fire 
fighters now have a place to 
Call  home in Terrace. 
the Skeena zone 
formed 15 years 
0, the 20-person unit crew 
has been based out of what 
they call “the gravel pit,” a 
storage bay area in Kitimat 
with a small office. 
“It was all pretty rus- 
tic and rudimentary,’!, said 
fire protection officer Steve 
Westby. “They had no sense 
of home base.” 
But this week, the crew 
is moving into a new base 
complete with heat, show- 
“em, lockers and a kitchen- 
ette. The building is next to 
the B.C. forest protection 
base near the Terrace airport, 
which houses the crew’s su- 
pervisors as well as six ini- 
tial attack fire fighters. 
Initial attack groups and 
the unit crew are part of 
the same team, but work 
ly. Attack groups 
fires when they &e 
while the unit crew is,- 
new base has been 9 
construction since more central, so the response funding was cut wlien the Haisla First Nation: your closest to, that’s the 
December 2005 and c t time may be quicker. provincial Liberals came But so far, Westby hasn’t people who get employed. 
Kitimat’s director of rec- ’ course, and how the world 
works,” he said. “We’re re- 
to Terrace, Bell lu, north of Terrace. better location. oversees the Firebird‘s com- ally happy people from our 
tageous for “I’ve just got to get up Initially, Westby was munity work, doesn’t think area are still getting appoint- 
ment, which is redly impor- 
tinued, such as economies of Cordeiro who’s in his tenth Kitimat would object to the “I don’t see any real tant to US.” 
scale and supervisors Wig season. move because Firebirds do changes to us, from the %ti- Haisla applicants are 
brush and project work in hired first as long as they are 
the area when they are not qu&fied,Westbysaid. 
fighting fires. 
trained forlarger fires. 
1 SO,OOO, Westby% said. The Skeena fire zone into power. When new fund- had any complaints. It’s just nature taking” its 
Although nine of the - covers the area between Ke- ing came through last year, 
they decided Terrace was a live in Kithat and now mano, just below Kitimat, to reation Joe Iannarelli, who 
ons, Westby con- a little earlier,” said Tome’ concerned the District of he should expect any either. 
to their crew. 
’s better to walk 50 
s to talk to them than 
“Terrace has been doing 
it for years and now We’re 
doing it. It’s still our job. It 
mat point of view,’, he said. 
The crew will still be 
available to help when they 
‘ I  1 
D 
eEmam3E 
A M E R H A N  ( R E W  
AURA,, J O I C O  
Hats & Scarves 
Gift Certificates 
SOME of the Firebirds fall a tree to help clean up their new workplace near the airport. The 20-person crew is 
now based in Terrace along with their supervisors and co-workers. SARAH ARTlS PHOTO 
- -  
wing to a ive  to Kitimat,’, still Pays the same:’ - , Moreover, I the crew are not h the fiild. 
Bk: ForestService start- formed as a result of a pro- ‘The only problem that 
ed to build a base in Kitimat posal to the provincial gov- comes naturally with hose 
about four years ago, but enunent from timat’s sorts of things is wherever 1- ~.__ 
r; GENERAL MEETING- 
of the 
-@3 Terrace CO=OP 
Thursday, June 22,2006 
will be held at the. Elks H 
?(2822 Tetrault Street, 
Object of Meeting: 
Liqwidatos?s report on final accounting 
thanks our generous sponsor, McDonalds, 
raffle prize donors Cook‘s Jewellers and 
Anita Desnoyer, door prize donors and all 
the wonderful volunteers and models who 
mphkol Maps suitable for: 
Ang ers, Hunters, Mushroom Pickers 
NEW Northern B.C. Backroad Map Book 
Also AFoilable: Recreation Atlas, - 
- 
To answer the call of the wild, 
you first have to hear it. 
Terrace Whiskey= Jack Archers 
would like PO *wnk ell those that sponsored 
our OuPd-r 3D‘Shoot held May 13th and 
14th. it was a reat succe~s with archers and 
heir families 8om all over BC participating! 
Nancy & Russ Smithanik Lorna & Scott Trent 
Rosswood Community Dr. 1. DeJager 
Association Ed McKenzie 
Wilf Geier Frank & Cynthia Ridler 
Trim Time Signs Canada Safewa 
Ron’s Woodworking Algoma Custom ows 
Park Avenue Medical Clinic lrly Bird Builders 
Colin & Gail Bennett 1 Taylor Sapergia 
Misty River Tackle Randy Penner 
Terry & Debby Perssacco T & F Country Sports 
Moe Takhar Arrow Rest Safaris 
Jaco Fourie & Mariette De Bruin Richard Watt 
Canadian Tire Dr. Mark Forgie 
Select Tar et Systems Redwillow Archery 
K-Dax Hoadings Hilti 
Rona Best Western Hotel 
Skeena Concrete CAW / TCA 
Dave Litler WalMart 
Boston Pizza Ebony‘s 
Staples Business Depot 
Northcoast Anglers Ditching 
McElhanney Consulting Edward Jones Investments 
West Coast fishing Adventures Kalum Tempo Gas Bar 
Coca Cola Cafenara 
Mehanex Kalum Tire 
Don Diego‘s Restaurant Aqua Clear Bottlers 
Northern Vacuum & Sewing Lorna &John Sandhals 
Gage Holtom 
5 
Western Brushing & 
Services Shoppers Drug Mart 
1 i’ , 
Fact: New Horizons for Seniors Program 
Call for Applications 
The Government of Canada is accepting applications for 
funding under the New Horizons for Seniors Program. 
The Program funds community-based projects that 
encourage seniors to continue to play an important role 
in their community by helping those in need; providing 
leadership; and sharing their knowledge and skills with 
others. The deadline for applications is July 14,2006. 
1 800 277-9914 
Heading for the great outdoors? Whether you’re 
on the road, in a tent, or on the trails, hearing as 
well as seeing what’s around you will make for 
a happier and safer outdoor getaway. Test your 
hearing before answering the call. 
L 
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Llmlt of one honus offer per vlsit. Coupon 
AIR MILES" coupons cannot be comblned 
MILESL coupon offer, including Customer 
I at Safpwav I iniinr Sttnrm Cniinnn pxrliidp -. -- ._ .. - -._.--. -. -.---- --- r._ _, ----.--  - - .- --. , 
passes. patio merchandise and all gift cards. Other exclusions apply. Please see our 
insulin pumps and insulin pump supplles, tobacco purchases, envlro levies, transit 
customer selvice for complete 
llst of exclusions. SAFEWAY 69 
Ingredients for life.- I 
, <i 
,B az'e 1- 
probed: "/ 
POLICE and fire officials a r e  
investigating asuspicious fire 
that caused at least $30,000 
damage to a a .double-wide 
trailer onrSimpson Crescent 
,'behind Copper Mountain 
School May 20. ~ 
The b lbe  started on 
outer wall of the kitchen by 
the porch, said Wes Patter- 
son, Thomhill fire chief., 
"It's suspicious in nature 
and the RCMP are investi- 
gating," he said. There was 
no electrical plug in and fires ' 
typically don't start on the 
outside wall of a 
the rafters between the ceil- 
ing and the roof. 
The residents, renters, 
were not home at the time of 
9' 
Flamis 6urn gh 
* the blaze. 
Come learn how to 
%establish a 
Home Based Business 
830 AM- June 6th 
Sandman Inn 
Terrace 
Register at the door or 
call to pre-register. 
G.M. HUTCHINSON 
Home Based Business 
Cansulting 
Cell 604-889-1704 
604-943-5273 
P 
f 
i h  , 
@- 
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Exhiibit travels its namesake Around Town 
Early registration could 
pay off <>for students 
NORTHWEST COMMUNlTY College student! 
have the chance to win $500 toward theii 
education with the College’s Register Early anc 
Win contest. 
Open to ail students registering for a full-timc 
credit based program, including trades, the contes 
will award six students - ,?ne from each campus - z 
$500 credit that can be applied towards the costs 
of tuition, books, dorm fees, cafeteria meal tickets 
and bookstore items. 
“This is a g!eat way to motivate students tc 
register early,” explains NWCC registrar, Cathay 
Sousa. “Many of our programs, especially trader 
and health, are filling up fast. We accept students 
on a first-applied, first-accepted basis but this ac- 
ceptance doesn’t guarantee a seat in class. Students 
have to actually register to ensure they wil! be able 
to attend their desired programs.” 
NWCC is introducing a number of additional 
credit based programs this fall including: First 
Nations Artist in Residence in Terrace; Essential 
Skills for Work in Prince Rupert, Smithers and 
Terrace; Business Access in Terrace; Trades Ac- 
cess in Terrace ana Prince Rupert; Applied Busi- 
ness Support in Terrace, Home Support/Residenl 
Care Attendant in Prince Rupert; and Outdooi 
Power Equipment Technician in Terrace. 
Contest deadline is June 30, 2006. Winning 
names will be drawn on July 4,2006. Full contest 
rules can be found at www.nwcc.bc.ca 
Young-<poets take note 
THE BURNABY Writers’ Society’s 2006 Youth 
Poetry Competition is open to all residents of B.C. 
currently in grades 8 through 12. 
Prizes are $200, $100 and $50. Send a poem, in 
any style, on any subject, to a maximum length of 
two pages. The entry fee is $5 for each poem, or 
three poems for $10. 
Name, address, phone number and e-mail ad- 
dress should be written on the reverse side of each 
entiy. Mail your submission, postmarked no later 
.,-,-.*-.d- than Juned3Clt-200z,. to,,B,WS Contest Commit- 
tee, 6584 Deer Lake Avenue,”Bbaby, Bk’. V5G 
3T7. 
Go to www.bws.bc.ca for full details, including 
information on e-mail submissions. 
STARIA Penner holds her newborn son Noah 
at the Terrace Child Development Park Cen- 
tre while attending a Building Better Babies 
program. SARAH ARTlS PHOTO 
Child centre receives 
top marks 
AFTER AN intense four-year accreditation 
process, Terrace’s Child Development Centre now 
has a certificate to prove they provide the highest 
level of care and service. 
CARF, an international body that works with 
social servise-type organizations, accredited 
Terrace’s child development services earlier this 
month, meaning they officially recognized the 
centre meets high standards of service deliveiy set 
by experts in the field. 
“We were delighted because we were given 
three citations of excellence. It’s rare to get one,” 
said the centre’s executive director Margot Van- 
Kleeck. 
As part of the process, a team of surveyors met 
with families, board members, community mem- 
bers and funding contractors. They also thoroughly 
analyzed documents such as budgets, board meet- 
ing minutes and procedure manuals. 
“It’s very intense,” VanKleeck said. “It was well 
worth it. We’re really pleased.” 
The surveyors were especially impressed with 
the centre’s resource library, innovative develop- 
ment strategies and staff efforts to identify unmet 
needs in the community. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre is a 
non-profit society providing services to Terrace 
Families since 1974. The accreditation process was 
unportant to show the centre’s programs, which are 
%nded with tax payers’ money, are of the highest 
luality, measurable and accountable. 
By DUSTIN QUUADA Sniithcrs April 7, running lo 
April 29. with 32 pieccs on 
BEFORE THE current display with contributions 
attention on the Highway of from artists in 13 different 
Tears began, Sniithers-based comniunitics along the high- 
artist Linda Stringfellow was way corridor. 
working on an exhibit. Joan Conway, a Ter- 
One of the pieces she was race artist and counsellor at 
working on during the sum- Parksidc Secondary School 
mer of 2004 was a life-size who collaborated with stu- 
sculpture of a woman: dents on a submission, was 
“She was a First Nations in Sinithers for the show’s 
grandmother,’; Stringfellow debut. 
said of her creation. “She She was not only ,im- 
was asking questiozs about pressed with the quality and 
her granddaughter, going range of the pieces but the 
missing on Hwyl6.” reception they got. 
Perhaps it was that spe- “A lot of people not nor- ’ 
cia1 artist to artwork connec- mally into art [were there],” 
tion or maybe i t  was the fact Conway said. 
Stringfellow was just a teen- Stringfellow agrees’; say- 
ager when her friend’s sister ing she was particularly hap- 
disappeared in the mid-’70s py to see how‘the show was 
while hitchhiking from Ter- able to bridge First Nations 
race to Houston, but she and non-First Nations. 
decided then she had the “To me, that was one of 
energy to head an awareness the most important aspects,” 
campaign with visual art as Stringfellow added. 
its means of expression. The show is called The 
“This is not a new sub- Highway of Tears: Missing 
ject,” Stringfellow said of Women on Highway 16 Art 
the highway disappearances. Exhibition and while its fea- 
“It’s been around for a long tured pieces do touch on the 
But while families of also tackles a bigger picture. 
victims have long grieved Stringfellow says the 
a string of disappearances show’s overall theme is the 
along the highway, attention inexcusable violence against 
outside the region seeming- ’ women in society. 
ly increased since Tamara “It feels right to do this 
Chipman’s disappearance and have people consciously 
from the outskirts of Prince aware,” said Stringfellow of 
Rupert in September 2005. violence toward women. 
By then, Stingfellow’s Art offers a way to ad- 
exhibit preparations were dress all kinds of themes, 
well underway. adds Conway. 
She initially approached “Art is a way to express 
the Northern Society of Do- emotional ideas not eas- 
mestic Peace and the Bulk- ily done intellectually,” she 
ley-Valley Community Arts - ’  said. 
Council and began writing Conway and Parkside 
proposals for funding. 7 students created a piece 
made of a deep wood frame 
time.” I disturbing disappearances it 
. 
They succeeded in get- 
SMITHERS ARTIST Linda Stringfellow and her piece, entitled, “Emily asks wh 
happened to my granddaughter on Highway 16?” The piecd’will beJon display in 
Terrace for 10 days. See page 62. 
highway. are oil and acrylic paintings, been powerfiil i 
“It’s as if the spirits of the 
women are floating above and sculpted works, as well Theopeningalso 
the highway,” said Conway. 
tination for the travelling Stringfellow s the art and 9 p.h. 
show to be unveiled this Fri- in not conventional, adding 
day night for a 10-day show people aren’t going to buy tional art display space, mall 
in the Skeena Mall’s com- the works for them to look manager Judi Hannon said 
munity room. “pretty in a house.” she’s eager to host the show 
In addition to the Parkside She describes the show’s and hopes people will come 
piece, works from Thorn- art and artists’ motives this appreciateit. 
hill’s Mary Ann-Speirs and way: “I need to say some- “It’s very accessible and 
Terrace’s Louise Behnke thing, get if off my chest and that’s why we chose to have 
and Nadia Guerreiro will be it might not be pretty.” it there,” Conway added. 
-featured. Visitors can expect ’- %bwever, the coordina-’ The show is suitable for 
a wide range of visual art in tot tempers that, saying the all ages and is. free during 
both media and styles. There -- pieces that have sold have mall hours. 
RYAN JENSEN PHOTO, M E  INTERIOR&’VS 
mixed media, pastel, sewn ’ and beautiful. 
as installation and encaustic the Kitselas Dancers and 
Terrace is the first des- contributions. 1 3  guests speakers betw 
Though not a 
sented Jenna Rigo, a Grade 12 Caledonia Secondary student, 
with the CBC TV Leadership Challenge award and a $750- 
cheque at an award ceremony in Prince George May 5. 
“I was pretty surprised,” said Rigo, “really surprised.” 
The day Rig0 received the cheque was also her birthday 
so it was extra special, she added. 
The award was part of a leadership development confer- 
ence weekend, hosted by the Minerva Foundation. , 
A group of concerned B.C. women created the foundation 
in 1999 to inspire and empower girls and women to reach 
their full potential. 
Rigo, 18, won the award after attending a similar confer- 
encc about leadership last year and accomplishing the goals 
she set for herself. 
“We were asked to write 
a letter about things we 
wanted to accomplish,” 
Rigo said. “I got the letter 
at Christmas and basically, 
I had done everything I had 
written down.” 
Rigo’s goals included do- 
ing something for her school, 
Terrace and Canada. 
“I wanted to make a dif- 
ference for other people,” 
Rig0 said. 
In the last two years, she’s 
raised over $1,000 for new 
scholarships, she’s written 
occassionally for The Ter- 
race Standard and in March 
of this year, she was one of a 
few Canadian students who Jenna Rigo 
attended a confer;ence in Ot- 
:awa to learn about their federal government. 
Rig0 said last year’s leadership conference taught her a 
ot about confidence. 
“When I first went there, there’s no way I’d want to get up 
md speak in front of a crowd or have anything published,” 
tigo said. “But if I didn’t feel good about myself, I couldn’t 
ielp others.” 
I, 
This year’s conference inspired her as much. 
“The best part about it was the community leaders. They 
ire the women who have gone across the world and helped 
)then out,” Rig0 said. “They drive BMWs and look rich but 
hey started dirt poor.” 
Guest speakem included former federal NDP leader Au- 
drey McLqbIin and CBC reporter Betsy Tmmpener. 
MIRANDA Leffler, left, says goodbye to new friend Anastasia Zoubakana as the 
Thornhill Junior Secondary band trip ends. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
’ t, 
Thornhill bands form )a 
bond on return trip 
CONTRIBUTED By MIRANDA LEFFLER 
THE RAIN in Ontario was enough to keep 
anyone from being homesick; the Thornhill 
Junior Secondary band must have brought 
Terrace weather with us to Toronto on this 
band trip. 
But the rain didn’t stop anyone from hav- 
ing fun. 
The week started off May 14th when we 
arrived in theToronto airport at 6 a.m. Toron- 
to time after a four-hour red-eye flight from 
Vancouver. Sleep was first on most people’s’ 
wish lists, but there wasn’t time for that. We 
were off to visit the first major attraction of 
the city: the CN Tower. 
The tower offered an incredible view of 
the city and our band teacher, Mr. Wen, point- 
ed out what some of the buildings housed. 
You could see the Air Canada Centre, where 
the Toronto Maple Leafs play hockey, and 
the SkyDome - home of baseball’s Toronto 
Blue Jays. We were lucky enough to receive 
tours of these famous attractions the follow- 
ing Wednesday. 
When we finally arrived in Thornhill, 
Ontario to meet our host families and our 
friends, some students had been awake for 
more than 30 hours, but exhaustion is half 
the fun of a band trip, right? 
In Toronto, we got to do so many exciting 
things, one of which was visiting the Ontario 
Science Centre and exploring the exhibits. 
We watched a film in the Omnimax theatre, 
and it felt like you were part of the film! 
We played two school concerts and had 
a joint concert on lbesday evening with the 
wind symphony from Thornhill Secondary 
School in Toronto. The theme of the night 
was movie music, and music from movies 
such as Pirates of the Caribbean, >antes 
Bond, Chicago, and Jurassic Park made up 
part OF the program. 
The concert band played at a festival in 
Canada’s Wonderland, an amusement park 
’ near Toronto on Friday afternoon, and spent 
the rest of the day in the park with the ”horn- 
hill Secondary band. One teacher and a stu- 
dent made it their mission to go on every ride 
in the park. 
On our last full day in Ontario, both 
schools and Thomhill Secondary families 
visited the Niagara Falls. A trip past the falls 
on the Maid of the Mist soaked the few brave 
souls who chose not ,to wear the bright blue 
plastic ponchos provided for us. 
Our lunch stop was at Queenston heights, 
where Mr. Wen gave us a quick social stud- 
ies lesson. This was the site of one of the fa- 
mous battles of the War of 1812. 
That night, the Thornhill 
band director,‘ Marianne Spilberg, hosted a 
farewell barbecue for everyone. We played 
a game of touch football in the back field, 
thank-you speeches were made and a cool 
fireworks display concluded the evening. 
We made many friends with the people 
from Thornhill Secondary School in Toronto 
and the wonderful families that we stayed 
with. The goodbye early Sunday momhg 
was a sad one and people delayed getting on 
the bus to leave for as long as possible. 
We had such a great time with our new 
friends and their families that we didn’t even 
notice that the weather had improved. The 
last three days were beautiful. 
Miranda h f l e r  is a Grade 10 band stu- 
dent at Thornhill Junior Secondary SchooL 
$ 
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CITY SCENE ,. Kaejema, a four-piece groove band from The Terrace Art G d e q  presents the C I U bs & P U bs Vancouver, brings its "funkdubjazz" blend of opening reception for its June exhibits on Friday, 
improvised live music to Gator's for two nights June 2 at 7 p.m. In the upper gallery, it's "Life ARTFUL night Saturdays* with guests the 2 Lost Frogs. Friday and Saturday, in Abundance: Landmd Sea of Haida Gwaii" by 
Sun June 2-3; Shoes June 9-10. No minors. Doors open at 9 p.m. with Sheila Karrow. The lower gallery has "Monday 
music at 10 p.m. Tickets $10 at the door or at Mornings" by Maureen Hamilton and Cindy That Fit June 9-10 
Powell. ~ Both shows on display through June HANKY'S: Tues. karaoke, free foosbalVWed. Misty River 
25. Gallery hours: Wednesday, Thursday and karaoke, free pool/Thurs. college games night/ Fri.-Sat. dance music 8r door prizes/Sunday 8 The Terrace Symphony Orchestra invites Saturday 12-4 p.m., Friday 12-6 p.m. and Sunday p.m. to midnight music jams. A great opportunity everyone to see the Northwest's only symphony 
1-4 p.m. For information call 638-8884. to network with fellow musicians in a friendly orchestra on Saturday, June 10 at 8 p.m. to its 
Open 
PUB: 
atmosphere. All you need is your instrument 
because there's sound equipn!ent, lighting, a drum 
kit and all the amps you'll need. 
LEGION,BRANCH 13: Meat draws and music 
to dance to Saturdays stcarting at 4 p.m. 
l ive music 
Caledonia Music. consisting of the concert 
band, the jazz band, choir and vocal ensemble, 
plays its final concert of the 2005-06 school year. 
Wednesday May,3 1 at 7:30 p.m. at the Dr. R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. Admission is by donation. 
m Branch ,,13 Legion hosts Kenny Wade, a 
Nashville Star ,contestant and recording artist 
on Friday, June 2 from 8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
Traditional country music and old time c o u n b  
music is featured. Tickets are $15 per person and 
are'available at the, branch lounge. 
" 
season finale, at the- Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets are $10 for adults, ,$8 for seniors and 
students and are available at Misty River Books 
or from the TSO. More details below, 
Visual Arts 
H The Highway of Tears: Missing Women 
on Highway 16 Art Exhibition makes its first 
stop on a travelling show after its debut in April 
at the Smithers Art Gallery. Opening reception is 
Friday, June 2 at from 7-9 p.m. in the communiiy 
room at the Skeena Mall. Appearances from the 
Kitselas Dancers and guest speakers will kick off 
the show. The exhibit Iuns for ,lo days through 
June 11 during mall hours: Monday to Thursday 
9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Friday 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.; 
Saturday 930  a.m. to 6 p.m.; and Sunday noon 
to 5 p.m. 
SEA Anemones, in watercolour, by Sheila 
Karrow is one of the Queen Charlotte Islands 
artist's pieces coming this Friday to the Ter- 
race m Gallery. 3 2 CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Drama Day Cam 4 
6 to 13 year 01 s 
Shtch Your Imagination, Ma&e New Friends 
$1 25 for over 50 hours of Instruction 
Limited Enrollment 
Regishotion Forms Avoiloble At 
Uniglobe ond www.mytltco 
B
i J  Q' isi. 
Applications Now Being Accepted for 
YSummer Drama 
~ _ - _ _ _  ~ ~ 
Day Znstructo 
1 paid @tion -must be 19 ym + 
3 Volunteer Positions 
-Horn May Be CIaimedas school C A P C r d  
For more info., refer to the Job Posting at www.mvtlf.cdevent.hhn 
or contact SDD Team Leader, Britt MacLeod at info@mytlt.ca 
Our official ticket outlet i s  _ -  
Standard W F E .  
7 R ' A  D 1- Courte #113 - 471 6 yhavd  Lazelle Ave 
Verbs School presents the musical Compose 
Yourself at the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 7 p.m. 
Tickets by donation and only available to students' 
parents at the school through students. The cast 
will perform hilites from' the musical between 
Market with donations going to a local yet-to-be FRIDAY, JUNE 1030-11 a.m. Saturday, June 3 at the Farmer's I 8t30 - lot80 P.M. determined charity or cause. 
DOORS: 8:00PM SUNDAY, JUNE 4 TICKETS: $15 EA. 
The Terrace Hospice Society presents the Hike 
for Hospice Sunday, June 4 at 2 p.m. at the gazebo 
on the Millenium Trail. Get pledge forms from any 
board member or just meet at the trail. 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
BRANCH 13 TERRACE 
The Terrace Pentacostal Assembly hosts 
Canada's "New Country" gentleman, Jack 
Jackson and the JRB at 7 p.m. Admission is free. 
Go to www.jackjackson for more info. 
SATURDAY, JUNE 10 
u- T..--.. Q.-~LI.... nmkash iniritac 
Check out our site or call 638-7263 for sdvedsing inlormath 
i i i w  wui iabw ugmmrpmumm~ V I L . I I - ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~  t i i w i w a a  
everyone to see the Northwest's only symphony 
orchestra on Saturday, June 10'at 8 p.m. to its 
season finale at the Dr. R.E.M.jLee Theatre. The 
show will feature youth >members in concert, 
including Sarah Burger (violin),ktacey Zorn (flute), 
Andrew Johnstone (trumpet)! Annie Greenwood 
and Norbert Ziegler (french horn), Dylan Spence 
(trombone) and Kory Major (tuba). The conductor 
will be Michael Wen, with assistant conductor 
Courtney Preyser. Tickets are $10 for adults, $8 
for seniors and students and are available at Misty 
River Books or from the TSO. 
PSAS 
Heritage Park Museum is now open for the 
summer season from 10 a.m. to 6 pm., seven 
days-a-week. Site tours are available four times a 
day and a number of special events are planned 
for the summer. The museum will also offer 
two walking tours and Ma Lambly's, its one act 
historical drama, throughout the months of July 
and August. Call the museum for more information 
at 635.4546. 
Taoist Tai Chi Society of Canada offers a five- 
class introductory session to Tai Chi for health 
improvement, concentration and meditation and 
relaxation and stress reduction. June 1, 8, 14, 22 
& 29 from 7-9 p.m. at the health unit auditorium. 
$30 for all fives classes. Call Anne at 61 5-321 6 for 
information. 
June 2,2806 . 
Veritas School Final Concert. An evening of music, 
singing and fun. 
June 5,6 2006 
-L. CI I . I I . I r l  I xeena Junior nign xnooi  presenrs: 
Ten Lost Years - a gripping story of Canada in 
1930's performed by Drama 10 
Dance through the Decades - performed by Skeena 
Dance Students - 8:OO p.m.. Tickets $5.00. Available at 
Misty River Books and the Skeena School Office. 
June 7,2006 
Caledonia Award Night 
June 17,2006 
Terrace Symphony Season Finale 
Come and listen to the work of our fine local musicians. 
June 28,2606 I Skeena School Awards Night 
iitailabb at: 
Un@be courtesy Travel 
Arnilnble ottlitie at: 
www.terraceconcwtsocq.oq I for info G io pwcbnre tickets 
Canadian Cancer Society will be training 
volunteers in Terrace on June 2-3 and there's 
still room to register in the CancerConnection 
program. Are you a cancer survivor eager to make 
a difference in the lives of cancer patients? You 
can offer hope and provide caring one-on-one 
support to a newly diagnosed cancer patient. Call 
Nancy Shelford at 1-800-81 1-5666 for info. 
Skeena Diversity hosts and presents another 
Safe Harbour - Respect for All workshop. The 
workshop is free, takes two-plus hours and entitles 
the participants to a Safe Harbour logo to place on 
the window or door of their workplace. Scheduled 
for Tuesday, June 6 from 9-1 1 :30 a.m. at city hall 
(downstairs boardroom). To pre-register contact: 
635-1520 or "mailto:info@skeenadiversity.com" 
info@skeenadiversity .com 
Skeene Child Care Resource and Referral, 
The Family Place and ECEBC hosts a Child 
Care Picnic in the Park at Elks Park on Agar Ave. 
Thursday, June 8 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Free fun 
for children and their parents, child care providers 
or grandparents. Activities, snacks will be 
provided, but bring your own lunch. Phone 638- 
11 13 for more information. Everyone welcome. 
Kennode Friendship Centre needs vendors, 
volunteers and performers for National Aboriginal 
Day In the Park June 17. Please contact Susan or 
Marianne at 635-4060. 
The Happy Gang Centre hosts a pancake 
breakfast on the first Saturday of each month 
from 8-11 a.m. and its general meeting goes on 
the second Thursday of every month at 2 p.m. 
'The' Terrace Greater Beautification' Socle& 
beautification work bees meet Tuesday nights 
at ths George Little House at 7 p.m. Everyone 
welcome. The society also meets on the first 
Thursday of the month at 7 p.m. at city hall. New 
members welcome. Call Chris at 638-1049. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
& Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
meal preparation always needed. 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offsrs 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. Next meetings are June 8 8.22. 
The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It's 
open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet 
access for cancer research is available. For 
information about emergency aid or peer support 
programs, call 638-8583. 
A brain injury support group in Terrace meets 
the fourth Wednesday of each month from 4-5:30 
p.m. in the conference room at the library. The 
meetings are open to survivors, family members 
and service providers. For more info, call Mark at 
638-1 81 8 or e-mail mark-brain-injury@yahoo.ca 
The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
registrations for June pottery classes for both 
adults and children at the new community pottery 
studio. Call Pat at 635-5574. 
Kermode Friendship Society offers free tutoring 
at its Kalum St. location with an After School 
Homework Club Mondays through Thursdays 
from 3:30 - 5:30 p.m. This program is open to 
youth in need of help and support in school. Peer 
tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
used as hours required in graduation portfolio. 
For more information contact Kim Besharah of 
Kermode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. 
Skeena Family Resources presentsfreeprograms 
for parents and children under six at Kitselas 
on Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at 
Kitsumkalum. Parent connection, information 
workshops for parents and fun activities for kids. 
Tuesdays to Thursdays from noon to 2 p.m. 
Transportation is available. Everyone welcome. 
Call 635-7087 for information or transportation. 
The CMfUl Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
knitting circle Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 615-9383. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Renaissance Faire 2007 (June 22-23) is looking 
for anyone interested in sitting on a planning 
committee for the First Annual Renaissance Faire. 
Reach Tabatha at tabatha03~2000@hotmail.com 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
the firehall conference room. Always open to new 
members. Call Bob 636-0923 or Rolf 635-691 1. 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop at 4544 Lazelle Ave. has spring and summer 
stock and has jeans, children's, paperback and 
hardcover books on discount May 11-18. Open 
Tues-Sat 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
please phone 635-4862. 
Baby's Name: 
Hunter Per Holvorsen 
Date Si Time of Birth: 
April 23, 2006 at 5:35 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 2 OZ. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Stephanie & Norm 
" W e  bmher for Kailey 
& laylor" 
Baby's Noms: 
Hailey Mason 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Moy 13,2006 at 12:09 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 8 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Krystal & Brendon 
"Little sister for Grade" 
Baby's Meme: 
tiam Alexander Stevens 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May 15,2006 at 8:57 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 6 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Kimi & Angus 
I 
Baby's Name: 
Jules Stokes 
Date & Time of Bi&: 
May 18, 2006 at 542 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 3 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Eryn & Hud 
Baby's Name: 
Jade Anna-Marie Dyer 
Date Si Time of Birth: 
May 20, 2006 a1 755 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 10 OZ. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Cory & Jesse 
"little sister for Aiyana, 
Percy & Emma" 
Baby's Name: 
Logan Kade Engelbertink 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May 22, 2006 at 4149 p.m. 
Weight: 10 Ibs. 5.5 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Kristi & Remko 
''lifde brother fot Ryker" 
congratula 
parents on 
additions t 
f a d e s .  
\ 
' I  ! 
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A centenarian celebration 1\/1 23'1;;;"' 
WI Service \ c q e 1 where <lie minv< l h t .  miii% w WHAT A wonderful celebration! A small group 
of family and friends 
gathered together on the 
evening of Sunday, May 
21 at Terraceview Lodge 
to celebrate an important 
milestone - the 100th 
birthday for Thelma 
Reay (mother of Elaine 
Shepherd). 
The celebration started 
with daughter Elaine thank- 
ing everyone for coming and 
introducing some wonderful 
entertainment. As Elaine 
said in her speech, only 
one in 7000 make it to 100 
so certainly Mrs. Reay has 
been very blessed. 
The party began with 
some high stepping by the 
Scottish Dancers under the 
..-.--- --.- - - -~ -,I . . . - - _.. - 
raderie of the residents nnd 
loves Iicr new caregivers. 
She is always ready to/go 
on outings. plays bingo and 
loves to sing along to the old 
time tunes that bring back so 
many memories. She is still 
in reasonably good Iicalth. 
How ni;iny tinics have 
you heard of soinconc ccl- 
ebratiiig a 100th birthday or 
even older? Well, Mrs. IZeay 
joins a list of a few people 
who h; iw reached the ripe 
Skccnavic\v 01' 'I'Crrilcc\rie\\f. 
At IciW I O  01' 1 1 1 0 r ~  Tcr- 
I'XX resideiits c ~ l ~ h r i ~ t ~ t l  i1 
old iige of 100 ii11tl o\'c~'. ill 
ccntcnnial birtlldiiy while 
liviirg iit this rcsidcncc. Mr. 
A b ~ a l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  l - C ( I p i i d .  All'rcd 
M ;icTii\t i sh. Wil l  tc r Pl: tc I'- 
Dr. Nick Cam, MD, FRCSC, Plastic Surgery 
Dr. Frances Jang, MD, FRCPC, Cosmetic Dermatology 
// Skin wo&s is tlic preiilicr cosmetic, clinic in Vancouver 
It is thc only coiiibincd Plastic Surgery and Ikrniatology clinic 
iii 13C. Skimvorks, offers the full rangc of dermatology, lase1 
skinc:trc, :mtl cosnietic surgery, Together, Dr. Cam a d  Dr. Jan€ 
Ii : t \r  over j0 yc:irs cspcricncc in cosiilctic treatt1lent.s. 
At Skirtworks, we tirake you look good on the outside. ..sa 
yoit c m  feel good inside ... and that's a &eauti/ul thing! 
\%'e are hinging our skincare products to your door! 
All our skincare products are now available in 
Terrace and across Canada! Illey can lw ordered on-line at 
www.bkiii\\,orks-storc.c:i or by ptionc 604 737-7lOQ. son, Charlie I-hrrigan, Yock I-Iing Chow, Mrs. \\'ood- 
(IOS), Beth I-loltol1i (104). 
Mary Worobcck ( 104). Sa- 
die Gangon, Charlie Oliver, 
and several others. 
1 leavc by wishing Mrs. 
Reay continued long life and 
health. And on behalr of CV- 
eiyonc, wc wish you ;ill the 
hollsc ( I OS). I iar\'cy I h l l  
direction of Kristin Earl, 
which was followed by Terraceview Lodge is city councillor Lynne Christiansen. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
beautiful sweet music by 
Rachel Reay on the flute and 
Ann Tounsend with a Celtic customs officer father was came very ill with what was Britain for 10 years, still 
Floor Harp. Then everyone moved to a village called later diagnosed as throat in the same modest rented 
joined in on an old time Eastham, situated between cancer (probably the result house until 1991 when she 
fashioned singalong with Liverpool and Chester. and of heavy smoking and work- emigrated to Canada to live 
Rusty Ljungh and friends. It that's where she completed ing in the polluted air of the with her daughter Elaine. 
was a great evening of enter- her education. oil emission from the Man- husband A1 and grandchil- 
tainment and singalong. A "She left school at about Chester ship canal). A great dren. Mrs. Reay lived with 
THELMA Reay is feted on the occasion of her 100th birthday. Among the guests at 
\\'e offer: * Acne clearing treatments The "Zen0 Zit Zapper" 
* Anti-aging And much more!!!' 
* Sunscreens 
Dermatology consultations: 
Dr. Frances Jnng (604) 737-7100 
Plastic Surgery cons"1tations: 
Dr. Nick Carr (604) 733-9711 
3568/3578 West 43" Avenue, Vancouver, BC 
skinworks.ca happy time was had by all. 
Mrs. Reay received a 
number of special mes- 
sages: one from Governor 
General Michaelle Jean, 
one from Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper, and one 
from the Queen is pending. 
Lynne Christiansen, on be- 
half of mayor and council, 
presented Mrs. Reay with a 
certificate of congratulations 
,) ' on her 100th birthday. And 
something special, Lynne 
painted favourite flowers 
onto a birthday plate for 
Mrs. Reay, which she loves. 
age 15 and became a shop 
assistant at a department 
store1 in Liverpool. This 
meant a long walk and train 
journey each day but it came 
with its benefits, such as ten- 
nis and tennis parties in the 
village. 
She also got to enjoy 
movies, theatre, dances, 
picnics on the River Dee 
and rides on early Harley 
Davidsons that were part of 
the social whirl for the city 
set. She was a very sociable 
young women and enjoyed 
these vears. 
her daughter until last year, 
when her failing health made 
it necessary for her to move 
best on :hc occasion 01' your 
100th birthday. 
to ' rerraceview Lodge. 
Mrs. Reay is still an avid 
tter and she works with- 
the benefit of glasses. 
er the years, she shared 
'beautiful craft work with 
ers, babies wore gar- 
nts or slept in blankets 
t she made. Adults were 
vileged and received 
iutifully knitted tea co- 
s, or linen tablecloths and 
ikins she designed and 
broidered herself. 
Mrs. Reav is a truly re- 
kni 
out 
ov 
her 
0 th  
nie 
tha 
be: 
P i  
sie 
rial 
YVONNE MOEN em 
Mrs. Reay was born on 
May 21, 1906 in Liverpool. markable centenarian I she 
The third of four children survived two world ,wars, 
to her Irish- Scottish par- the terrible Spanish flu epi- 
ents Samuel and Sarah Har- double wedding with her band as well as caring for demic and endured personal 
grove. It was here that she tragedies like the death of 
first developed what was 1936. given the opportunity to go her son and husband. 
her lifelong love of sewing The Reays moved into to university, where she met She has witnessed the 
and knitting, in a handcraft a modest rented house in her husband AI Shepherd arrival of so much technol- 
class. She was also a talent- ogy - cars, planes, radios, 
Shi  met James Reay, 
who like her father, was a' 
customs officer and the two' deal of her energy waq de- 
were married in an unusual voted to caring for her hus- 
sister and fiance in August daughter Elaine. Elaine was 
Eastham and they remained and they emigrated to Can- 
ed young artist and enjoyed in the house throughout heir 
sketching and painting (at married life. They had two 
her birthday, guests admired children; son Derek who 
a small display, .., . ~ of her hand died 'tragicafly in '1951 and 
2 7 '  '> I ~ ~ daughter Elaine in 1946. h 
.) Jc^ 
wor7;si. 
- 
adain 1969. Tv, electric ippliances, rthe 
Mrs. Reay continued to computer, the phone and, of 
care for her husband through course, the cell phone. The 
years of hospitalizatiod and 1 'list goes on:- ?''.; VI I"' ' 
. At ..Terracevie.w;- ' Mrs. ' ., R ' ~ ~ y l -  liv-es- a -qudet" surgery,untG , , I .  I . , . . . , .  his .,,......- death li ,in She lived alone in 
The BC economy is poised for growth like never 6efore. Don't 
to take advantage of this opportunity? 
BDC Consulting cxrcnds this special invitation to our exclusive 
Table Event. Conic and learn our approach to supporting Ca 
businesscs and find out liow we can assist you in increasing productivi 
optimizing efficiency and maximizing your busiiiess potential. 
Our consultants will bc avail;ible to discuss your busincss needs and introduce our 
customizcd solutions in the following: 
H R  Dynamics: 
SolvinS the increasing cliallcngcs of employee recruitment and retention with 
customized I-1R Solutions. 
Strategic Planning: 
Thc solution for businesses that want to develop and implement effective and 
profitable plans for the future. 
New Product Development: 
The how-to of assessing the viability and proof of concept to take a new pgduct, 
invention, innovation or service to market. 
Quality Assurance ( I S 0  9001 ): 
Building cquity in your busincss through a quality manage 
IS0 can improve your bottom line. 
Financial Solutions: 
Customized financing to improve productivity, start a new venture or new produ 
line, or increase your working capital. 
I 
! I\ 
There is no cost to attend this event. However, registration is required as space is limi 
Book early! A complinientary lunch will be followed by round table discussions. 
\ 
I E Compose yourselves I 
Students from Veritas School sing and dance in unison as they rehearse for their performance of Compose 
Yourselves this Friday, June 2 at the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The performance is open only to students' 
parents but the young performers will perform hilites during the Farmer's Market the next day. I 
h I 
SUMMEK CAMPS 
Filling fast - Enroll today! 
"...worth every penny: well-rounded, well-organized, fvn yet very 
educational. Our least favorite thing was the end of the camp!" 
We have prsgmms for newborns to 7-year-old5 
The foundation fhaf supports your child's l i fehe growth 
I 
Season Finale 
E Michael Wen, Conductor Courtney Preyser, Guest Conductor 
SQ~Q, ~ a f ~ i ~ i i a i ~ m ~  hw 
www.kindermusik.ca 
Reoisfrolion deodhe is June 2 h .  Book your wot today! 
Sarah Burger - Violin 
Stacey Zorn - Flute 
Andrew Johnstone - Trumpet 
Annie Greenwood & 
Norbert Ziealer - French Horn 
CITY OF TERRACE 
BOARD OF VARIANCE 
VACANCIES 
Kory Major Tuba ' 
SATURDAY, J U N E  18,2006 
8:OO P.M. ' R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
TICKETS 
Available from: T.S.O. Members, Misty River Books or at the door 
Adults - $10.00 Seniors and Students - $8.00 0 12 years and under free 
Sponsored by 
krrace & District Arts Cauncil Alcan Primary Metals Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
The City of Terrace has two vacancies on the three member 
Board of Variance and is seeking two volunteers to sit on 
the Board, each for a term of 3 years. 
For more information on the function of the Board ofvariance 
please contact David Block, City Planner at 6154028. 
For those parties interested in volunteering for these 
positions, please express your interest in writing to the City 
of Terrace Development Service Department, 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 B3, by Wednesday, June 7th, 
2006 before 2:OO p.m. 
’ ROB BROWN 
Son of fly BC 
I
rt Lingren’s second book on the flies of 
British Columbia, Contemporaty Fly 
Patterns of British Columbia, (Frank 
Amato Publications) will make a valu- 
To be precise, this is Art ’s  third book on BC pat- 
terns. His first opus, ??le Fly Pattenis of Roderick 
Haig-Brown, also contains flies that were designed 
for the water of this province by its most famous 
resident fly fisherman, but his last work and its pre- 
decessor catalogue creations from all over the prov- 
ince and include Haig-Brown’s patterns. , 
Where Fly Patterns of British Columbia had 
more of a historical flavour, its sequel has more 
practical advice woven into the text and is much 
easier to use in k g e  part because of the way in 
which its author has chosen to structure it. 
The book is divided into eight sections, each 
corresponding to one of the regional designations 
for management units set out by &e Ministry of the 
Envirohent . 
Within each regional section, Lingren introduc- 
es us to a number of angling fly-dressing indigenes 
with a thumbnail biography for each. After the bio 
there is a picture of each fly followed by a recipe. 
Each an-gler then shares a handful of his (or in a few 
cases, her) favourite bugs and includes some tips on 
how to tie and fish them. 
This last feature is a dandy. Each fly pattern 
listed in Contemporary Fly Patterns of British Co- 
r lumbia is.the:sum.total.of a lot of thought and ex- 
pkrimentatioh and you can bet your bait bucket that 
it is well adapted to the fish habitat for which it has I’ 
evolved. 
- If, say, I was off for the beaches of Vancouver 
Island (Region and Chapter One) in search of salm- 
on, I’d turn to the relevant section of the book and 
be pleased to find no fewer than six sharp looking 
salt water patterns from the bench of Shawn Ben- 
nett. 
I’d almost certainly wrap up a few Catface 
Streamers, read Shawn’s notes, and be most pleased 
to discover what line to fish the fly with and where 
it works best. And, if I was realIy pushy, I might 
.give Shawn a call, since his place of work is given 
in the biographical note. 
Other than the fact that you can catch fish near 
hedges and ledges with sedges, I don’t know much 
about fishing still water, but if I was off to the 
Thompson-Nicola a.k.a. Region 3 for lake bound 
trout (or to any lake in the Interior of the province, 
for that matter) I’d be well served by the third chap- 
ter of Art’s new book, where there are enough lake 
patterns to fill a fly box and enough information on 
how to fish them to ensure some fine fishing. 
By way of example, Herman Fischer offers up 
an enticing looking damsel nymph made of some- 
thing called liquid lace and gives this advice on 
how to fish it: 
“..,my rule of thumb is to fish this fly in the 
morning from about 8 to IO a.m., when there is the 
most damsel activity, in about 3 to 5 feet of wa- 
ter and close to the bulrushes, using a floating or 
intermediate sinking line and with short 5 inch or 
sometimes longer pulls, pausing often to allow the 
fly to sink.” 
Boy, you can’t get much more specific - or gen- 
erous - than that! 
This entry is typical of those in the Region 3 
chapter of the book where local anglers give the 
reader how-to’s on dressing and fishing shrimp, 
scuds, sedges, bloodworms, boatmen, dragons, 
stoneflies, and leeches. 
The province’s well know fishing clubs and 
a few of their prominent me are given a sec- 
tion in the book. 
1 Thus, there is representation from the Cowichan 
Flyfishers and the Island Waters Fly Fishing Club 
from Vancouver Island. similarly, a flock of King- 
fishers and a stand of Totems appear under the 
Lower Mainland region. 
The inclusion of some Bob Taylor’s crafty and 
superbly dressed patterns (though I would have 
like to have seen more and had an entry from Bob, 
drawing from his vast experience as a river angler), 
some of Bill Jollymore’s patterns, Peter McVeigh’s, 
Harry Lemire’s and those of Lingren himself lend 
some historical continuity to the text. 
My beef with the book is its low production val- 
ues. 
I The patterns are too small and many are set 
against backgrounds that make them appear indis- 
tinct. The cover design is dull and unappealing. 
My copy is trade paper, glued instead of sewn, 
and therefore doomed to fall apart in short order. 
To remedy this I will take it to the local quick 
copy shop where they will take it apart, plasticize 
&e cover, and insert coil binding for five bucks. 
Problems of design aside, Art Lindgren has put 
tog&er another invaluable book for the flyfishers’ 
library. 
“A able addition to the flyfisher’s library. :’ 
Grabe -- 8Lzathletes,( / core first 
zone victory in five years r 
BY MARCMET SPEIRS 
SKEENA’JUNIOR Grade 8 athletes won their first banner in 
five years at the zone track and field meet over the May long 
weekend. 
“We had a very good weekend,” said Dighton Haynes. 
president of the Terrace Track and Field Association. 
Nineteen athletes from Skeena Junior Secondary, Thom- 
hill Junior Secondary, Caledonia Senior secondary, Centen- 
nial Christian, Mountainview Academy and Parkside schools 
competed at the meet in Smithers. 
Haynes had hoped that the Grade 8s would win the ban- 
ner. 
“I didn’t think we had the numbers because you usually 
need a little bit bigger team than what we had,” he said. 
“Look at the results and see how many events the kids 
were going in. They’re out there competing and really doing 
well. 
‘The junior girls were awesome and the seniors I was re- 
ally pleased with.” 
Led by Jenny Johnson, the outstanding Grade 8 girl, and 
Jacqueline Lenuik’s 57.4 second record in the 300-metre hur- 
dles, the team scored 118 points compared to second place 
Mount Elizabeth Secondary School who scored 62 points. 
Thornhill Junior placed fifth and Centennial was eighth. 
The Skeena Junior girls dominared their events, but came 
MESS was third with 29 points. 
Smithers won the senior event with 203 points over Cale- 
donia’s 8 1 points and Mount Elizabeth’s 47 points.’ 
Brandon Baverstock, 14, who throws a 1-kilogram discus 
easily across the Skeena Junior field, showed that his favou- 
rite event, javelin, is also his best with his 30.1-metre throw 
- that’s 98.6 feet - for first place at the zone meet. 
He placed third in discus with 25.52 metres and third in 
shot put with a 6.74-metre toss. 
Baverstock is pumped to win medals at the Summer Games 
later this summer. 
“Not all the medals, maybe one,” he said, adding he hopes 
to win in javelin. 
Eric Anderson, who also goes to Skeena, won the Grade 8 
boys discus event with a 28.53-metre Wow and came second 
in javelin with a throw over 24 metres, and second in shot put 
with 7.95 metres at zones. 
. He hopes to place third or better in all three events at the 
Summer Games. . L  
Haynes credits part of the team’s success to the number of 
coaches’ involved, including Gord Buxton from Centennial, 
Richard Clair, Dave O’Brien and Doug Steele from Skeena, 
Ben Mattheis from Parkside and Dave Cater. 
“It seems with the more people we have, it just gives the 
kids a little more personal atttention when trying to do indi- 
vidual events,” he said. 
Five students will be going to provincials in Bumaby this 
weekend: Jessica Ames, Bert Fawdrey, Danis Bachek, Bran- 
dy Yagelniski and Brendan Genaille. 
At the end of July, nine athletes will travel to the BC sum- 
mer Games in Kamloops: Jessica Ames, Ainsleigh Mensah, 
Brandon Baverstock, Eric Anderson, Jdna  Olynick, Alex 
MacDougall, Katherine Scarborough, Della Orrey and Lyn- 
sey Haynes. 
/1 
second with 93 points to Smithers’ 205 points. 
BRANDON BAVERSTOCK practises his discus throw at the Skeena Junior Sec- 
ondary field May 27. He placed third in discus at zones in Smithers and will com- 
Pete in the BC Summer Games later this summer. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Ultimate Frisbee drop-in wants you 
IT’S 790  p.m. on a Wednesday night and players 
are casually strolling onto the field with cleats in 
hand. The meeting time was 30 minutes ago, but 
no one seems to mind. This is Ultimate. Everyone 
is just there to have a good time. 
Ultimate is a non-contact team sport played 
with a Frisbee, referred to as a disc. Teams pass 
the disc from one end of a long rectangular field, 
like a soccer field, to the other and score when one 
of their players catches it in the opposing team’s 
end zone. 
Every Monday and Wednesday night Ultimate 
players in Terrace gather in the field west of the 
R.E.M Theatre to play a friendly game. 
“It could loosely be described as a league but 
it‘s drop-in.” said Gary Maltin, who helps orga- 
nize these nights. 
Maltin “fell in love” with the game seven years 
ago because of its emphasis on fun and fair play, 
“It‘s all about the spirit of the game,” he said, 
“You can be competitive and that’s cool, but you 
We have a winner 
LOCAL artist and outdoor enthusiast Angie Healey is the person behind the winning 
design for this year’s Terrace Standard Adventure Challenge. The design reflects the 
five different sports athletes compete in - swimming, running, downhill mountain bik- 
ing, rock climbing and cross country mountain biking. Healey receives free entry into 
all five events this year in addition to an Adventure Challenge hoodie and T-shirt. The 
outdoor adventure Sport series is Set for July 1,2 and 3. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO - -  - 
~ 
also haw to put thc g ~ i i e  first. This is all about 
having fun.” 
UltimiUc has 110 referees. SO players d l  fouls 
on thcmsclvcs, an unusual systcni in teatii sports. 
Official Ultimatc nilcs state. “Teams are ex- 
pected to win becausc of ability illidor luck, not 
by being tricky chcaters.” 
“You makc your own cilll.“ Maltin said. “It is 
one of the coolest games around.” 
But the number of participants at drop-in Ulti- 
mate are down this year. 
While more than 30 players showed up in pre- 
vious years. this year only a dozen or so are com- 
ing out. 
Maltin isn’t too womed. He chocks it up’to 
busy lives, no advertising and a lot of hard-core 
players leaving town. 
And besides, it’s only the beginning of the sea- 
son. he added. 
“In places like Prince George, they don’t even 
have an organized Ultimate league so actually 
Terrace does really good as far as numbers - bet- 
ter than a lot of places with way bigger popula- 
tions. 
“Even though we want more people, we can’t 
really complain that much.” Maultin said. 
Newbie Richard Clair, who has only played 
Ultimate four times. keeps coming out to play be- 
cause “it‘s fun and good exercise.” he said, but he 
wishes more people were involved. 
“We get about a dozen people. Ideally there 
would be more. A game is supposed to be seven 
on seven so 20 would be ideal.” lie said. 
Terrace‘s drop-in Ultimate league goes until 
the end of September. Players meet in the field 
at the west end of Straume Ave at 6:30 p.m. on 
Mondays and Wednesdays. 
“We play rain or shine because we are strong, 
hearty northern folk.” Maultin said. “But if it’s 
absolutely pissing rain, we’ll probably just call 
it.” 
I t 

. .  . - -  
MIKE'S AUCTION 
Antique 8 Furniture 
Auction Sale 
Saturday, June 3,2006 
11 :OO a.m. 
Grassy Plajns Hall, Southside 
of Francois Lake. From Hwy. 
16 in Bums Lake take Hwy. 
35 to the Francois Lake 
Ferry, cross the ferry to the 
Southside and go straight 
up the hill approx. 16 kms to 
Grassy Plains Hall. 
Items for sale will include 
good quality used furniture 
andantiques, bedroomsuites, 
dining room suites, pictures, 
art prints, glassware, chairs, 
large rocking horse, child's 
bedroom set, chesterfields, 
chairs, sideboards, lamps, 
dressers, books, beds, 
desks, mlcrowaves, kitchen 
sets, dishes, quantities of 
crafting items, bookcases, 
mirrors, fishing rod wlth , 
brass reel, black powder 
replica guns. 
Collection of books, mostly 
a series of girls books from 
1917 to 1925, Small farmers 
journal collection 1978 - 1990, 
33 113 records, Picturesque 
Canada Vol. 1 published 
KITSELAS BAND COUNCIL 
Site 44, Comp 24, RR2, Terrace, B.C. V8G 329 
Phone: 250-635-5084 Fax: 250-635-5335 
Toll Free: 1-888-777-2837 (Toll Free'in BC Only) 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
s n k g  Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers Rr Prince Rupert 
Babine Forest Products Company, a joint venture 
between West Fraser Mills and Burns Lake Native B Development Corporation, hasa challenging opportunity e& for an innovative and highlyrnotivated individual asa 
Monuments Concerned personal 
senice in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
Bronze Plaques CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT 
We are seeking highly motivated Journeyman Millwright(s) (BC 
andlor Interprovincial) to apply excellent technical skills and 
knowledge, safely and efficiently. As part of our Maintenance 
Team you will provide high quality service and support to help our 
operations group meet our safety, production and quality goals 
within our automated lumber manufacturing environment. 
Ideally, candidates have experience with the various automated 
operations and systems in modern interior saw and planer mills. 
They will have dernonstrated their abilities to apply their trade 
s1:ills and knowledge effectively. 
Above average interpersonal, communication and organizational 
skills are required. Good leadership skills'and working within a 
computerized maintenance system are assets. 
Our Millwrights work days, afternoons and graveyards. Rate of 
pay is per the Steelworkers Agreement. 
Qualified applicants should forward their resumes to the 
Human Resources, Babine Forest Products Company, 
P.O. Box 4oO0, Burns Lake, BC VO1 1EO or fax it to 
(250) 692-4595 o;cmall to: !G~ILQ~.Q- 
prior to June 2,2006. 
We thank a l l  candidates for their Interest, however, only those 
selected for an intervlew will be contacted. 
1. Director bf Administration 
The following qualifications are desirable for this 
position; 
Post-secondaryeducationinBusinessAdminison 
or Commerce or the equivalent in experience; 
A good knowledge o f  the programs, regulations and 
procedures of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 
(p.articularly as they relate to Funding arrangements 
with First Nations), as well as knowledge of 
funding available from other Federal and Provincial 
Government Departments is desirable, in order that 
the Director of Administrzrions can provide good 
advice to the Chief and Council on these areas. 
Good administrative, communication, and 
organhational skills, to facilitate the smooth running 
of adnlinistration services, effective supervision of 
employees, and preparation o f  correspondence 
:ind reports rchted to First Nations Government 
administration. 
Good working knowledge of financial accounting 
principles, in order to p1;in budgets, monitor 
expenditures to ensure they ;ire kept within budget, 
aiid m:iint:tin \xidgctwy and statistical records. 
Ability to cc)iiiiiitlnicate well with Community 
inciiil)ers. 
A v:ilid provincinl driver's license, and the 
willingness to tmvel. (Work requires travel to 
various meetings, functions, workshops, etc.) 
Must be bondable. 
i '  
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
w d  Srvicr Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
lspodalan 21 hour pager 
In Memoriam 
Leonore (Meyer) Kuehne 
Oct. 3 I, I93 I - May 30,2004 
/n memory of yeslerdoys, 
love hgers on wilhin !he 
heorts of h e  who core. 
' 
Remembered by husband, Henry; son, Ernie 
douahter, Rita (Rick): srandthiidren Rodney 
(Gloria); 
1882, Beldon Brothers 
Toronto,antiquechina, 1940's 
trilight floor lamp, 3 pressed 
back antique kitchen chairs, 
steel wagon wheels, antique 
meat grinders, antique hand 
seeder, hall stands, Oak 
upholstered office chair 
on casters, arm chair mid 
1930's retro style. leather 
F: .; ;;&A (Kerri) &"Jennifer; and gie&grondchildren, Ashie 
2. SaIary a n d  benefits: 
This positioil is a senior nianagernent position in 
the Kitselas administration. 
The salary depends on training, education' and 
experience, 
Starting salary will be reviewed at the end of the 
first three month probationary period and regularly 
at each annual anniversary date o f  commencement 
o f  employment, 
For a full package o f  job description please 
contact Ms. Sharon D. Nabess, 635-5084 ext. 221 or 
sdnabess@kitselas.com J 
Only interview. those shortlisted will be contacted for an 
i s  seeking a 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
T€CHNICIAN II 
covered sea chest, Nordic 
track ski machine, stacking 
chairs, quantity wooden 
folding chairs, washer, dryer, 
Danby barfridge, microwave, 
fi!ing cabinet, wall unit 
entertainment center, 
2 spindle bookshelves, 
hot stone grill, small 
appliances, Birchwood sofa 
to be located in the company's 
Bums lake based operation 
0 
This is a regular full time position. 
Reporting to the Burns Lake Area Manager, the successful 
applicant will perform all aspects of installation, repair 
and maintenance of commercial and residential natural 
gas equipment on and off customer premises, read meters, 
promote the sale of natural gas, and respond to emergencies 
on the company's distribution system as required. .~ 
We regret to announce the sudden passing of Sylvia Anneta Thompson 
on May 22,2006 in Vernon, B.C. at the aye of 71 years. 
husband finlay in 1975 and 2 brothers, Stewart in 1982 and 
with matching easy chair, 
Touchiere lamp, 2 wooden 
' lV stands, coffee table, 5 
drawer dresser, 2+3 pine 
dresser, 2+5 drawer dresser, 
She i s  predeceased by her parents Soren in 1962 and Mary in 1986, 
2 oak arrowback chairs, 2 
wood,arrowback chairs, pine 
kitchen table 7'8", students 
desk, Queen boxspring and 
in 2006. 
, Sylvia is survived by her laving family; children Teresa Word 
Della Britten, Mellony Harper, Belindo Thompson and Dirk 
Thompson. She is further survived by speaal friend Charlie, 
dren; Melton, Laurie and Leah Kindred, Garnet Britten, Candice, Jessica 
and Christina Harpelcoilin and Meyhon Thompson, and great grand- 
children; Svdnev Unddom and Alivia Kindred. Sylvia also leaves behind 
mattress, youth boxspring ,, 
ON-CALL COLLEGE STORE HELPER 
Qualifications: Grade 12 education. Valid Class GBEE 
BC Gas Fitters Licence. Competence in technical aspects 
related to public safety, customer relations, and welfare of 
the Compan s property. Experience in appliance repair 
software programs and email. Must have good written and 
verbal communication skills. 
and trouble s K' ooting. Must be familiar with basic computer 
for this sale up to sale date. 
So keep an eye on our 
website for a more up-to- 
date list. 
mikesauction.homestead.com 
To consian to sale call Mike 
sister Shirley Rdfern and brolher Palmer (Judy) Sorenson and many 
nieces, nephew and extended family members. 
4ylvia was an RN, but also had many other interests such as music 
and singing, gardening, art, ballet, poetry and theatre. She was also an 
athlete and olaved reD basketball. she loved to walk, biwcle, swim and 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. offers a competitive salary and 
benefits package. 
Please reply to Human Resources artment at hr@ ng.ca 
or to Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., Kerr Street, f errace, 
B.C., V8G 419. Fax (250) 635-9758. or Ella - @ 250-694-3497, email: mikes1 OO@teIus.net 
. . .  , I  
dance. Famiiy was very important to Sylvia. 
A Celebration of l i fe  service was held at Zion United Church, Arm I drana. B.C. on Fridav. Mav 26. 2006 at 2:DO a.m. with Rev. Lorraine Please note that only those selected for an interview will 
be contacted. 
Flooring Distributor 
Now Selling Direct! 
8 & 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- 
es from ................. $.49sq/ft _. 
7" unfin or pre fin Fir.:::?$.99s 
ft 
3 1/4" Exotic me fin and Oak Dre 
ACCOUNTING CLERK 111 = ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
FULL-TIME 
The City of Terrace has a vacancy for a mature, highly 
motivated individual to fill the full-time osition of 
Accounting Clerk 111 - Accounts Payable. T k s  position 
primarily involves processing accounts payable invoices, 
including cheque preparation; reconciling vendor 
statements, purchase orders and various accounts; 
processing accounts receivable billings; and computer 
data entry and processing. 
The City is  seeking candidates with the following: 
secondary school graduation; 
accurate typin speed of 50 wpm; 
including accounts payable and bookkeepin 
computer experience preferably in a %indows 
environment using Vadim software, Word and Excel; 
strong analytical and problem-solving skills; 
demonstrated ability to reconcile accounts and use 
financial formulas and spreadsheets. 
accurate data processing skills - Goth keyboard and 
calculator (efficiency i s  essential); 
a valid Class 5 B.C. Driver's Licence. 
minimum of t 3, ree years' related work experience, 
A more complete iob description is  available upon request. 
Job specific testing may form part of the interview/selection 
process. 
This is  a Union position (CUPE Local 201 2) with a 35 hour 
work week. 
Resumes will be received no later than 430 p.m., 
Wednesda June 7, 2006. forward applications to 
Heather &nn, Personnel Department, City of 
Terrace, 321 5 Eb Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2x8 
Tel. (250) 638-4h4, ax (250) 638-4777 (or e- 
mail to: hnunn0city.terrac~!.8c.ca) 
fin, many choices.$l.99sq/ft' 
Oak, Maple, Ash engi- 
neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft 
TONSMOREI 
1-800-631-3342 
PENTIUM 3 866MHz,384 Ram, 
80 gig hdd, XP Pro, Office 2000, 
17" Dell monitor, keyboard, & 
mouse $395. Computer servic- 
ing, warranties available. David 
@250-615-0414 (21 Pl)  however, only those selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 
Closing Date: June 7, 2006 Take a closer look. KITCHEN TABLE with 2 chairs, 
Couch, 2 end tables, nearly 
new double bed, dishes, lamps, 
microwave, kitchen appliances, 
vacuum. 250-638-0753 (20~3) 
MOVING OUT sale double 
bed $200; captains bed $85; 3 
pc. black leather sofa set with 
coffee table, end table $1,495; 
3 pc. sofa set. Fair condition. 
$200, Large bedroom suite.250- 
Local Lumberman Passes Away McElhanney is a progressive Canadian consulting company 
specialising in civil engineering, surveying and mapping/GlS. We are 
actively expanding our scope of services into biological sciences 
and resource management. We have the following opponunity in 
Terrace, BC for a highly motivated individual seeking career growth 
as the environmental department expands and diversifies. 
I Rskerias Biologist -Terrace, BC 
Our Terrace branch currently includes two fulltime 
biologists and two technicians with a combined 40 years 
local experience including expertise in botany, wildlife, 
ecology arid fisheries. Our staff has a region-wide 
reputation for prowiding accurate, concise, and relevant 
data for inventory, impact assessments, and mitigative 
measures for al l  manner of developments in a variety of 
resource sectors. 
The successful candidate will be a key member of our 
environmental team. He/she will ideally be a 
professional biologist with a minimum O f  7 years of 
consulting experience. Helshe will have excellent 
written and verbal communication skills; strong 
technical and project management skills; and an 
expertise in fresh water fisheries. Helshe will be 
comfortable working in a team environment. 
. I  
B i l l  Mclnnes 
August 31,1942 to May 20,2006 
Respected Son, Father, Friend and Businessman. It is with 
great sadness that we announce the passing of 
William (Bill) A. Mclnnes. Bill had worked in and around 
the Forestry industry for 50 years and will be sadly missed 
to all who knew him. 
Sill is  predeceased by his sister Marcella (Dave) Taylor; 
Son Mike Mclnnes; Daughter-in-law Carmen Mclnnes. 
Survived by his parents Bill and Ellen Mclnnes; Anne 
Mclnnes, Mother to his children: Sons Bob, Dan (Marie); 
Daughters Mary-Jo (Jason) Wetterlind, Kathy (Maurice) 
Dewijn; Niece Debbie; Nephew Bruce; Grandchildren 
Kristin, Melissa, Tyler, Daniel and Cianna; 
The Fuchsbichler family and numerous friends. 
Memorial service was held at St. Mary's Church, Prince George, BC, 
1088 Gillett St., on Saturday May 27,2006, at 1:00 P.M. In lieu of 
flowers, donations can be made to The Kidney foundation of Canada 
or The Canadian Diabetes Association. Arrangements by Assmans 
Funeral Chapel, Email condolences to: assmansf~alderwoods.com 
ROW SEEDER with 6 seed 
disks, fertilizer hopper. $125. 
New Gardena electric cultiva- 
tor $75, Gardena telescoping 
handle with 6 heads and ac- 
cessories $1 00. 250-61 5-7385. 
(21 P3) 
Skeena Native Development, in close partnership with a private sector partner, is 
seeking applications from motivated and qualified individuals to fill a ful!-time position 
of Automotive Technician Apprentice. This position is located in Houston with 
one of the busiest and mast successful automotive dealers in the pacific northwest. 
rhis is a federally funded and targeted position and preference will be given to First Nations 
or Inuit individuals with an aptitude and strong interest in automotive mechanics. 
The successful individual must be self motivated, outgoing and must have excellent 
interpersonal skills. 
The position involves: - Providing leadership and project management from the 
proposal through study design, data collection, and 
reporting . 
.Managing technical staff in fisheries projects ranging 
from small scale inventory to large mining operations. 
.Coordinating the permitting process for fisheries- 
related projects from stream crossings to large 
environmental impact assessments. 
planning, sales and marketing. 
.Assisting the Environmental Manager as required for 
This position is located in Terrace but could involve 
travel throughout the region, province and western 
Canada as opportunities present themselves. The 
compensation package will include a generous salary 
and comprehensive benefit package including an 
employer contribution t o  RRSP. 
Please apply in confidence to  
1 
Garage Sale 
2175 Churchill Drive 
Saturday, June 3 
8 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
MOVING OUT 
EVERYTHIWG MUST 60! 
Baseboard Heaters, Sinks 
li hsin Cloihin ,To s 
$Id Much fiore! 
No Earlybirds please 
VANCOUVER TICKET 
SERVICE 
Located in the Hampton Inn Ho- 
tel. Concerts, Sports. INXS, 
Red Hot Chili Peppers, The 
Phantom, Pavarotti, Slayer, 
Vans Warped Tour, II Divo, Sea- 
hawks. Hotel accom available 
Flooring Distributor 
Now Selling Dlrect! 
8 8 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- 
es from ...... I ..,....... $.49sq/ft 
7" unfin or pre fin Fir .... $.99sq/ 
3 1/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
fin, many choices.$l.99sq/ft 
Oak, Maple, Ash engi- 
neered .......... .... ... ...... $2.99sq/ft 
TONS MORE! 
'1-800-631 -3342 
BABY STUFF. List includes crib, 
high chair, playpen, small activi- 
' ty centre, backpacklcarrier and 
indisposable cloth diapers, size 
large. 250-638-8927 (22pl) 
FOR SALE Box liner w/tailgate 
cover to fit '88 - '99 GM full size, 
long box. $75: 1988 Pontiac 
Sunbird stationwagon. Running 
condition. $500. 250-635-4181 
j20p3) 
GREEN COUCH & matching 
loveseat. GC $500; stationary 
bike $30; 4 antique dining room 
chairs, in pieces, not broken 
- best offer. Early Victorian an- 
tique settee, circa 1830 $1,000 
TWO YOUTH bikes, good 
condition $75 each. Childrens 
wooden kitchen table set $70. 
Oak coffee & 2 end tables $1 50. 
WHOLE HOUSE water soften- 
ing unit with salt. $400 250-635- 
- 
- 1-800-920-0887. 
n 
250-635-7672 (22~3) 
250-635-1 767 (21 p3) 
9769 (21 D3) 
requires immediately the following positions: 
LASAGE STAND-UP piano 
$600 OBO. Call before 9 p.m. at 
250-635-081 0 (22~3) 
Excellent Business ODDOrtUn- 
ity. Well established' Towing 
Company Located in Vander- 
hoof. Serious inauiries only. 
For, more information Call 
{260)667-2769. * t- ,* 3 . 
How would you like to be your 
own boss? Work your own 
hours. Be smart phone now 
NET UP to $2800 per month - no selling. Secure, proven 
cash flow. Minimum investment 
$1 6,800. Free Info 1-800-321 - 
6126. 
SERIOUS entrepreneur? Look- 
ing for profits & low overhead? 
If you have drive, desire, pas- 
sion to make real money work- 
ing from home call 
www.libertyleague.com/46 
NESS Nation Wide. Save your 
company thousands while gen- 
erating valuable customers. 
Call for details1 905-922-1 607. 
For Sale: Williams Lake Tolko 
Log Hauling Positions #12- 
$fi5,000. and #15-$50,000. 
Equipment available: 2005 Tri- 
dem Freightliner, 2005 Quad 
Axle Trailer, 1998 Kenworth and 
Quad Axle Trailer. Contact: 1- 
250-296-3509 For further infor- 
1-800-230-7091. 
1-877-621 -5801, 
PROMOTE YOUR OWN BUSI- 
mation. 
REAL PEOPLE - Real Results! 
Achieve Long-Term Financial Se- 
curityl 
 
WANT TO reach over 200,000 
outdoor enthusiasts? Advertise 
your business in one of BC's 
largest outdoor publication, the 
BC Hunting Regulations Synop- 
sis 2006 Edition. Call 1-800- 
661-6335, ext 3244. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Restaurant for lease. 45 seat 
coffee shop, 55 seat licensed 
dining room, Excellent facility in 
Houston, B.C. Houston Motor 
Inn. Phone 1-250-845-71 12 or 
f a  1-250-845-3560 (1 7p3) 
I TEST DRIVE 
Uni ue opportunity lo own and operale a 
200:! Pele with zero down. You must have 
a minimum ONE YEAR flat deck highway 
experience able and willing 10 run 
CANADA I USA and possess good 
references. 
Business Analyst required 
for Contact Center Okanagan 
Valley - Vernon www.suth.com 
Vernon-recruiting@suth.com 
ExDandina mechanical engi- 
neering c6mpany in Okanagan 
Valley looking for Design Tech- 
nologist or recent graduate 
Proficient in Autocad HVAC 
Plumbing design. Salary com- 
mensurate with experience. Fax 
resumes to 1-866-762-0459. 
MOVIE Extras wanted for inter- 
national films. Must be willing 
to travel and cover own airfare. 
Meet the stars, have fun. make 
money! Fox Productions (905) 
920-2217. 
Advanced Class One Driver 
Training Programs. Taylor Pro 
Training Ltd. 250-860-7624 or 
Toil Free 1-877-860-7624. Ask 
About our Heavy Equipment op- 
erators Training classes. 
www.taylorprodriving.com 
1. Full/Por%e WoiterpNoihess and Port-Time Bus Boy/Girl. Experience is on ouet. 
2. Cook - Completion of college or other rogrom in cooking ond 3 years commercial 
cooking experience required. Con unLrstond Chinese and perform some or 011 of 
the following duties: 
A. Prepare ond cook complete meals and specialty foods (Chinese Dim Sum]. 
B. Supervise kitchen helpers. 
C. Oversee ossistont personnel in preprotion, cooking 
D. Moy plan menus, determine size of food proportions, estimate 
food requirements and costs, and monitor ond order supplies. 
We offer full time with woges starting ot $IS.Oo/hr. based on experience. 
, ond hondling of food. 
Send your resume 
aourmethouse@monarch.net. No ohone calls h s e .  
4554 Or& Avenue, T m c e  or email to:' 
- 
Parts Manager 
The Pacific Northwest's busiest dealership has an immediate 
opening for an experienced Parts Manager. 
c.ndid.10~ mrr: Minimum 5 Years Parts experience, 
Supervisory experience, Proven track record in inventory 
management, Knowledge of ADP systems, GM experience an 
asset 
We provide an excellent compensation and benefits package. 
Moving allowance available. 
Please send resumes to: 
GoneraI Managor 
P.O. Box 478, Houston, B.C. VOJ 120 
Fax: 250 845 2524 Ph. 250 845 2244 
Toll Free 1 800 665 3151 
vernon@sulllvangm.com 
I 
~ ~- ~ 
Home Care Nurse Position Available 
The Nisga'a Valley Health Authori requires the services of a full 
emergency 'On-Call duty' with the Acute Care RN/MD team. 
time Home Care Nurse who will a 1 so be'required to share some 
The successful applicant will be based in the community of New 
Aiyansh, B.C. 
Duties include: plan, deliver and evaluate the. care needs of the 
acutely, chronically and terminally ill clients in the villages of 
New Aiyansh, Gitwinksihlkw, Lakalzap and Gingolx, B.C. 
Preferred ualifications: BSN or RN with ex rience in Home 
interpersonal and written communications skills; knowledge of 
First Nations communities and Culture and valid B.C. Driver's 
I' icense. 
New Aiyansh is  located 1 10 km Northeast of Terrace, B.C. 
Care and a cute Care riursi'ng; current CRNB r license; excellent 
Please send letter of interest and resume' to: 
Ms. Julia Adams 
Health Services Officer 
BOX 234 
New Aiyansh, B.C. VOJ 1AO 
Telephone: 250 633-5000 
Fax: 250-633-25 1 2 
Closing date: June 9,2006 
Babine Forest Products Company, a joint venture 
between West Fraser Mills and Burns Lake Native n -,Development Corporation, hasa challenging opportunj$ suz for an innovative and sigh& motivated inaivi@a!& a 
CERTIFIED ELECTRICIAN 
We are seeking highly motivated CERTIFIED ELECTRICIAN (BC 
and/or Interprovincial) to apply excellent technical skills and 
knowledge, safely and efficiently. As part of our Maintenance 
Team you will provide high qualityservice and supportto help OUI 
operations group meet our safety, production and quality goals 
within our automated lumber manufacturing environment. 
Ideally, candidates have experience with the various automated 
operations and systems in modern interior saw and planer mills. 
They will have demonstrated their abilities to apply their trade 
skills and knowledge effectively. 
Above average interpersonal, communication and organizational 
skills are required. Good leadership skills and working within a 
computerized maintenance system are assets. 
Our Electricians work days, afternoons and graveyards. Rate of 
pay is per the Steelworkers Agreement. 
Qualified applicants shodd forward their resumes to the 
Human Resources, Babine Forest Products Company, 
RO. Box 4000, Burns Lake, BC VOJ 1EO or fax it to 
(250) 692-4595 or email to: Karen.olson@weslfmemm 
prior to June 2,2006. 
We thank all candidates for their interest, however; only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Kitamaat Village Council 
Haisla PO Sox 1 101, Kitamaat Village BC VOT 280 
Telephone 639-9361 Fax 632-2840 
R 
InternaVExternal Posting 
Kitamaat Vjllage Council has an immediate opening for an: 
ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER 
Duties to include: 
0 General accountlng Including month end and annual 
procedures: 
0 Assist with and assume the duties of the Comptroller In their 
absence: 
0 Assist in capacity development of the Finance Department 
employees and Program Managers; 
Ensuring accuracy and compliance to accounting standards, 
procedures and internal control: 
0 Recommending and implementing improvements to accounting 
systems and management practices; 
0 Prepare current reference material, including key procedural 
information such as contacts and due dates; 
0 Provide backup, as needed, for the Finance Department for 
Accounts Receivable and reviewing account reconciliations; 
Excellent verbal and written communication skills; 
Problem solving and decision making; 
Critical thinking, paying attention to details; 
0 Job task planning and organizing; 
Significant use of memory and researching information; 
0 Computer use. Continuous learning; 
To follow the KVC personnel policy and manual; 
Other related duties as required by the Comptroller. 
,/ 
Qualifications: 
4th level CMNCNCGA designation or equivalent; . Willing to consider Business Administration diploma with 
experience: 
Experience working in non-profit or fund accounting an asset; . Experience working with First Nations financial administration 
an asset; . Experience with Excel, Word and accounting software - Xyntax 
and Accpac an asset: . Must possess a valid BC Drivers license; . Must be willing and able to pass a criminal record check. 
nterested individuals should submit a cover letter, names of 
:hree references and the express permission for KVC to contact 
;hese references, as well as your resume to: 
-ynn Gould, Human Resources Officer 
(itamaat Village Council 
iaisla PO Box 11 01 
(itamaat Village, BC VOT 260 
'hone: (250) 639-9361, ext. 109 
+mail: humanresources@uniserve.com 
Yo later than: June 9,2006 at 4 pm. 
Ne thank all applicants for their interrwt, homwer; on& those 
;hort-listed will be contacted. 
Fax: (250) 632-2840 
CLOSING DATE JUNE 9,2006 
Boston Pizza Terrace is seeking applications to fill a 
permanent General Manager position. 
The General Mana er is responsible for the day 
to day operations c! the Boston Pizza Restaurant, 
under the direction of the Franchisee. This includes, 
conducting the affairs of business for the store, 
supervision and development of the management 
team and store staff os well as proper procedures 
with respect to personnel policies. 
The General Manager as o day to day function will 
oversee purchasing and rociuction of foodstuffs, 
according :a company polcies and practices. 
The General Manger, in con'unction with the 
will aggressively pursue netliods to increase sales. 
Please apply to: Debbie Russell 
Franchisee and utilizing availab I e marketing tools, 
Boston Pizza - Terrace 
' 5720 Hi hwa 16 West 
Terrace, k b8G 4C3 
Phone (250) 638-1 88 1 
Fax (250) 638-8409 
. .  -- .. .- 
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Kitamaat Village Council 
Haisla PO Box 11 01, Kitamaat Village BC VOT 280 
Telephone 639-9361 Fax 632-2840 
InternaVExternal Posting 
COMPUTER TECHNICIAN 
Duties to include: 
Maintain inventory control for software and hardware; 
Set up and basic operation of their computer equipment: 
Provide user training and call centre support; 
Receive queries from clients who are experiencing computei 
problems and answer these queries directly, or refer the clieni 
to a specialist who can help the client: 
Developing policies and standards around user access anc 
utilization and network use; 
Plan, develop, and optimize the capacity and performance 01 
information and communication system networks; 
Document user needs for the system and are in charge 01 
purchasing the system components and implementing the sei 
up of the system; 
Troubleshoot, maintain and upgrade the computer, operatinc 
system or telecommunication system: 
Set up and maintain Internet and lntranet web sites and wet 
server hardware and software; 
Monitor and optimize network connectivity and performance; 
Provide user support for electronic (e-mail) systems and helF 
To follow the KVC personnel policy and manual; 
Other related duties as requested by the Executive Director. 
Qualifications: 
Computer Technology Diploma or equivalent: 
3 - 5 years of related experience; 
Organizational and office management skills; 
0 Excellent interpersonal and communication skills; . Ability to work in a busy environment and maintain . Possess BC Drivers license and own vehicle an asset; . Willing to provide a'criminal jecord check; . Direct experience working with First Nations. 
users post content to web sites: 
confidentiality; 
nterested individuals should submit a cover letter, names of 
three references and the express permission for KVC to contact 
these references, as well as your resume to: 
Lynn Gould, Human Resources Officer 
Kitamaat Village Council 
Haisla PO Box 11 01 
Kitamaat Village, BC VOT 280 
Phone: (250) 639-9361, ext. 109 
E-mail: humanresources@uniserVe.com 
Fax: (250) 632-2840 
No later than: June 9,2006 at 4 pm. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however; only those 
short-listed will be contacted. 
Ki tamaa t Village Council 
Haisla PO Box 11 01, Kitamaat Village BC VOT 26( 
Telephone 639-9361 Fax 632-2840 
InternaVExternal Posting 
"Post Secondary/#ominal Roll 
Administrative Assistant" 
Duties to include: 
Manage the Post Secondary Program and the nominal roll o 
KVC/HCDS: 
Establish and maintain contact with high schools and pos 
secondary Institutions; 
Participate In relevant conferences, workshops and committee: 
on post secondary education; 
Nominal Roll - be familiar with and follow the instruction ant 
Manual Code Book for the Indian and Northern Affairs Studen 
Counts Report: 
Preparation and maintenance of budgets, purchase orders 
invoices and travel requests; 
Manage and notlfy staff of critical timelines for fundin{ 
requirements, application of deadllnes for funding and 30 da) 
response letters; 
Submit reports and papetwork within specified timelines; 
Use a computer to draft reports and search the Internet: 
Typing of correspondence such as letters or reports; 
Use office equipment including photocopier, fax machine 
Track staff movements for management personnel and 
0 Ability to prioritize, multi-task and meet deadlines; 
0 Ability to maintain accurate records; 
Ability to exercise tact, discretion and maintain confidentiality 
0 Ability to work both independently and within a team 
To follow the KVC personnel policy and manual; 
Other related duties as requested by the Haisla Capacity 
Qualifications: . Diploma in Business Technology with 3 - 5 years experience: 
* Experience with the post secondary education system, public . Organizational and office management skills; . Excellent interpersonal and communication skills: . Ability to work in a busy environment and maintain 
. Possess a valid BC Drivers license and own vehicle is an . Must be willing and able to pass a criminal record check; 
B Direct experience working with First Nations. 
nterested individuals should submit a cover letter, names of 
,hree references and the express permission for KVC to contact 
hese references, as well as your resume to: 
-ynn Gould, Human Resources Officer 
(itamaat Village Council 
iaisla PO Box 1 101 
Gtamaat Village, BC VOT 280 
'hone: (250) 639-9361, ext. 109 
E-mail: humanresources@uniserve.com 
computer; 
equipment; 
of the department: 
environment: 
Development Society Manager. 
and independent school systems: 
confidentiality; 
asset; 
Fax: (250) 632-2840 
Uo later than 4 pm on June 9,2006. 
Ne thank ,all app!icants for their interest, however; only those 
;hort-listed will be contacted. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
Thornhill Animal Shelter 
Assistant Domestic Anima! Protection Officer 
Casual Ponhon 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine is seeking a casual employee to 
rovide temporar part time assistance on an as need bosls working in the 
?hornhill T e successful Animal applicant {hehe;. will be refluired to undergo an ini!ial !raining 
period to familiarize themselves with shelter operatlons which tnclyde. 
assisting in enforcing related bylaws, record keeping, potrolling, animal 
care, jariitorial duties, assisting with euthanasia, and various other duties. 
Preference will be given to applicants +monstrating good communlcation 
skills and animal care experience. 
Driver's license abstract and criminal record search will be required of 
successful applicant. 
Please submit resume in person to: 
,'I Thornhill Animal Shelter 
3856 Desjardins Street 
Terrace 
Re ional District of Kitimot-Stikine 
#3\0-4545 larelie Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 Kidmat-ltikin~ 
Attention: S. Kennedy ' 
Or mail to: 
Regional District of 
Applicalions will be accepted unlil June 7, 2006. 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Nortftwest Community College is committed to 
Closing Dak: 
(open until suitable 
candidate is chosen) Take a closer look. 
COAST MOUNTNNS 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 
3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, BC V8G 389 
Ph: 250 6354931 * 1 8rx) 665-6134 * Fax: 250 6384461 
SECRETARY TREASURER VACANCY 
Coast Mountains School District 82 is seeking an 
experienced, progressive and skilled individual to 
assume the duties of the Secretary Treasurer, 
THE DISTRICT 
Coast Mountains School District 82 is located in 
northwestern British Columbia and includes the 
communities of Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, 
Kitwanga and Stewart. Education and support services 
are provided to 5800 students and the District has an 
operating budget of approximately $50 million. The 
District Office is located in Terrace, a community with 
modern medical, educational and recreational facilities. 
THE POSITION 
The Secretary Treasurer reports to the Superintendent 
of Schools/CEO for all business functions pertaining 
to the school district's operation and is a member of 
the senior nianagenient team. The Secretary Treasurer 
is the Board's chief financial officer and is res onsible 
operations in the district, including both financial and 
facilities aspects. The Secretary Treasurer is res onsible 
for the creation and care of the official recor& of the 
Board and for duties related to the Board's corporate 
affairs, for fiscal planning, preparation of the annual 
operating and capital budgets and for the supervisign of 
administrative personnel. 
THE PERSON 
for developing and niaintaining effective 6 usiness 
The preferred candidate, will have: 
1. Professional accounting designation or an equivalent 
combination of education, training and experience. 
2. Minimum of five years experience at a senior 
management level. 
3. Excellent communication, inter-personal and 
problem solving skills. 
4. Ability to plan, organize and implement Board 
and departmental policies. 
5. Ability to provide strong financial leadership 
for the District. 
6. Experience in the education sector would 
be an asset. 
Applicants should include a detailed resume, references, 
a record of education and/or training and other support 
material. 
Deadline for  Applications: June 16, 2006. 
commence October 1,2006. 
Duties to 
The District offers a competitive compensation 
package commensurate with qualifications. For further 
information please contact or submit application to the 
attention of: 
Frank Rowe, Director of Human Resources 
Human Resources - Secretary Treasurer Competition 
Coast Mountains School District 82 
3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, BC, V8G 3E9 
phone: 250/638-4441 fax: 250/638-4461 
Email: frank.row&cmsd.bc.ca 
Note: The successful applicant will be subject to the 
terms of the Criminal Records Review Act. Only short- 
listed candidates will b e  contacted. 
a 
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&-Vator Operator Training 
', P%rams. 4, 5, and 6 week 
Programs. Advanced Class 
One Driver Training. Taylor Pro 
Training Ltd. 250-860-7624. TOI~ 
free 1-877-660-7627. 
We are looking for a hard work- 
ing Class One driver to do Su- 
per Train flatdeck work within 
BC CC Alberta. Above average 
wage, tarping extra, benefits. 
Specified units, Home most 
weekends. 1-800-760-1420 
7am-5pm. Mon-Fri. After hours 
O.T.H, is seeking Professional 
Class 1 drivers to operate within 
BC and AB. 1 driver for Super 
"6" train and 1 for Tridem Step 
deck. Must possess good refer- 
ences and a clean abstract. Our 
drivers average MORE than 60 
centshile. Paid twicehonth 
and have Health Plan. All newer 
Immediate Opening: We re- 
quire an experienced Meat Cut- 
ter/Managertocutand merchan- 
dise for two well-established 
grocery stores located in the 
City of Quesnel. 
We are looking for an individual 
with minimum 5 years experi- 
ence, an enthusiastic attitude, 
who is customer focused and 
self-motivated. 
Competitive compensation 
package available based on ex- 
perience. Please fax resumes 
to (250) 747-4604 or call Omer 
at (250) 747-4636. 
LEASE OP'S 
HOUSEKEEPING STAFF re- 
quired. Previous experience 
helpful but not necessary. This is 
a great opportunity for a mature 
individual. Drop off your resume 
with references to: 4830 Hwy. 16 
West, Terrace. No phone calls or 
faxes please. (22~3) 
GLERS. Yukon outfitter looking 
for crew for horseback opera- 
tion. Training available. Tel: 867- 
Emaii: tim@yukonsheep.com 
MOUNT LAYTON Hotsprings 
looking for Lounge Servers/bar 
tenders. Experience an asset, 
willing to train the right candi- 
dates. Please apply to: email: 
minette2@telus.net. Fax 1-250- 
632-591 1 or apply in person at 
Mount Layton Hotsprings Re- 
sort. (21c3) 
MOUNT LAYTON Hotsprings 
Resort is looking for full t h e /  
part time life guards. Must have 
current NLS. Please apply to 
emall: minette20telus.net. Fax 
1-250-632-591 1 or apply in per- 
son at Mount Layton Hotsprings 
Resort. (21 c3) 
MOUNT LAYTON Hotsprings 
Resort is looking for a full time 
front desk clerk. Must be able 
to work all shifts, mornings, 
afernoons, and graveyard. Ex- 
perience an asset, but willing to 
train the right candidates. Please 
apply to email: minette2@telus. 
net. Fax 1-250-632-591 1 or ap- 
ply in person at Mount Layton 
Hotsprings Resort. (21 c3) 
NON STUDENT cashier posi- 
tion available. Part time. ADDIV 
HUNTERS/GUIDES WRAN- 
633-61 88. Fax: 867-633-5070 
121 p3) 
Two Guys With A Truck 
Moving, Storage & Deliveries 
1, 3. 5 Ton Trucks available. 
Regular runs Merritt, Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Prince George & rest 
BRIGHT, SUNNY two bedroom 
STARTING UP AGAIN. Angel corner unit with modern kitchen 
250-483-4237' 
and dishwasher. Always main- house cleaning. Call Star 604- 
tained as non-smoking. On-site 859-3723 we're not happy until 
management. $550 per month. you are happy. 11 O%.email 
Days 250-635-3333 or 250-635- 
equipment. 
1-800-667-3944. SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Spring & Summer interior, resi- 
dential and commercial painting. 3377 (21 p3) 
10% paint discount from suppli- ONE BEDROOM furnished 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. apartment in Thornhill. Single 
Professional quality work. Rea- occupancy only. No pets, ref- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. erences required. $360 + $180 
References available. Call Karl. security deposit. Call 250-635- 
350-61 5-01 99 I1 4P31 , 2065(21p6) 
ONE BEDROOM in town, very 
quiet building. Available imme- 
diately, secured entrance, iefer- 
ences required, n/s, n/p. Call 
250-635-61 22 or 250-61 5-3721 
right. Call Brigitte. 250-635- 
We require operators for logging: 
EXPERIENCED applicants will 
be considered: Feller buncher, 
Processor, Skidder, Butt n top. 
We require r m  QWNFR OD8 
fullove69@hotm~l.com 
HOUSECLEANING DONE 
Call 1-250-682-031 1. 
Required exmrienced Faller 
for summer logging: Processor, 
Log truck. We offer premium 
wage rates & benefits. Submit 
your resume AND references to: 
Jared Gulbranson, Gulbranson 
Logging Ltd. T: 250-567-4505 
9232. 
An expanding Kamloops man- 
ufacturer requires experienced 
laborers with mechanical 
experience, some heavy lifting 
requlred. Candldate must be 
willing to work Varied shifts. 
Although all applications wlll be 
carefully reviewed only those 
selected for an lntervlew wlll 
be contacted. Qualified candi- 
dates please fax your resume 
and cover letter to: Fax 250- 
372-81 27; Attention: General 
1 250-567-5446 F: 250-567- 
BuncherOperator,"olderTim ber- 
jacks", experienced Denie Strok- 
er Operator. Ten months year./ 
Starting $23.00/hour, 50 hour 
week. Must have 5 years experi- 
ence, drivers license. Starts ear- 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
IF YOU have equity in your 
home, We can help1 Can't prove 
income, slow credit, bank says 
NO! Call Rick at Rick Graves & 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
GET BACK ON TRACK1 Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed?$ 
' Need Money? We Lendil If you 
own your own home-you quali- 
www.doneerwest.com Member 
fy. 1-677-987-1420. 
Due to expanding work Bulk Systems 
Is currently looking of trucks and 
drivers for various locatlons In B.C. 
Super-Train Exp requlred , 
Monday - Mday weekends off 
Compstltiw PIY PachOes 
e Bmflls awllabla 
F? resume and abslract to (604 795-5797 
01 contact wr ofllce durlng reg hwrs 
(Barn lo 5pm) Monday la Mday 
Call (604) 703-2820 -BBI 
OFFERING CUSTOM designed 
trips with my 20 foot boat on our 
larger semi-wilderness lakes. 
, My 44 years boating 8. guiding 
experience ensures your en- 
joyment and safety. Call Rob 
--at 250-696-3293 evenings for 
more details and to book early 
ly June. Phone 250-791 -1 932 
Mon-Frl6pm to 1 Opm'. 
LOWEST HOOK UP RATES. 
: PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
NOREFUSALS. EVERYONEAP- 
(20~3) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
$550 Hot water Included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 
j4ctfn) 
PROVED. CALLTODAY. TOLL 
RECONNECT. 
FREE 1-877-852-1 122 PROTEL 
pi=\ 
Automotive lechnician 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furnl- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (15ctfn) MAKING THE worid a more 
beautiful place, one room at a 
time. True Colours Design and 
professional finish to transform bedroom Three ap- 
your space into a place pliances, storage room, beauti- 
love* Heather lruhn for your ful oak cabinets. Adult oriented, 
free consultation. 61 5-7000 ncn-smoking, no pets, $625/ 
(1 9P3) 
1 
Painting Services offers You a FOR RENT. Available now. 2 
mnnth 350-638-7747 121 a3\ 
Manager. 
JOURNEYMAN AUTOMOTIVE 
Technician reaulred for inde- 
1 pendent Automotive Repair 
Shop. Highly trained, highly 
skilled. Serious inquiries only. 
Attention: Service Manager $1,000 signing bonus. Top 
Terrace Totem Ford wages paid. Send resume to: 
Fax: (250)248-4736. Telephone: 
Join Canada's Largest 5 Star 
Resort located In beautiful 
Front End & Tire Experience would be an asset. 
Please apply in person with resume. 
5 PARKSVILLE PETRO-CANADA 4631 Keith Avenue 
{250)248-4745. 
' Fairmont. BC 
at Safeway. Ask for Jeff. (2 lc3 j  
PART TIME cleaning staff re- 
aulred immediatelv. Mostlveven- 
r P ~ ~ ~  CLINTON\ 
MANOR APT'S. 
Unfurnished and partldly furnished 
rpts. and Bachelor two bedroom.Bedde units, one bedroom 
swimming pool. One of the best 
mdndned gts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
6157543 or 6353479 
Riverside Villas is now accepting 
applications for all departments. 
The following positions are: 
Front Desk Clerks, Main- 
tenance, Housekeepers, 
Grounds Keepers, Lifeguards - Full time & part time - sea- ' sonal - Must have current NLS 
and CPR. 
Riverside Villa Management 
seeks individuals that excels in 
Guest Service. 
if you have a passion for Guest 
Service, are energetic. enthu- 
siastic & feel you can give our 
guests the ultimate vacation; 
you may be the person we are 
looking for. 
Riverside Villa Management off- 
ers full/part time Year Rqund 
<% employment with avery compre- 
hensive benefit package. Stud- 
ents welcome. 
Transportation is supplied to 
and from the lnvermere and 
Cranbrook area daily for our 
Housekeeping Department. 
Interested applicants can for- 
ward their resume/applications 
with references along with 
choice of position to: Riverside 
Villa Management, Attention: 
C. Burke, 5129 Riverview Gate 
Road, Fairmont, BC VOB 1L1 
or fax (250)345-6166 E-mail: 
HYPERLINK "mailto:cherrieO 
fairmontvi1las.com" cherrieafair- 
montvi1las.com Thank you to 
everyone who applies; suitable 
candidates will be contacted for 
an interview. 
OWNER/OPERATORS 
80% own trailer, 73% Compa- 
ny trailer, Class 1 longhaul flat- 
deck USAKANADA. AS MANY 
MILES AS YOU CAN RUN. Hir- 
ing Bonus $3000 cash 30 days, 
no catches. Call Rick or Andre 
HIRING PERSONABLE cheerful 
Industrial First Aid attendants. 
Take home $4,000 a month. 
Training opportunities available. 
Fax resume and drivers abstract 
FALLS MOUNTAIN COAL 
Progressive Mine 45 km west 
of Chetwynd. Seeking 
maintenance supervisor and 
millwrights. Very competitive 
wagelbenefit package. Fax: 
(250)788-8847 or rdancoapine- 
valleycoai.com 
MISS your kids? Working too 
much for too little? Executive 
level pay working from home. 
Learn how call 
1-800-231 -0230 or visit 
www.timeofmylife.info 
TAKER. Required at the Mam- 
moth Lodge in Granisle. Ideal for 
a couple. Some cooking skills 
an asset. Room & board sup- 
plies. Wages negotiable based 
on experience. Fax resume to: 
250-697-2902 or email mark@ 
mammothlodge.ca (22~3) 
BARLOW LAKE Logging re- 
quires experienced processor 
operators and heavy duty me- 
chanic for work in Vanderhoof 
area. Call 250-567-9596 or 250- 
EARLY CHILDHOOD educator 
required for Sunflower Child 
Care Center. Please apply in 
writing to 2803 Cramer St.,Ter- 
race,B.C. V8G 2K8 (21 p6) 
EARN INCOME at home. Home 
based online business. Excel- 
lent $$$$ potential. Free infor- 
mation. 250-638-7824 www. 
mypersonal/successnow.com 
(21 p3) 
erator required. Competitive 
wage and benefit package. 
Resumes to be dropped off or 
mailed to: Mack Bros. Logging, 
3841 Hwy 97 N., Quesnei, B.C. 
V2J 522 or fax to 250-992-381 8 
(22~3) 
EXPERIENCED LOGGING 
truck driver and an experienced 
processor operator to work in 
Houston area. Please fax re- 
sume to 250-845-2343. Call 
FRAMERS WANTED - Stepper 
Custom Homes in Calgary is 
looking for residential framing 
contractors. There is consistent 
year round work and good pay. 
Please contact us at resumes@ 
stepperhornes.com or fax to 
1-800-663-0099. 
to: 1-250-785-491 4. 
ASSISTANTMANAGER/CARE- 
567-5945. (20~3) 
EXPERIENCED GRAPPLE OP- 
250-845-2361 (20~3) 
403-250-1 150 (21 p1) 
ISKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD, I ings. Will train. Call 250-615- 1447 for interview. (22~3) 1. CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
PRODUCT ADVISOR 
Dealership. We've been serving the northwest Y or over 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
Terrace Motors Toyota, Canada's Oldest To ota 
41 years and require a Product Advisor immediately. 
This is a salaried, position with volume bonuses. 
Applicants who excel in customer service, 
presentation skills, and meeting customers 
needs will find this a great career opportunity. 
If you are currently workin in a retail or service 
increase your income this is a great opportunity. 
Apply in confidence with resume and drivers abstract to: 
industry and want to furt a er your career and 
PROCESSOR OPERATOR & , 
logging truck driver wanted for 
Houston area. Mail resume to 
Box 1378. Houston. B.C. or fax 
FACTORY DIRECT ' 
SCREENED TOPSOIL 
DRIVEWAY CRUSH 
LANDSCAPING ROCK 
DRAIN ROCK & BEDDING SAND 
to 1-250-845-3667 l20p3) 
RECENT GRADS airls/auvs 
a fun travel job. GiaraGeed 
salary $1.900/mn DIUS, to neat - 
outgoing recent grads. Bonus- BLO~CKSAND CONCRETE es, company training, compa- - Y 
ny transportation, med.dental. 
Our circulation benefit program Plrone: (250)638-8477 OR (250)635-3936 Fax; (250)6354171 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
Oron site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
requires four more canvassing I 3751 O l d  Lakdrs Lake T h c e ,  RC., V8G 5P4 I 
sales reps to travel extensively 
Western Canada. Applicants se- 
lected must be able to work in 
a co-ed environment. Check our 
website www.dciemployment. 
corn. Call Mike toll free 1-888- 
869-6640 (21 p5) 
RECEPTIONIST/BOOKKEEP- 
ER REQUIRED for accounting 
office. Please bring your resume 
to Brian G. Perry & Co. Ltd. 31 16 
Crescent St (Thornhill) 250-635- 
?Af in  194 n?\ 
Terrace Motors Toyotu 
TERRACE 4912 Highway 16 West 
o Terrace, BC V8G 118 
, .  I SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I - . -- ,- I p.", 
I I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 1 I RESTAURANT UNDER new management. iookina for full SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica>Warper, ,:.
Call: 635-447# 
APPRENTICE HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC 
arandt Tractor Ltd., Canada's largest privately held 
John Deere Construction i3 Forestry Equipment Dealer 
in the worid, is seeking a 2nd year Apprentice Heavy 
Duty mechanic. The positions will be located in the 
city of Smithers, B.C. 
As a winner of Canada's 50 Best Managed Companies 
Program, Brandt is proud to offer the following: 
Excellent Compensation package 
Comprehensive benefits, pension and profit 
Wage subsidization while at school. 
Leading edge technology and training. 
To become a member of the winning team forward 
your resume to ksummerfeldObrandttractor. 
com. Only those applicants selected for interviews 
will be contacted. No phone calls please. 
Mailing address: 
Brandt Tractor Ltd. 
Attention: Product Support Manager 
Box 280 
,'6+/-, '
sharing bonus plan. 
time6art time Cook& Please Daily schduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- tus.net.  ax 1-250-632-5911 or 
apply to: email: minette2ate- 
in person at Mount 
ton Hotsprings Resort. Ask for I I up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I I 
James. (21 c3\ courier service. 
P.O. Box 2 17, Stewart, B.C. HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS Ph: 636-2622 FM. 636-2633 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suiks 
The quality shows in every move we make! 
R A 
Journeyman Electrician re- 
quired immediately in 100 Mile 
Hoyse. Requires self-motiva- 
tion. Call 250-395-2545 for 
more information or fax resumes 
to 250-395-4035 $24/hour plus 
benefits. 
FRAMERS WANTED -"Stepper 
Custom Homes in Calgary is 
looking for residential framing 
contractors. There is consistent 
year round work and good pay. 
Please contact us at resumes@ 
stepperhomes.com or fax to 
(403) 250-1 150. 
CAMP CHEF/BAKER, main- 
tenance man. 15 years experi- 
ence in remote sites. Carptentry, 
plumbing, electrical, welding, 
light auto. Relief or full time. 
TWO GUYS with truck and trail- 
er, will do dump runs, small lo- 
cal moves, property & construc 
tion. Cleanups, painting, dec 
& fance construction, Gener: 
home repairs. Great rates, sen 
iors discount. Ed 250-635-0781 
Ernie 250-635-8870 (21 p3) 
250-633-21 53 (20~3) 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
* Ample parking 
* Laundry facilities 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
m m w n a  n m m m ~ = m u m  
u n ~ w u u m  - m n  
TRANSPORTATION * On site management 
References required 
-- II I- W m m I E  I
=SYSTEMS L TD.E * No pets 
2905 Tatlow Rd 
VOJ 2N0 
Smithers, B.C. 0 JOHN DEERE 
Fax: (250) 847-5066 
Visit us at www.brandttractor.com to view all 
employment opportunities throughout Western 
Canada. 
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT m a  "Parking Lot Maintenance" 
SPRING SWEEPINO 
C LINE PAINPINO 
Receive An Additional 
Services Offered: 
* Parking lot Sweeping & Detailing 
line Painting & Stencils 
e Pressure Washing 
Residential Driveway Sealing 
* lawn Care & landscaping 
Building Maintenance 
Properfy Mona ement : Mcnthly-yearly&onhacts Availoble 
Dust Controlled Sweeping Equipment 
10% Discount 
3 Hemlock St., Terrace, B.C. 
<LL=G?J 
Sweeper (dust controlled) .La 4: 
Line Painting & Stencils 
Pressure Washing 
Residential Driveway Sealing 
Lawn Care & Landscaping 
Snow Removal 
@mnL C B o n a ~ ,  
Independent Financial Broker 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 , ''yorrr Building Maintenance park;,,g Lot - Property Management 
Keeper" Call Ed 6 1 5.8638 www.geocar~e.com/~rce/~nkdorsahue.hhn 
0 --- ----l--- 
Call Ed at: 61 5-8638 Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal, Grease 'hps, Municipal Sewer Flushing, 
Vac Excavation & much more... 
RAINBOW CASTLE Preschool 
is taking registration for their 
summer program in July. Cost is 
$1 10. Call Lisa at 250-638-8890 
for dates and times. Space is 
limited. You can also pre-reg- 
ister for fall classes, 2 or 3 days 
per week. Ages 2 1/2 - 5, Cost 
is $80 or $1 10 permonth. Subsi- 
dy may be available for eligible 
families. Call Lisa at 250-638- 
8890 or 250-635-0167 eves. 
(21 P3) 
I UahtUDhol&rv* 25+Yearshrience I I m Z.au.w U W  a 
Take a closer look. 
I 
m 
The Terrace Standard. We dnesday, May 31,2006 - B9 
c 
EXCEPTIONAL VALLEY 
VIEWS! WHISPER RIDGE 
Thompson - Okanagan CHBA 
~ Gold Environment Award 
for this project. Beautifully 
treed 1.3 acre homesites. All 
services underground, paved 
roads. 160 Acre private park 
(The Ranchlands). 8 Miles to 
Vernon, 40 min. to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from $145,500. 
wh.whisperridge.com 
250-545-5472 
1-800-493-61 33 
TOP FLOOR Two Bedroom, two 
bathroom, 1,470sq.ft. waterfront 
condo, open design. Best unob- 
structed view in Campbell River, 
BC. No rentals, no pets, 55+. 
$325,000. Call 250-923-1 820. 
NORTH OKANAGAN, 2 bed- 
room condo, level entrance, 2 
bath, Oak Kitchen, skylight in 
kitchen, stainless steel applianc- 
es, freshly painted, fenced back 
yard and patio. $179,500. 250- 
QUIET 8 CLEAN 2 bedroom 
ground level apartment. Avail- 
able immediately in Summit 
Square No pets. Electric heat/ 
laundry facilities. References 
and security deposit required. 
$4751~10. Phone 250-635-1 126 
TWO AND a half bedroom apart- 
ments. 4623 Haugland, full kitch- 
en and livingroom. Recently 
renovated, electric heat.Two ref- 
erences required. $600lmonth 
plus $300 deposit. Available 
immediately. Call 250-638-1 348 
Maria or 250-635-5800 Tony. 
p f n )  
TWO BEDROOM in rural loca- 
tion, 5 minute drive from down- 
town. Pets welcome. $400 250- 
TWO BEDROOM secured apart- 
ment. Downtown, WID, paved 
parking, clean S bright. Natural 
gas fireplace. $575 monthly. N I  
S or NIP. Damage deposit & ref- 
erences required. 250-635-2250 
121 P3) 
61 5-7385 (20p3) " 
3 BEDROOM duplex, 2 bath- 
rooms, FIS, close to town and 
school, available immediately, 
no pets. 250-635-3284 or 250- 
CLEAN 1 bedroom basement 
suit. Moutain Vista Or. includes 
FIS, WID, satellite, no smoking 
$450/month. Available July 1, 
FOR RENT. 2 bedroom duplex 
in Thornhill close to school. F/S 
available June 1. $400/mo. + 
damage deposit. 250-635-9459 
MODERN, LARGE side x side 
duplex, 3 bedrooms, 1 + 112 
baths, carport, wld hookup, F l  
S, near shopslschools $700. 
250-638-0967 (available. July 
1 st) (2283) 
631 -8361,250-638-31 31 (22p3) 
250-635-1 714 (21 p3) 
MF 255 diesel tractor wleeze- 
on, EEL, 2800 original hours, 
55He good condition. $13,000 
250-847-9879 or 250-847-8082 
(22~3) 
Your Private Sale Solution 
'Looking to sell 
your prvperties? 
Call us first! 
No comm ission sales, 
www.PropertyGuyr.com 
Call Andrea at 250.632.2318 
or Allison at 250.635.9098 or 
838-0449. 
THREE BEDROOM condo. 1 
112 bath, 5 appliances, fenced 
back yard, shed, 4714 Davis, 
excellent condition, $85,000.00 
For appointment to view, please 
call 250-635-3908. (21 p3) 
ADULT SIZE saddle, padded 
suede seat. Purchased 30 years 
ago, hardly used. Excellent con- 
dition. Offers? Phone Avis 250- 
624-3022, evenings. (21 p3) 
7 M HWY.' 16 horse sale. June 
10,2006 12 noon. Preview &so- 
cial Friday June 9, 4-9 p.m. BV 
Fairgrounds - Smithers. Qual- 
ity horses on offer, check out 
www.7mhorsesale.com or call 
CharolalsBulls- Thiessen Char- 
olals Y6arllng Rulls for sale, all 
tested in the top 10 Bulls at Lazy 
B. Contact Charlie Belsham 
RED ANGUS Yearling Bulls for 
sale. Giddings Bros. Call 846- 
5628 (22~3) 
TW02QUALllY pulled Hereford 
bulls, 2 yrs. old. Quality cov- 
ered 2nd cut alfalfdgrass round 
bales. 250-682-0381 (Kam- 
250-847-1 588 (20~3) 
250-690-7226. 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
side by side duplex, 4 bedroom, 
3 bathrooms, per side. Recent- 
ly renovated, hardwood floors, 
ceramic tile, sits on double lot, 
covered decks. 250-635-3756 
EXCELLENT VIEW. Privacy, 
3 bedroom house, 3/4 acre. 
Includes kitchen appliances, 
garage. Lower Thornhill. $8501 
month. Available July :st. 250- 
SMALL TWO bedroom house. 
Close to school and hospital. 
Available June 1. 250-635-5896 
TWO BEDROOM clean well '< 
maintained house in Thornhill. 
Stove, fridge, washer, dryer, 
window coverings included. 
Suitable for a quiet couple. No 
' parties, pets or srnokiny. $5001 
month plus security deposit. 
This home could be partially 
furnished. References required. 
Call 250-635-7467 for appoint- 
ment to view.(20031 
635-2582 (20~3) 
c 
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, family S 
rec. room, large basement, sun- 
room, 2 skylights, 5 appliances, 
carport, shed, woodstovelno 
3 BEDROOM basement suite 
, for rent. Washer 8 dryer includ- 
ed, close to town. Call 250-635- 
2360 (21 p1) 
CLEAN, COZY 2 bedroom, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer, nat- 
ural gas fireplace, gas heat and 
satellite included. NS, NP. $600 
per month (see me - love me) 
FURNISHED TWO bedroom 
basement suite. cable, all util- 
~ ities, A car a must. Five minutes 
to town, Hwy 16 W. $550/mo 
References, damage deposit. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
TWO BEDROOM basement 
and three bedroom upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to scliools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. $350.00 per month 
and $500.00 per month. Phone. 
Brent 250-631 -9593 (48ctfn) 
250-638-8323 (1 9p3) 
635-3772 (21 P3) 
' 
Small Bench behind arena, spacious 3 bedroom 
house, 2.5 baths, walk in closet, electric heat with 
gas fire lace, finished basement, o en kitchen with 
and patio, garage and carport and more. 
Call 
6351,1543 
to view now1 
" 4507 Cedar-Crescent 
island, P ormal dining room. Large 8 eck with hot tub 
< 
gas bill. Flower and strawberry 
beds. 250-638-1 253 (20~3) 
APARTMENT FOR Sale. Great 
investment opportunity. 2 bed- 
rooms, storage room, oak 
cabinets. No pets. Southside. 
$1 05,000. Visit www.property- 
guys.com #105221. Call 250- 
FIVE BEDROOM house. Large 
kitchen, 5 appliances, gas Ff? 
laminate floor, 2 skylights, back 
decb, nice garden & fruit trees. 
Approx. 2,100 sq. ft. 3317 Tho- 
mas St. Surprises inside1 Asking 
$135,900 OBO. Must sell 250- 
REDUCED GREAT starter home 
with 3 sources of heat available. 
3 bedrooms, large lot, carport. 
Asking $92,900. 250-638-8748 
or 250-638-2002 (22~3) 
REDUCED BRICE Motivated 
to sell, beautiful 3 bedroom, 
built in 1996, in great area. Re- 
duced to $138,000. View web 
site www.geocities.comla5137 
Medeek or call for viewing at 
THIS NICELY maintained 
Rancher with basement has 5 
bedrooms, two bathrooms with 
fenced yard, fruit trees, patio. 
Located close to schools in the 
Horseshoe area. 4841 Loeri Ave- 
nue. $1 49,900. to view call 250- 
638-7747 (21 p3) 
638-1 009 (21 p3) 
1250-635-3828 (20~3) 
STANDARD POODLE PUPS, 
Going fast only 2 black males 
left! vettedlshotddeclawdtails 
docked, June ready, $800. To re- 
serve 250-542-2522 or c) 250- 
306-0986 Vernon, BC 
14' WIDE trailer for rent. Newly 
renovated. $500/mO. 250-638- 
1396 (21 p3) 
1994 14'X70' Mobile home 
in excellent condition, close 
to schools (K-7), hospital and 
town, has 2 bedrooms (one at 
frorit of mobile) 2 fully finished 
heated additions, has 2 full bath- 
rooms, Master bedroom has a 
walk-in closet and full bathroom, 
2 yr. old built in air conditioning 
unit, satellite dish and receiv- 
ers, comes with 5 appliances, 
also includes microwave, some 
furniture, dishes, etc. Asking 
$52,000 but open to reasonable 
offers. Please call Gail at 250- 
JUST RENOVATED 2 bedroom 
14'x68' trailer in Sunnyhill court. 
Covered deck and storage 
room, fridgehtove. References 
required. $600/month 250-635- 
4181 (20~3) 
THREE BEDROOM mobile 
home located in Skeena Valley 
Trailer Park. $45O/mO. No pets. 
$225 deposit. Washerldryer. 
Call 250-635-1 998 (20~3) 
THREE BEDROOM mobile 
in Thornhill. Large living area 
wlfireplac,e, F p t  kitchen wlis- 
Jand,, 6.-appliances,,4 pc. bath.,: 
$550lmonth. NIP, References re- ' 
auired. 250-635-9040 122~3) 
635-4004 (21 p3) 
-- 
HOUSE FOR SALE lerouxm@telus.net 
CKC REGISTERED male la- 
brador retriever pups for sale 
to approved homes only. $550. 
Phone 250-849-841 1 (21~3) 
LITTLE ' GREY, and Midnight, 
two fixed tomcats, are looking 
for a new home, preferably in 
the countryside. They are used 
to receiving lots of attention and 
good care by their vet. They 
don't mind being separated and 
given away individually. Please 
call 250-635-8892 (20~3) 
PUREBRED TOY, poodle pup- 
pies for sale. All colours, tails 
docked and first shot. Ready to 
go in July, $500. Call Poodles 
Plus at 250-638-0052 or 250- 
61 5-891 8 (20~3) 
I OFFICE & RETAIL SPACE 1 
4644 lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600 11' - Reception, 2 off ices 8 stoff room 
1000 h, - Will divide spote to suit 
1584 112 - Formerly reo1 estote off ice 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 fi%e office 
596 fit - 3 Off  ices 
JCatW 250-615-7543 OT 635-34751 
One owner (New Home Warranty Builder) 
Approximately 3,100 finished living space, 4 ba 
1,350 sq. ft. garage, new roof, new kitchen wit 
hardwood floors, 2 brick gas fireplaces, 4 bath- 
rooms, sauna, hot tub, central vac, living room has 
17 ft. vaulted ceiling, kitchen and dining room have 
12 ft. vaulted ceilings. 
Asking 
1: 
$325,000 
Phone 635-3653 
3.36 ACRES of Beautiful shel- 
tered Bay Waterfront property 
with 2 deeds located on NORTH 
LASQUETI ISLAND. Two 
bedroom home make a great 
bedlbreakfast or small farm 
potential. $895,000. May hold 
part 'mortgagii %or, t aW ,', , &de. * . 
(250)248-7737. 
Riverside RV Park Resort, 
deeded R.V. lots now selling 
on the Similkameen River 
in gated community. www. 
riversidervparkresort .corn 
Email: islandviewrv@hotmail. 
corn or call 
Scotch Creek, Shuswap Lake, 
Caravans West RV Resort, 5 
Star Complex. Beautiful land- 
scaped, fully serviced lot with 
250-499-771 0 250-490-7408. 
KAYAK AND gear for sale. 
$1,400 080. Call James 250- 
631 -1 024 (20~3) 
CONDO FOR sale in the Sum- 
mit Square. Excellently main- 
tained with new fridge and like 
new carpets, 2-bedroom strata 
gpp~gpnz wit!. a large living 
are4 and great mo'untaihvbhs~ 
security entrance, low strata 
fee which includes hot water, 
laundry facilities and manager 
on site & a 112 court basketball 
8 2 raquetball courts. Unit can 
be rented out. Priced to sell at 
$37,500. For an appointment to 
view, please call: 250-635-9409 
or 250-703-4727 (21 p3) 
CONDO FOR sale in the 
Woodgreens. Excellently main- 
1 tained with new countertop, 
carpet and natural gas fireplace, 
This well located second floor 
end-unit, one-bedroom apart- 
ment, features a screened-in pa- 
tio deck, a secure entrance and 
laundry facilities on the same 
floor. Priced to sell at $59,000. 
For an appointment to view, 
please call: 250-635-9409 or 
250-703-4727 (21 p3) 
2001 .YAMAI~A V-.Star 1100 
,- rcj;&, ~ b i a g ~ e n ~ ~ '  +ii$itf$; 
over $3,000 in accessories &up- 
grades. Vance 8 Hlnes exhaust, 
windshield. passing lamps, lug- 
gage rackhackrest. Formore ln- 
formation please call 250-632- 
5848 or emall starrider-1 1008 
AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST. 
Partially furnished, one bedroom 
executive suite, includes utili- 
ties, FIS, WID. On bench, close 
to college. $650/mo. 250-635- 
1767 (22~3) 
hotmail.com (20~3) 
HARLEY 21 inch SDoked front 13 1/2 foot Viking inflatable rib- 
hull, hypalon, windshield, 45 
hp Merc, ELPTO, with prop & 
jet. clw galvanized trailer. Very 
good condition. 250-632-7310 
Log Home, 19 acres, 
5235 Centennial Drive 
635-3020,415-3484 
Unique, private, close to town Large sanded Spruce logs 
Two Storey, 2600 sq. h. plus full basement 
4 bedrooms 3 bathrooms Excellent water 
master bedroom with ensuite, gas fireplace and hot tub 
Cedar panabode cabin, garage and wood shed , 
Large pond and wraparound sundeck 
Natural Gas, plus wood furnace and soapstone wood stove 
Recent Appraisal 
wheelwith Avon Am21 tire and 
all hardware. $350. Ask for Sam. 
YAMAHA DiaT BIKE. New en- 
gineltires. Like new condition. 
250-635-3505 (1 8P3) 
250-61 5-9976 (21 p3) 
3 BEDROOM, 3 floor 1 112 bath 
townhouse Molitor St. Terrace. 
FIS, Blinds included. NIG no 
pets, security deposit required. 
Utilities not included. Asking 
$65O/mo. 250-635-9657 250- 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
w/basement. Walking distance 
to downtown Terrace. No pets, 
references required. FIS, wind- 
ow covering included. $650lmo 
250-631 -3031 or leave message 
639-0309 (20~3) 
250-632-591 8 (20p3) 0 
WANTED TO Rent. A one-bed- 
room apartment, preferably fur- 
nished within walking distance 
of hospital, by a 25 year old 
male. Non smoker. Moving to 
Terrace in June, 2006 1-519- 
578-4686 or verhoeveCtDsympati- 
co.ca (21 p3) 
Kitimat. (21 p3) 
13' FIBREGLASS boat c/w trail- 
first class- shedlbunkhouse. Fr, 50 HP outboard Mercury en- 
Asking $85,000. Phone 1-780- gine, new battery, new gastank, 
975-8945 for details. oars, life jackets, canvas cano- 
py. $2,750 OB0 250-615-3161 
121 p3) 
TOWNHOUSE FOR Sale. Great 15 1/2 ft. welded aluminum iet .- .-
investment OPPOrtUnity. 3 bed- boat. 80HP- Merc.. outboaid. 
rOOm/3 baths: Natural gadelec- 
tric heat. In the Horseshoe. 
$1 29,500. Visit propertyguys. 
com #105211. Call 250-638- 
$5,000 250-635-6535 (22~3) 
1990 BAYLINER Cierra 2652 
Sunbridge, 5 litre u( Mercruiser 
wlalpha leg, low hours, head, 
galley. Sleeps four, lOHP 4 
stroke kicker, galvanized trailer. 
24' SAILBOAT. Bayliner Buc- 
caneer. White, rnainlgenodjib, 
$25,000 250-635-451 8 (22p3) 
Great selection of 
previously owned 
motorcycles. 
Come see us ! 
2 BEDROOM, Duplex. Rent, 
cable, telephone, utilities, com- 
pletely furnished including mi- 
crowave $725.2 bedroom apart- 
ment, telephone, hotwater and 
utilities. Only electric is extra. 
And roams for rent 250-635- 
9333 or 250-61 5-3884 (21 p3) 
VHF, head, galley, compass, 
20HP Johnson, plus galvanized 
easy load H.D. tandem trailer. 
Sleeps 4. Easy to handle, very 
safe family cruiser. $15,000 
6.5 SUPER Evlnrude outboard. 
Less than 20 hrs. since new. 
Only $650. 250-635-2629 
250-692-0057 (20~3) e 
137n9) 
1987 JD 4020 100 HP diesel 
tractor wlcab 8 duals. $9,000. 
250-847-9879 or 250-847-8082 
(22~3) 
FOR SALE New Holland round 
baler model 678, 5x5, with hy- 
draulic tension, only .baled 500 
bales, like new $22,000. will con- 
sider offers. West Field 7 inch 
h a i n  auaer. 41 ft. with trans- 
Harley Davldron 
of Smlthers 
Diumand in the rough 
4 bdrms, 2 baths 
1 /2 acre of property 
1/2 bsmt sauna 
VENDOR IS MOTIVATED 
Private yard 
wired workshop 6 storage 
3 bdrrns, 2 new baths 
0 pellet stove 
$109.500 $124.500 
Business Opportunity 
New Hazelton, B C  
Retail premises for lease in shopping 
blaza on Hwy. 16, suitable for convenience 
tore operation or small food mart. Some 
quipment and fixtures available. 
'Phone (604)736-9407 or 
Fax (604) 736-0049 
-- - 
io> Wh&i $1,500. Richardson '& windrider Hydro Foil Sail- 
bale bagger hydraulic Press boat. Fastest boat on the wa- 
with 5 ft. drum, for wet hay or ter. Have all options. Trailer 8 
silage, comes with fair amount Beach Dolly. Have scary fun 
of tubes. $2,800. Call 250-846- this summer. $14,000. Call 
5202 (31 p30 1-250-869-5902. 
1982 26' Motorhome, Chew 
diesel power. Own power gen- 
erator, needs minor repair. Ask- 
ing $5,500 OB0 250-635-5086 
(22~3) 
1986 21 Ft. motorhome. Fully 
self-contained, sleeps 6. Low,, 
kms. Stored undercover. Excel- 
lent condition, must be seen. 
Asking $12,500. 250-632-7851 
-' I 
I - +- e3 MORTGAGE (KAMLOOPS) I _ _  - 
(20~3) 
1987 22' Komfort 5th wheel. 
Sleeps 6. Full bath, forced air 
furnace. fridge, stove, ready for 
travel. Priced to sell at $5,600 
OBO. Evenings. 250-638-8508 
120~3) 1 
1989 4 X 4 extended cab plu, 10 
1/2 foot camper with bathroom, 
excellent condition, $6000.00 
obo. 250-635-1315 Will consld- 
er selling separate. (21 p3) 
1991 FORD motorhome. 21 
it. Sprinter. Low mileage. Very 
good condition. Asking $1 6,000. 
Call 250-845-731 6 Andy or Jan 
2005 13' Trillium fibreglass trail- 
er. 1,398 Ibs, 2 dinettes, f u m ,  
stovelfridge, awning, sleeps 3. 
Asking $12,000 OB0 250.036- 
121 p3) 
MORTGAGE BR8KERaa.aNQW 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST 
SEARCHING FQR THE LOWEST 
MORTGAGE RATE? 
Purchases 
Refinances 
0 Debt Consolidations 
0 Mortgage Renewals 
900 sq. ft. OfficelSales 4624A Greig Ave 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
952 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Phole Ave. 
11,600 sq, ft. 5,600 sq. ft. SalesMTarehouse & 6,000 sq. ft. 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesMlarekouse 
3,468 sq. ft, SalesMlarehouse 
7.450 sa. ft. Warehouse 
Cold storage & large fenced compound 
2905 Kenney Street 
2905 Kenney Street 
4820 Hwy 16 West Call STEPHANIE FLADHAMER at 
250-374-301 0 TODAY For Your Lowest 
Rate....GUARANTEED. 
Check out my website & 
Fill out an application online at 
www.mortPaPekamloom.com 
I 
- 
Tmsseclhh Fne Standing Buildings 
Great for: Agricultural Equestrian Equipment 
~ 
Phone/Fax: (250) 694-3500 Ken Rose . ,  
1-877-485-3500 O'&d 
email: krose@lakescom.net 
www.winklercanvas.com 4096 (20~3) 
\ I 
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I 
SREAM SEAM 
, “o’! A*odwzi D 
E@WTO~fl%IW-253 * Bank says NO! * We say YES! * Bankrupt? * No Credit? 
Ir Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
You Work, You Drive! 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1 -800-91 O-W2 
Free Delivery For RC. & Aliierta 
‘99 MUSTANG convertible. 
35th anniversary, white, V6, 
style light roll bar. New dual ex- 
haust system, wing and more. 
$15,000 OB0 250-638-1961 or 
1 
OSQMC 2600 Crew Cab $35,495 
H Q M C  2500 Crew 4x4 ‘$33,995 
$1 5,995 
WL., Auto, 42k 
64 Ford F150 4x4 Superbrew *%6,995 
5.4L.. Auto - 
6.0L. Bose Audlo. Captains Chairs, Loaded 
A/C, 5 Speed, Tow Package 
01 Chev 2500 Ext. Cab 4x4 
5 Speed, H.D. Long Box 
O l  Dodge Ram 4x4 
01Subaru STI $36,995 
300 Hp., Street Legal Rally Car 
CUVolkuwrgen Jetta 2,495 
Sunroof, Heated Seats, CO, 5 Speed 
CU Masda Protege LX 2,495 
5 Speed, 2.0L.. CD 
t70 Honda CIVIC $1 2,495 
4 DOOC 5 speed. 1 . X .  
01 Mazda Protege “S’* 5,995 
OS Chrysler P.T. Cruiser -*I 3,395, 
Auto, Leather, Moonroof 
Auto, AC, Crulse 
BIVolkrwagen Paruat e 8 1 6 , 9 9 5  
Moonmol, Leether, 1.8 Tbrbo 
Hard/Soft Top, 6 Speed, Sport Package 
Auto, Power Package 
dl Mazda Mlrta 821,995 
96 Pontlac Qrrand Prlx =4,995 
OS Subarw Outback e $28,995 
A/C. Crulse, Auto 
0s Subaru Forester ‘8’ e 8 2 1  ,495, 
Auto. Fully Loaded. 48k 
O f  Subaru Forester AWD 
AC, Auto, P/W/L. 75k , , 
AC, Cruise, Auto, 85k 
O f  Susuki XL7 4x4 $1 6,995 A/C, Power Group, V6 
99 Subaru Forester ‘S’ e$9,995 
Auto. PW/PL 
Auto, Full Load 
Of Subaru Outback $911,495 
Ol Subaru Outback *I 9,995 
1998 DODGE Caravan. NC, 
1 new tires, good condition, 
$4,200.250-61 5-3299 (20~3) 
I The War Amps pays tribute to I 
Heritage 
To sea a Ilrtlng 01 our Canadian MllHary 
HarftPps docurnanlsrisr, vlsH our Wab sHa ai  
wmr.waratnps.cn or order a prrnphlst 
by Ullln(l1-800-250-3030. 
.NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Notice is  liereby Given hot Credi- 
tors and others, having claims 
against h e  Estab of 
WllllAM HECTOR ROSS, 
I formerly of Stewart, 
British Columbia, 
Deceased, who died on Januory 
16, 2006, are hereby required 
to send particulars thereof to the 
Jndersigned execufor, c/o Wil- 
iam D. Ross, PO Box 72 l ,  Stew- 
zrt, B.C. VOT 1WO on or before 
une 8/06, oher which date the 
stofe’s assets will be distributed, 
laving ragard only to the claims 
hat have been received. 
Mlhn Ross, Executor. 
The ministry invites proposals from firms specializing in Bridge Design, Inspections. 
Construction and Project Management for ENTSK07TIF-453 - Bridge Engineering and 
Consulting Services, The objective of the project is to provide bridge engineering 
services on an as required basis throughout the BC Timber Sales - Skeena Business 
Area. 
Proponent inqulries will not be accepted afier June 15. 2008. Inquiries are to be 
directed only lo the contact person(s) idenlified below. 
Proposals will be received no later than 9:00 a.m. oil June 21, 2006 at the Terrnce 
Timber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area. 200.5220 Kelth Avmue, Tenace. British 
Columbia, V8G 1L1. Lnte proposals wlllnot be accepted. Proposals musl be submltted 
in accordance with the terms and conditions speclfied In the Infomatlon packaga. The 
lowest priced or any propsal,wlll not necessarily be accepted. 
To obtaln further lrtformallon, please contact: Nom1 Lorson. Engineering Officer (250) 
838.5150 or Howard DeBeck, REng. (250) 847-8397, ffICSimlle (250) 638.5178. or 0- 
mall Nonn.Lnr6onOgov.bc.cn 
To receive a copy of the proposal package only, contact the Reception161 at (250) 838- 
51 00. Electronic verslon of this notice B proposnl packoge Is avatlable on BC Bid. 
This sollcHatlon Is subiect to ChaDter 5 of the Agreement on Internal Trade. 
PUBLIC REVIEW AND COMMENt ON THE PROPOSED BC TIMBER SALES, ~ i ~ i s t ~  01 
Forest and 
RanOe 
SKEENA BUSINESS AREA 
NORTH COAST FOREST DEVELOPMENT PIAN 
MAJOR AMENDMENT R7 
Notice is hereby given that the Skeena Business Area, BC Timber Sales proposed North Coast 
Forest Development Pian (NC FDP) Major Amendment #7 Is available for public review and 
-comment. The plan proposes operations in Monkey Beach within the Ursula Channel area of the 
North Coast Forest District. 
The proposed NC FDP Major Amendment shows the location and orderly development of proposed 
harvesting, road development, maintenance, and deactivation required for the term of this plan. 
The plan also includes information on the maintenance and protection of other non-timber resource 
values in the area. It is available for review and comment by resource agencies and the public 
before the Ministry of Forests puts the plan into effect. 
The proposed plan is made available for review and comment to provide the opportunity to address 
concerns of the public and resource users. The NC FDP Major Amendment will be available for 
review at the dates, times and locations listed below: 
May 31st to July 3% 2006 Ministry of Forests -Terrace Timber Sales Office 
(Monday to Friday, 800 am to 400 pm) U200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
May 31st to July 31st, 2006 Ministry of Forests - North Coast Forest District 
(Monday to Friday, 800 am to 4:00 pm) 125 Market Place, Prince Rupert, BC 
May 31 st to July 318t, 2006 Prince Rupert public Library 
(Regular Opening Hours) 101 6th Avenue West, Prince Rupert, BC 
If interested parties are unavailable to review the proposed plans during the above times, 
arrangements can be made to review the plan at a time convenient for them. If you would like 
to discuss the proposed plan with a BC Timber Sales representative, please contact the Terrace 
Timber Sales office to arrange a meeting. 
Please forward any comments, questions or concerns in writing, by no later than July 31st, 2006, 
to Les Pawlak, R.P.F. at the Ministry of Forests, 
#200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1 L1. 
E-mail: Leszak.PawlakOgov.bc.ca, 
, 
P 
P h  250 638-51 00, Fa :  250 638-51 76. 
0 W b  - 0 .  0 -  
I- S63s _ - - _  *TIPS www.caledoniabailiffr.com 
0 Gl?WE llllrUllllll 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES t, 
P h  250635-7649 
www.cal.doniabailii.com 
1979 International Dump Truck Model F2575 wih Sander 
, 1992 Ford Dump Truck 
1988 Ford E350 Cube Van 
1990 John Deere 41 OC, 4 wheel drive 
For appointment to view, please contact our office. 
Phone 250-435-7649 
1981 Manco Mobile Home, l4’x66’,in local Mobile,Home Park 
-in good c5n&iion?All S$pliaCcEii&l&fZ8 Prospective purchasers 
responsible fbr conveyance k s .  Mobile‘home can be purchased 
and remain in its present location subject to landlord approval of 
purchaser as tenants. 
1995 GMC Yukon S/W, 4x4,4dr, good condition 203,600 kms, 
A/T, A/C, P/W, P/L, V-8. 
For appointment to view, please contact our office. 
I J 
I! 
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: Campbell River Mirror Comox 
' Parksville Qualicum News 
' News Bulletin Ladysmith Chronicle 
Cowichan Gazette Cowichan News 
Cowichan Pictorial Gulf Islands 
' ,  Peninsula News Review Saanich News 
News Victoria News Esquimalt News 
News Gazette Sooke News Mirror Monday 
(News Agassiz-Harrison Observer Aldergrove Star 
:Burnaby/New Westminster News Leader Chilliwack 
Ridge/Pitt Meadows News Mission 'City Record North 
*Leader Surrey/North Delta Leader Tri-City News WestEnder 100 
#Lake District News Castlegar News Clearwater North Thompson 
Valley Echo KamloopsThis Week Kelowna Capital News Kitimat Northern 
Western News Prince George Free Press Princeton Similkameen Spotlight Quesnel Cariboo Observer Quesnel Weekender Revelstoke Times Review Salmon Arm Observer Shuswap Market News 
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Nechako 
Magazine Abbotsford 
Bowen Island Undercurrent 
Progress Hopestandard LangleylimesMapie 
Shore Outlook Peace Arch News Richmond Review South Delta 
essage through aclassiied. ad-in al - or just =one 
British Columbia and yo 'I1 be sold 0111 the power , 
Stil building your business? Customize your package by choosing a single region or a single paper let us 
help you find the package that best suits your advertising needs. 
Q Vancouver Island 
$123.00" 
> 17 community papers plus 6 Dailies 
297,660 combined circulation 
I Campbell River Mirror 
Io Csmox Valley Record 
E Duncan News leader 
I Cowichan Pictorial 
Parksville Qualicum New! 
R Esquimalt News 
Goldstream News Gazette 
I Peninsula News Rewiew 
I Ladysmith Chronicle 
I lake Cowichan Gazette 
Saanich News 
I Sooke News Mirror 
4 Nanairno News Bulletin 
R North Island Gazette 
BI North Island Midweek 
$123 for 25 words. Additional words $2.28 
I Oak Bay News 
II Victoria News 
4 Monday Magazine 
* 
. A l l  BEST BUY ADS 
0 lower Mainland 
$1 13.45" 
> 17 community papers 557,524 csmhined circulation 
SSlB Abbotsford News, 
I AgassidHarrison Observer 
IIC Mission Record 
PI North Shore Outlook 
El Aldergrove §tar 
$111 Bowen Island Undercurrent 
Ip Burnaby Newsleader 
I Chilliwack Progress 
Bs Hope Standard 
81 Peace Arch News 
Richmond Review 
I i  South Delta leader 
II Surrey/North Delta Leader 
I Tri-City News 
W langley limes 1 BB Vancouver WestEnder 
$1 1345 for 25 words. Additional words $1.90 
RI Maple Ridge News I * 
BC Interior 
$1 34.95" 
> 32 community papers plus 5 Dailies 
31 7,355 combined ciiculation 11 
II 100 Mile House Free Pres 
I Ashcroft Journal 
4 Burns lake District News 
R Clearwater Tima 
4 Fort Saint James Couoier 
1 Golden Star 
I Prince George.hee Pres 
4 Quesnel Cariboo Observar 
4 Quesnel Wide Classifiads 
\, 3 
I Arrow lakes News 
88 Barriere Star Journal 
851 Castlegar News 
I Houston Today 
I lnvermere Valley Echo 
188 Kamloops This Week 
I Kootenay News Advertiser 
Merritt Herald 
CBI Merritt Valley Express 
Penticton Western 4 Revelstoke Review , 
Salmon krm Observer 
Sicamous News 
Similkameen Spotlight 
Summerland Review 
Vernon Morning Star 
Kelowna Capital News 4 Kitimat Sentinel ' ' 
E Williams Lake Tribune 
I Shuswap Market News 
' GO ON THE I ~ T E ~ ~ ~ !  
* 
s13495 for 25 words. Additional words $2.00 
i ,  
i 
1 
I Sports Scope 
Runners ready to rip 
TWENTY EIGHT teams wil l  race the 142-kilometre trek 
from Prince Rupert to Terrace in the fifth annual Skeena 
River Relay th is  Saturday, June 3. 
Each o f  the 10 runners per team w i l l  run one leg, a dis- 
tance of between 10 to 21 km, along Hwy 16. 
The race gets underway at 6 a.m. f rom the Performing 
Arts Centre in Prince Rupert and ends in the Canadian Tire 
parking lo t  in Terrace. For more information about the race, 
call Charlene at 627-7877. 
Y 
Soccer teams score medals 
FOUR OF Terrace’s six young soccer teams who competed 
in the Kamloops Youth Soccer Association Cup came home 
with medals. 
Th( U-18 boys, U-17 boys and U-14 boys won silver 
while the U-14 girls scored bronze. The U-16 boys and U-12 
boys came fourth. 
Redpath said “It was a great touranment. The weather wasn’t 
terrific but they did well.” 
the middle of the Skeena Junior Seconda 
W h is key- J ac ks start season Terrace Youth Soccer Assocaitoin spokesperson Gillian 
scoreboard with outdoor 3-D shoot. 
T~~~~~~ Track and Fjeld Assocjation MORE the Whiskey-Jack THAN 80 Archery archers Club’s participated first 3- in , third went was to Berle local Cyntllia McLellan Ridler. of Smithers, and q@Ke’ 
zone results 
Skeena - Grade 8 
second - 100 m, 400 m, long jump, triple jump 
third - 200 m, 400 m, javelin, long jump 
fifth - 100 m 
Jacqueline Lenuik - first - 300 m hurdles (meet record), 
first - triple jump, third - 80 m hurdles, 
fourth - 400 m, high jump, sixth - 100 m 
D shoot of  the season. Three locals topped 
their categories. 
In Men’s Unlimited, AI Campbell o f  
Will iams Lake won, followed by Bob Hu l l  
o f  Smithers in second and Dan Brauner in 
third. 
In Men’s Bowhnter sighted, local Jaco 
Fourie took top spot with Jerry Maurer 
of Smithers in second and Kevin Wade i n  
third. 
Judy Maurer of Smithers won the Wom- 
en’s Bowhunter category. 
Taylor Sapargia o f  Prince George won McLellan o f  Smithers, second to Luke Hull .?&- (1 for male a n d  female. 
Men’s Longbow. In second and third were 
third - shot put, discus, f i f th - 400 m local archers Ricardo Correia and Matt 
Ridler, respectively. ’ 
The Women’s Longbow winner was Tif- 
fany Hutchings of  Prince Rupert. Second 
I n  Women’s Recurve, first went to Wan- 
da Owelahand of Kitimat, second was local 
Erin Sandhals and third was local Thora Ar- 
nold-Smith. 
Full service 
Jenny Johnson - first - 800 m, 80 m hurdles, javelin, discus 
Ainsleigh Mensah - second - discus 
.& - 
Assorted sizes a n d  colours - . .  Lauren Robinson - third - triple jump, f i f th - javel in Grade 8 girls relay team - first - 4x100 m, 4x400 m 
Brandon Baverstock - first -javelin, 
Eric Anderson - first - discus, second - javelin, shot put 
Cubs Traditional went to was Megan 
Thornhill - Grade 8 
Janna Olynick - first - 100 m, 200 m, high jump 
Centennial Christian - Grade 8 
fourth - 1500 m, sixth - 400 m, 800 m, discus 
Skeena - Junior Girls 
Alex MacDougall - second - 100 m, long jump, triple jump 
Katherine Scarborough - first - 100 m, triple jump 
second - 200 m, long jump, sixth - 80 m hurdles 
Jessica Ames - first - 200 m, 400 rn, 
second-100 m, triple jump, 
fourth - 80 hurdles, fifth - long jump 
Brandy Yagelniski - second - 100 m, discus, shot put 
1 ’ 
Wi lma Brauner o f  Smithers won Wom- 
en’s Unlimited and second went to Flo Stem 
o f  Prince George. 
Men’s Recurve went to Brian Norstrom 
of Terrace, second was David Ramsay o f  
Terrace and third was Tim McLel lan of 
Smithers. 
o f  Smithers and third went to Ethan McLel-  
Ian. 
Cubs Recruve was won by Alexander 
Correia o f  Terrace, second was Ben Alles, 
and third was Seth Hu l l  of Smithers. 
Located in fm 
s 
To place your 2 
Community Classified 2 
call this newspaper or ~ 
f )  toll free 1-866-669-9222 s 
classif ieds@bccommunitynews.com Q 
-5 
Y a
www.communityclassifieds.ca 
11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR$1,666 
,- @%rd - long jump, f i f th - 200 m, javelin - 
Della Orrey - first - 300 m hurdles, second - 800 h 
third - 200 m, 400 m, f i f th - 80 m hurdles __ -. - - AUCTIONS - 
Marlee Cater - second - 1500 m, SATURDAY, JUNE 10. 
third - discus, javelin, fourth - 800 m 
Junior Girls relay team - first - 4x100 m, 4x400 rn 
Senior girls - Caledoka 
second - 400 m hurdles, high jump, 
fourth - 100 m, shot put, sixth - javel in 
second -javelin, long jump 
fourth - discus, f i f th - javel in 
Danis Bachek - first - long jump, 
Br i t t  Bingham - first - high jump, 
Amy Peltier - second - shot put, 
Senior girls relay team - second - 4x100 m 
Senior boys - Caledonia 
Brendan Genaille - second - triple jump, third - long jump 
fourth - 100 m, fifth - 200 m 
Mat t  Ippel - second - long jump, third - shot put 
fourth - discus, triple jump, 
sixth - 400 m, 800 m, high jump 
third - 200 m, triple jump, 
fourth - 400 m, shot put, long jump, sixth - javel in 
Bert Fawdrey - first - 110 m hurdles, second - high jump 
Senior Boys relay team - first - 4x100 m, third - 4x400 m 
Sports Menu 
June 2 to 4 
The Western Heritage Horse Show goes at the 
Thornhil l Community Grounds. Riding clinics with 
Mark MacCarthy wil l be offered Friday and clinics 
with NRHA reining judge Robin Cannon wil l be of- 
fered Friday afternoon and Sunday morning. The TSC 
Queen contest for ages I I to I 9  w i l l  be judged during 
the show. Contest applicants can sign up through the 
Western Heritage Horse Show Program. For details 
about the contest, call Lory Howard at 635-4504. For 
more info on the show and clinics, call Elaine Rempel 
at 635-7424. 
* June 3 
The Terrace Elementary School Sports Association 
(TESSA) hosts its track and field meet for elementary 
school students at the Skeena Junior Secondary track 
f rom 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For more informatoin, 
ocntact Teresa Wraight at 635-5646. 
June 3 i 
The fifth annual Skeena River Relay f rom Prince 
Rupert to Terrace goes coday along Hwyl6. For more 
info, contact Charlene Hamilton at 627-7877. 
June 3 
way. 
June 4 
Thunder cars and Bombers race and it’s Kiddies 
Day  at the Terrace Speedway. Children can ride around 
the track in a race car during intermission. I f  needed, 
today w i l l  be a WESCAR rain day. 
0 June 11 
Totem Saddle Club riders compete in a full day o f  
events. Gymkhana and Clear Rounds Day begin at 10 
a.m. and Percentage Day starts at 11 a.m. For more 
info, call Natasha Candelora at 635-6967 (Percent- 
age Day), Laurie Mul ler  at 635-9401 (Gymkhana) or 
Marty Cox at 633-2350 (Clear Rounds). 
The WESCAR Race drives at the Terrace Speed- 
\ 
Unreserved large consignment 
auction, 1 mile east and 2 112 
north of Redwater. Tractors, 
combines, haying, tillage and 
3pt equipment. Garden and 
antique tractors, vehicles, 
collectibles. Equip at 10 am; 
www.todaysauctionpage.com. 
Ed-proda_niukAuc$ons. - 
AUTO FINANCING 
SECOND CHANCE FINANCE. 
We say yes to poor credit 
and bankrupts. Select 
from over 450 cars, trucks, 
4x4s, vans. Call Marty 
C R E D I T Q U  EENS.COM.  
New & pre-owned automotive 
financing, domestic and 
import. Terms to fit 
your budget. Same day 
approval. Call  Barrie - 
1-866-832-01 56 or go to 
www.creditquegns.som. I - 
BUSINESS 
__-I- OPPORTUNJTIES 
Country Depot, Truevalue 
Hardware, V&S department 
stores - new & exist ing 
locations. No franchise 
fee - earn dividends. Call  
TruServ Canada today - 
w w w . t r u s e r v . c a .  
WORK AT HOME ONLINE. 
36 people needed immediately. 
Earn a part- or ful l- t ime 
income. Apply free online 
a n d  g e t  s t a r t e d !  
h t t p : / l w w w  . wf h b c .  c o m 
N E E D - A - P H O N E  I n c .  
Reconnection with no 
c r e d i t  c h e c k ,  n o  o n e  
r e f u s e d .  T o l l - f r e e  a t  
1-866-444-381 5 .  Email: 
need-a-phone@ telus.net. 
Web visit Need-A-Phone.com. 
Fax 1--866-444-7654. 
- CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
MOVIE EXTRAS WANTED 
for upcoming international 
films. Must be willing to travel 
and cover own airfare. Have 
fun, meet the stars & make 
money! No ,fees involved. 
CARS 
NEED A CAR or truck? 
Good credit, bad credit. 
Want a Visa? #1 success 
r a t e .  D e l i v e r y  i n  B C .  
www.dr ive hornenow.com 
or 888-501-1 148. - 
EDUCATION 
A N E W  C A R E E R ?  
T r a i n  t o  b e  a n  
Apar tment lCondomin ium 
Manager. Many jobs! 
Job placement assistance. 
A l l  a r e a s .  G o v e r n m e n t  
r e g i s t e r e d  p r o g r a m .  
I n f o r m a t i o n l b r o c h u r e :  
8339. www.RMTl.ca. 
604-552-4554. _ _  . - . - __ 
OWN YOUR OWN STORE - 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 5 - 5 0 8 5  
C2.FOX 1-9Q5-920-2217L 
-_ - - 
_ -  
604-681 -5456 I 1-800-665- 
. EDUCATION- 
START YOUR ONLINE 
Medical Transcription training 
today! Certificate program 
endorsed by employers. 
At-home and on-site 
job placement assistance. 
Contact Canscribe Career 
Centre. 1-800-466-1 535, 
w w w . c a n s c r i b e . c o m ,  
inf-o Qcanscribe,.com. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES_ 
2ND YEAR,’3RD YEAR, 
J o u r n e y m a n  W e l d e r s  
required for major oilfield 
fabrication shop, Nisku, 
Alberta. Journeyman shop 
rate $27/hour + bonus. 
Fax 780-955-2780. Phone 
7 8 0 - 9 5 5 - 7 4 3 3 .  E m a i l :  
mastcp_@_mastco.ab.ca. 
G E N E R A L  M A N A G E R .  
Dawson Co-operative Union 
is  a retai l  business in  
Dawson Creek, Bri t ish 
Columbia. Our membership 
is around 9,000 people, with 
Food, Petroleum, General 
Merchandise, and Home 
Centre products. Annual 
sales are approaching 
$50 million with additional 
growth planned. The General 
Manager will be responsible 
f o r  t h e  l e a d e r s h i p ,  
administration, co-ordination, 
and control of all aspects of 
the business. We require an 
individual with a successful 
r e t a i l i n g  b a c k g r o u n d  
i n c l u d i n g  s t r e n g t h  i n  
human resources, marketing, 
f i n a n c i a l  m a n a g e m e n t  
and administration. Strong 
leadership ski l ls i n  a 
team-based enterprise are 
essential. Interpersonal skills 
to enable staff and customer 
interaction on a day-to-day 
basis are critical. Previous 
experience in a co-operative 
environment is  an asset. 
An attractive salary, benefits, 
a n d  b o n u s  p a c k a g e  i s  
available. Address your 
cover letter and resume to: 
Human Resources Manager, 
Federated Co-operatives 
Ltd., 12852 - 141 Street 
(Box 2260), Edmonton, AB, 
E X P E R I E N C E D  M E A T  
hour. Located in  Grande 
Cache, Alberta. Benefi ts 
package. Contact Chris 
7 8 0 - 8 2 7 - 4 4 7 9 .  E m a i l :  
s c d o z @ t e I u s p I a n e  t .n-et-. 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Super Special: only $10 
for f i rst month plus hook 
up. Everyone welcome. 
Guaranteed approval. Free 
long distance package. 
Call Easy Reconnect now 
T5J 2P5. FEN 780-452-3997. 
CUTTER. $17 - $20 per 
1-877-446-5877. 
EMPLOYMENT 
P R E S S  A P P R E N T I C E .  
Webco Leduc. Webco Leduc 
has a career opening for a 
first year press apprentice. 
This is an excellent entry 
l e v e l  p o s i t i o n  f o r  a 
person seeking a career 
i n  t h e  p r i n t i n g  t r a d e .  
Responsibilities include flying 
papers, press and equipment 
maintenance and general 
Dressroom duties. Webco 
operates cold set and heat 
set presses with a Peretta 
inking system, infeeds and 
spliecers. Apply to: Robin 
Dobie, Press Foreman, 
Webco Leduc, 4504 - 61 
Ave., Leduc, AB, T9E 321. 
P h o n e  7 8 0 - 9 8 6 - 2 2 7 1 .  
Fax 780-986-6397. Email: 
prgss-@ webcoleduc.cpm. 
HOME PHONE connections. 
Spring Special! Only $24.95 
for your f irst month + 
$39.95 connection fee! Enter 
to win a free phone! Call 
Phone Factory Reconnect 
w w w . p h o n  ef  a c t o r y . c-a, 
A U T O M O T I V E  
TECHNICIANS LICENSED, 
4th year and 3rd year 
technicians required. Flat 
rate and straight time, 8 
hourslday guaranteed, no 
weekends or evenings. 
Signinglmoving allowance, 
full company benefits, very 
a g g r e s s i v e  b o n u s l p a y  
plan. Stable, positive work 
environment. Join the most 
award winning dealership in 
Canada. Established in 1960. 
Phone 780-352-5032 or 
1-800-232-7255. Fax 780- 
352-0986. Denham Ford, 
Wetaskiwin, Alberta. 
BUSY, ENERGETIC and 
growing GM dealership 
requires an automotive 
technician. Bannister GM in 
Edson, Alberta is looking 
for a l icensed automotive 
technician to complement our 
existing staff. Excellent 
starting wage, signing bonus 
and relocation allowance 
wm- be considered to 
qualif ied applicant. Reply 
i n  conf idence to: F ixed 
O p e r a t i o n s  M a n a g e r ,  
Bannister GM, 214 - 58 St., 
E d s o n ,  AB,  T 7 E  1 R 8 .  
Fax 780-723--6553. - 
FINANCIAL SERVICES - 
DEBT STRESS? Consolidate 
& l o w e r  p a y m e n t s  b y  
30-40%. End those phone 
c a l l s  & t h e  w o r r y .  
Avoid bankruptcy. Contact 
u s  f o r  a N o - C o s t  
C o n s u l t a t i o n .  O n l i n e :  
www.rnydebtsolution.com 
or Toll-Free 1-877-556-3500. 
. _  O-P!.QRTW!TIES_ - . 
1 - 8 7 7 -  3 3 6 - 2  2 7 4 ;  
__ FOR SRLE n/llSC:--.- 
A NEW PC only 9 9  
centslday! & everyone’s 
approved!* Get a fully loaded 
MDG computer with an Intel 
P4 3Ghz from 99 centslday. 
Includes everything you 
need: 512MB RAM, 17” LCD 
flat panel, Windows XP and a 
free* printerlscannerlcopier 
for first 500 callers (’Call for 
conditions) 1-809:236-2504. 
SAWMILLS from only 
$3,495.00 - Convert your 
logs to valuable lumber 
with your own Norwood 
portable band sawmill. Log 
skidders also available. 
www.norwoodindustries.com 
- free information: 1-800-566- 
6899 Ext4000T. 
REACH BEYOND your 
community! Place a 25- 
word classified in 105 BC & 
Yukon newspapers for  
only $395. Cal l  this 
newspaper for details, or 
phone 1-866-669-9222. 
v_vww.comm~n~~cla-~~f~~s.c_a,_ 
H O M E  T E L E P H O N E  
D I S C O N N E C T E D ?  
Reconnect today and save. 
Low monthly rates. No credit 
checks. No deposits. Receive 
free long distance with 
activation. Call Imagination 
Group 1-866-443-4408. 
F R E E  A D V E R T I S I N G  
fo r  yard sales, auctions, 
estate sales, craft shows, 
fundraisers. Submit your 
listing or look for yard sales, 
auctions, or estate sales. 
w : W d m Y a * & ! ? Y  
BC PHONE RECONNECT - 
May new customer special 
and free voicemail. Fast, 
friendly service and no 
refusals or credit checks. 
Tembo Telecom tol l  free 
1 - 8 7 7 - 4 6 8 - 3 6 2 6 ;  
WWELte E!_q.ca. - - - ___ 
PERSONALS __ 
LIFEMATES the relationship 
p e o p l e .  S i n g l e ?  M e e t  
your mate, guaranteed! 
Call Canada’s largest and 
leading relationship company 
today at: 1 -888-54MATES 
(62837) or visi t  us a t  
ymv.lifematescanada.com. 
RECREATIONAL 
- VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW & used 
motorhomes, diesel pushers, 
5th wheels, trailers, vans, 
campers. Total RV Centre. 
Special RV financing. Since 
1984. Voyager RV - Hwy 97, 
Winfield, BC. 1-800-668- 
1447. www.voyagerRV.ca. 
-_ 
SERVICES 
THE LAWYER REFERRAL 
SERVICE is a public service 
that matches people with 
legal concerns to a lawyer In 
their area. A half hour 
consultation with a lawyer is 
$25 plus taxes, and regular 
lawyer fees follow if you both 
agree to proceed. Phone 
1.800.663.1 919. Can they do 
that? Isn’t that against the 
law? Call DIAL-A-LAW to find 
out. Lawyers have provided. 
practical information about 
dif ferent areas of law i n  
scripts. These scripts tell you 
what your legal rights are 
and what the law says about 
it. This service is free and 
is  avai lable i n  English, 
Chinese, & Punjabi. Phone 
1 . 8 0 0 . 5 6 5 . 5 2 9 7  or 
w w w . d i a l a l a w . o r g .  
C R I M I N A L  R E C O R D S  
REMOVAL. We guarantee. 
Free assessments. U.S. 
waivers. Peace of mind, 
keeping a job, bondability, 
travel to U.S., custody of 
children. Apply in  60 
seconds. 1-800-298-5520; 
BUS COUNCIL OF CANADA 
recognizes the professionalism 
of experienced bus drivers 
t h r o u g h  i t s  n a t i o n a l  
c e r t i f i c a t i o n  p r o g r a m .  
F i n d  o u t  m o r e  a t  
w w w . b u s c o u n c i l . c a  o r  
c a I I 1 - 8 6 6  --2f7I:ll 0-7& 
_ _  STEEL B_U_I_LP!!!_GS&.- 
STEEL BUILDING SALE1 
Save 60-70% o n  l imi ted 
inventory! 20x24, 30x40, 
40x60, 50x100, 60x150. 
Everything must go1 Toll-free 
1 - 8 7 7 - 7 2 8 - 4 8 0 7 .  
HEAVY INDUSTRIAL solid 
i-beam steel buildings for 
sale with Canada-stamped 
drawings. Clearance models 
available for balance owed, 
60x1 00, 70x1 50, 90x1 80, 
others available. Cal l  
1-800-259-5946 or v is i t  
www.alliedbuildings.com., 
ALL STEEL BUILDING 
SALE! - “Plus free bonus!“ 
20x28 now $4200. 25x32 
$5800. 30x42 $9200. 40x62 
$14,900. Extensive range of 
sizes. Front end optional. 
_I Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. 
TRAVEL 
60-80% off retail! Best  
resorts and seasons! Call 
f o r  f r e e  c u s t o m i z e d  
magazine! 1-800-597-9347. 
Browse onl ine for over 
400 worldwide properties - 
www. holidaygroup.com/bcn. 
-__ 
~?%!!?nP?Ld!F!:CA- 
L 
TIMESHARE RESALES - 
